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Dissertation title: Statical and dynamical characteristics of injection-locked Fabry-Pérot
laser diodes

Abstract: Injection locking is a nonlinear phenomenon in which two (or more) self-
sustained oscillators can synchronize their oscillations, i.e., their operating frequencies
and phases, provided that there exists some kind of coupling between them. This phe-
nomenon can be observed in diverse disciplines such as mechanics, physics, engineering,
even biology, psychology, etc. With development of electronics, injection locking has
been used in a number of engineering applications comprising oscillators such as elec-
trical or microwave, while recent breakthroughs in photonics paved the way for injection
locking to be employed in optical systems such as lasers. Semiconductor lasers represent
a kind of electrically driven self-sustained oscillators, which support electromagnetic os-
cillations inside the resonator cavity. By using various feedback mechanisms, the number
of supported oscillations or modes can be controlled, providing single- or multi-mode op-
eration of the laser. One of the sophisticated methods to control oscillations in one laser
indeed relies on synchronization with another laser, i.e., on the technique of injection
locking. In the case of injection-locked lasers, light from one, which is referred as “mas-
ter” laser, is injected into the cavity of another (“slave”) laser, to provide for the coupling
of the two oscillators. Under certain conditions, the slave laser can become stably locked
to the frequency of the master one. In this technique, successful synchronization, i.e., sta-
ble locking of the two lasers, depends on injection parameters, which are the number of
injected photons, (injection power), and the frequency detuning between the free-running
frequencies of the master and slave lasers.

The technique of injection locking has been proven to benefit laser dynamics, by in-
creasing side-mode-suppression-ratio, thus providing single-mode operation, damping the
relaxation oscillations, increasing the modulation bandwidth, reducing the linewidth and
frequency chirping, etc. For that matter, injection-locked semiconductor lasers are pro-
posed as cost-effective transmitter solutions in modern architectures of optical networks,
such as wavelength division multiplexing passive optical networks, where injection-locked
lasers can substitute for much more expensive tunable lasers, since their frequency, i.e.,
wavelength can be controlled via injection locking. On the other hand, injection lock-
ing in semiconductor lasers can lead to optical bistability, which can be employed in
modern photonics integrated circuits, aiming for all-optical signal processing, tending
to surpass the bottleneck imposed by the electronic layer in existing hybrid optical net-
works. Injection-locked optically bistable components can be used for realization of all-
optical flip-flops, memories, switches, logic gates, for all-optical wavelength conversion
and other fundamental building blocks of every all-optical signal processing system.



This thesis deals with semiconductor laser diodes with Fabry-Pérot cavities, i.e., multi-
mode lasers, which are subjected to side-mode (intermodal) injection locking, meaning
that external light is injected into one of the slave laser’s longitudinal side-modes. The
investigation is based on a multi-mode rate equations system which comprises extra terms
describing the locking phenomenon. On the basis of this model, with exactly calculated
gain for InGaAsP/InGaAlAs multiple quantum well active region, static and dynamic
characteristics are studied theoretically, while some results are experimentally confirmed.

At first, a detailed asymmetrical locking range is defined and discussed with respect
to the injection power, frequency detuning and linewidth enhancement factor. Special at-
tention is paid to the locking range in the domain of negative frequency detuning, where
folding of the locking range along the four-wave mixing boundary is found. In the bound-
aries of the locking range, stationary analysis shows that for a fixed slave laser bias cur-
rent, there is a range of injection parameters (injection power and frequency detuning),
in which the slave laser can exhibit up to three steady-states. The nature of the steady-
states is discussed from the perspective of carrier rate versus carrier concentration phase
plot which reveals that one of these states is not a consequence of injection locking, but
emerges due to the interplay of the unlocked modes, and can be obtained only by a de-
tailed model, which includes at least one longitudinal mode besides the injection-locked
one. Further on, these phase plots reveal that one stationary solution represents a repelling
stationary point, and thus remaining two attractors can provide bistable output of the slave
laser. As a consequence of this bistability, the slave laser exhibits a hysteresis cycle in
the output, in terms of output power (and consequently side-mode-suppression-ratio) and
phase. The hystereses can be circulated by varying the injection power or frequency de-
tuning, and their formation and circulation is explained by the means of carrier rate versus
carrier concentration phase plots. In addition to this, our model predicts that the hysteresis
cycle can also be obtained with fixed values of injection power and frequency detuning,
and by varying the slave laser bias current. However, our further analysis, regarding the
slave laser dynamical stability, switching time and switching energy between the two sta-
ble hysteresis branches, preliminarily shows that higher values of the bias current deterio-
rate the slave laser stability, and lead to high switching times and high required switching
energies, making these kinds of loops unattractive from the perspective of applications in
all-optical systems. For these reasons, in this thesis we focus on the injection power and
frequency detuning variations as the two mechanisms for outlining the hysteresis loops
and switching between the branches, and leave the bias current dependent hysteresis for
some future work. As a matter of fact, the presence of the hysteresis in the power out-
put of the laser, and its counterclockwise circulation by variation of the injection power
is experimentally confirmed. In addition to this, widths and heights of output power,



side-mode-suppression-ratio and phase hystereses are theoretically studied with respect
to injection power, frequency detuning, as well as injection-locked side-mode order.

On the basis of derived small-signal model, obtained hystereses are subjected to Lya-
punov stability analysis, and detailed, multivalued stability map, with respect to injection
power and frequency detuning, is presented. This map thoroughly studies characteristics
of the available stationary states in the domain of the locking range, and shows that in
a certain range of injection parameters, two attractive stationary points can be simulta-
neously stable, and provide for bistability. In addition to this, the map emphasises the
importance of the unlocked modes, since it proves that the slave laser stability is greatly
affected by the number of the longitudinal modes included in the model. In the case
of a simple model, comprising only the injection-locked mode, the map resembles the
common stability map found in the literature. However, a detailed model leads to a sig-
nificantly different stability map, comprising a complex stability distribution.

Motivated by possible applications of the injection-locked induced optical bistability
in realization of all-optical signal processing components, such as all-optical flip-flops,
the thesis deals with possible switching between stable states of the slave laser. For that
matter, a simple analytical method for characterization of the switching processes is de-
rived. The analytical method is derived under certain approximations, which reduce the
accuracy of the calculation, but the method proves to be very useful for both phenomeno-
logical, i.e., qualitative, as well as quantitative description of the switching process. The
exact numerical method gains its significance once highly precise calculation, and deeper
insight in the slave laser dynamics during the switching process, are required. On the
premises of the analytical method, two switching mechanisms are analyzed: switching
by master laser’s injection power variation, which provides an amplitude controlled slave
laser, and switching by frequency detuning variation, which provides a phase controlled
slave laser. Again, by the means of the carrier rate versus carrier concentration phase
plots, under the assumptions of the analytical method, the trajectories of both switching
methods are predicted and analyzed. This method predicts that switching times and en-
ergies can be very low, in order of 10 ps, and 1 fJ, respectively, although it shows that,
in terms of switching time and energy, there is a discrepancy between the two switching
directions. However, in the case of frequency detuning variation, it can predict the switch-
ing time for just one switching direction. Nevertheless, the method provides a possibility
to more directly investigate the influence of parameters such as linewidth enhancement
factor and active region volume of the slave laser on the switching characteristics. The
presented results show that, in the case of amplitude controlled switching, higher values
of linewidth enhancement factor and active region volume can lead to shorter switching
time, and lower switching energies.



Finally, a detailed numerical model, which relies on the full scale multi-mode rate
equations system, is employed in investigation of the switching characteristics in the case
of frequency detuning variation. New, exact transient switching trajectories are presented
in the carrier rate versus carrier concentration phase plot, and studied to find that they
differ from the trajectories predicted by the stationary analysis. The switching time is
here classified as the switching time of the master laser, i.e., the duration of the frequency
detuning variation, which gives results comparable with the results obtained from our
analytical model. However, the exact numerical model provides a possibility to study the
switching time of the slave laser, defined as the slave laser locking time, after the variation
of the frequency detuning. This classification, as well as quantitative description of both
master and slave lasers’ switching times can be very attractive from the viewpoint of
advanced modulation formats, which can employ amplitude of phase modulation, since
injection power or frequency detuning variation switching can provide such modulations.
Our results show that there is a high discrepancy between the switching directions in
terms of overall switching time, hence three methods for switching time optimization
are proposed. Methods comprise the change of the initial conditions of the slave laser,
variation of the master laser’s switching time, which proves to affect the slave laser’s
switching time, and finally introduction of the external cavity, in order to modify the cavity
losses for the injection-locked side-mode. It has been found that the shortest switching
time of the master laser, which allows for the slave laser to be successfully switched by
frequency detuning variation, reaches the values of several picoseconds, and goes up to
200 ps. A disproportion of the slave laser’s switching times with respect to the switching
direction is found (3 ns versus 0.3 ns). Upon applying the proposed optimization methods,
it has been found that a modest increase of the master laser’s switching time establishes
a balance between the two directions of the slave laser’s switching, providing almost one
order of magnitude improvement in comparison to the results achieved for the shortest
possible master laser’s switching times.

Keywords: injection locking, optical bistability, amplitude controlled switching, phase
controlled switching, switching time
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Naslov teze: Statičke i dinamičke karakteristike injekciono sihronizovanih Fabri-Pero
laserskih dioda

Rezime: Injekciona sinhronizacija je nelinearni fizički fenomen u kome dva (ili više) os-
cilatora mogu da sinhroniziju svoje frekvencije i faze, ukoliko postoji odred̄ena sprega
izmed̄u njih. Ovaj fizički fenomen prisutan je u raznim sferama nauke, od mehanike,
fizike i inženjerstva, preko biologije, čak i do psihologije, itd. Sa razvojem elektronike, in-
jekciona sinhronizacija počinje da nalazi svoje mesto u oscilatornim električnim i mikro-
talasnim sistemima, dok poslednja otkrića na polju fotonike pružaju priliku da ova tehnika
bude primenjena i u optičkim oscilatornim sistemima, poput lasera. Poluprovodnički
laseri su vrsta električno pobud̄enih oscilatora koji podržavaju elektromagnetne oscilacije
u laserskom rezonatoru. Postoje razni tipovi mehanizama na bazi povratne sprege koji se
koriste za kontrolu podržanih modova oscilacija, čime je moguće postići monomodni ili
multimodni rad lasera. Jedna od naprednijih tehnika se upravo bazira na efektu injekcione
sinhronizacije sa drugim laserom, tj. svetlost iz jednog (vodećeg) lasera se injektuje u re-
zonator drugog (pratećeg) lasera, koji u slučaju da su ispunjeni odred̄eni uslovi, postaje
stabilno sinhronizovan prema frekvenciji i fazi pratećeg lasera. Uspešnost injekcione
sinhronizacije zavisi od parametra injekcije, na prvom mestu od koncentracije injekto-
vanih fotona, tj. injektovane snage kao i od frekvencijske razdešenosti dva lasera.

Pokazano je da ova tehnika može da doprinese poboljšanju dinamike lasera, tako što
povećava potiskivanje neželjenih modova i obezbed̄uje monomodni režim rada, prigušuje
relaksacione oscilacije u prelaznim režimima pratećeg lasera, povećava propusni opseg,
smanjuje širinu linije i frekvencijski čirp, itd. Zbog pomenutih prednosti, injekciono
sinhronizovani laseri predloženi su za primenu u modernim arhitekturama optičkih mreža,
poput pasivnih optičkih mreža sa multipleksiranjem po talasnim dužinama, u kojima bi
mogli da zamene daleko skuplje i složenije podesive lasere, s obzirom na to da se njihova
talasna dužina može kontrolisati pomoću jednog vodećeg lasera. Drugi važan domen
primene oslanja se na optičku bistabilnost koja se javlja u ovakvim laserskim sistemima,
a koja može biti upotrebljena u modernim fotonskim integrisanim kolima, sa ciljem re-
alizacije sve-optičke obrade signala, koja ima potencijal da prevazid̄e ograničenja elek-
tronskog procesiranja u hibridnim optičkim sistemima. Optička bistabilnosti injekciono
sihronizovanih lasera može se koristiti za realizaciju fotonskih bistabilnih komponenti
poput sve-optičkih flip-flopova, memorija, prekidača, logičkih kola, sve-optičkih konver-
tora talasnih dužina i ostalih fundamentalnih, gradivnih komponenata svakog sistema za
sve-optičku obradu signala.

Ova disertacija bavi se poluprovodničkim multimodnim laserima sa Fabri-Pero re-
zonatorom, na koje se primenjuje injekciona sihronizacija pomoću vodećeg lasera, pri



čemu se svetlost injektuje u neki od sporednih, longitudinalnih modova pratećeg lasera.
Teorijska analiza statičkih i dimaničkih karakteristika pratećeg lasera sprovedena je na
bazi izvedenog modela brzinskih jednačina koje opisuju dinamiku pratećeg lasera u režimu
injekcione sinhronizacije i egzaktno proračunatog pojačanja InGaAsP/InGaAlAs aktivne
oblasti na bazi višestrukih kvantnih jama, dok su odred̄eni rezultati potvrd̄eni i eksperi-
mentalno.

Izvedena je detaljna analiza asimetrične oblasti sprezanja u funkciji od injekcione
snage, frekvencijske razdešenosti i Henrijevog faktora. Posebna pažnja je posvećena
oblasti sprezanja u domenu negativnih frekvencijskih razdešenosti, gde je pokazano sav-
ijanje ove oblasti po granici četvorotalasnog mešanja. Unutar granica sprezanja sprove-
dena je stacionarna analiza, koja pokazuje da postoji opseg injekcionih snaga i frekven-
cijskih razdešenosti u kome prateći laser može da ima do tri stacionarna stanja. Iz per-
spektive faznih dijagrama vremenske promene koncentracije nosilaca u funkciji koncen-
tracije nosilaca, diskutovana je priroda ovih stacionarnih stanja i pokazano je da jedno
od tri stanja nije posledica injekcione sinhronizacije, već uticaja nespregnutih modova
pratećeg lasera. Pokazano je da je ovo stanje moguće identifikovati i karakterisati samo
primenom detaljnog modela koji uzima u obzir uticaj nespregnutih modova. Analizom
faznih dijagrama potvrd̄eno je da jedna od tri tačke predstavlja repulzivnu (odbojnu) sta-
cionarnu tačku, dok druge dve imaju atraktivan (privlačan) karakter i mogu da dovedu
do bistabilnosti pratećeg lasera. Kao posledica ove bistabilnosti, u izlazu pratećeg lasera
formiraju se histerezisne petlje, od kojih su prikazane tri vrste: petlje po izlaznoj snazi,
po faktoru potiskivanja sporednih modova i po fazi pratećeg lasera. Kretanje po his-
terezisima je moguće izvršiti varijacijom snage injekcije ili frekvencijske razdešenosti.
Pored toga, naš model predvid̄a i formiranje histerezisa varijacijom struje polarizacije
pratećeg lasera. Ipak, naša dalja, preliminarna analiza ovakvih histerezisa, pokazuje da
ovakvi histerezisi nisu previše atraktivni sa aspekta praktične primene u sve-optičkim
sistemima, s obzirom na to da se pokazuje da prateći laser, u slučaju visokih struja polar-
izacije ispoljava izražene nestabilnosti, kao i loše karakteristike sa aspekta komutacije
izmed̄u stabilnih stanja. Iz pomenutih razloga, u ovoj tezi fokus je prebačen na his-
terezise koji su dobijeni varijacijom snage injekcije i frekvencijske razdešenosti, dok se
analiza histerezisa po struji ostavlja za neki budući rad. Proces formiranja i kretanja po
histerezisnim petljama teorijski je analiziran i objašnjen iz perspektive faznih dijagrama
vremenske promene koncentracije nosilaca u zavisnosti od koncentracije nosilaca. Posto-
janje histerezisa u izlaznoj snazi pratećeg lasera, kao i kretanje kroz histerezis varijacijom
injekcione snage iz vodećeg lasera, potvrd̄eno je i eksperimentalno. Konačno, teorijski je
ispitivana zavisnost širina i visina histerezisa u funkciji od injekcione snage, frekvencijske
razdešenosti i izbora injektovanog moda.



Za potrebe analize stabilnosti, razvijen je model “malih signala” na osnovu kog je
primenjena analiza stabilnosti po teoriji Ljapunova. Predstavljena je nova, detaljna mapa
stabilnosti pratećeg lasera u funkciji od injekcione snage i frekvencijske razdešenosti.
Pomoću ove mape, indirektnom metodom Ljapunova, detaljno je analizirana priroda sta-
cionarnih stanja pratećeg lasera i pokazano je da u odred̄enom opsegu injekcionih param-
etara, oba atraktora pokazuju stabilan karakter i time obezbed̄uju bistabilnost pratećeg
lasera. Pored toga, prezentovana mapa naglašava značaj nespregnutih modova na stabil-
nost pratećeg lasera. U slučaju prostog modela koji uračunava samo uticaj injektovanog
moda, dobijena mapa podseća na rezultat prisutan u relevantnoj literaturi. Ipak, detaljan
model vodi ka bitno drugačijoj i složenoj raspodeli stabilnosti u domenu sprezanja, čime
se naglašava pomenuti uticaj nespregnutih modova.

U skladu sa predloženom primenom injekciono sinhronizovanih bistabilnih lasera u
realizaciji sve-optičkih komponenti poput sve-optičkih flip-flopova, teza se bavi anali-
zom komutacije izmed̄u stabilnih stanja pratećeg lasera. Za potrebe ove analize izveden
je i predstavljen analitički metod za karakterizaciju komutacionih procesa u pratećem
laseru. Ovaj model razvijen je na premisama odred̄enih aproksimacija koje redukuju pre-
ciznost dobijenih rezultata, ali se pokazuje da ovaj model može relativno dobro da opiše
procese komutacije, kako fenomenološki, tj. kvalitativno, tako i kvantitativno. Egza-
ktan numerički model dobija na značaju onda kada se ukazuje potreba za preciznim
izračunavanjem karakteristika komutacije, kao i za dublje razumevanje dinamike pratećeg
lasera, tokom procesa komutacije. Na bazi analitičkog modela, predstavljene su i anal-
izirane dve metode komutacije: varijacija injekcione snage, koja obezbed̄uje amplitudski
kontrolisanu komutaciju i varijacija frekvencijske razdešenosti, koja obezbed̄uje fazno
kontrolisanu komutaciju. Na primeru faznih dijagrama vremenske promene koncentracije
nosilaca u funkciji koncentracije nosilaca, pokazane su i analizirane trajektorije komutacije
za obe predložene metode. Analitički metod predvid̄a jako mala vremena i male energije
komutacije, koja su reda veličine 10 ps i 1 fJ, respektivno, ali i veliku razdešenost komuta-
cionih vremena i energija po smerovima komutacije. S druge strane, analitički metod, u
slučaju frekvencijski, odnosno fazno kontrolisane komutacije, ne može u potpunosti da
karakteriše komutaciju, tj. ne može da proračuna vreme komutacije za jedan komutacioni
smer. I pored toga, metod je koristan jer pruža priliku da se direktno ispituje uticaj poje-
dinih parametara na vreme i energiju komutacije, kao što je Henrijev faktor i zapremina
aktivne oblasti pratećeg lasera. Rezultati ove analize pokazuju da veće vrednosti Henri-
jevog faktora i veće vrednosti zapremine aktivne oblasti pratećeg lasera dovode do brže i
energetski efikasnije komutacije.

Konačno, na bazi multimodnih brzinskih jednačina pratećeg lasera, razvijen je de-
taljan numerički model, koji je upotrebljen za karakterizaciju fazno kontrolisane ko-



mutacije. Kroz fazne dijagrame vremenske promene koncentracije nosilaca u funkciji
koncentracije nosilaca, predstavljene su i diskutovane egzaktne tranzijentne trajektorije
komutacije, koje se razlikuju od stacionarnih trajktorija dobijenih na osnovu analitičkog
modela. Ukupno vreme komutacije rasčlanjeno je na vreme komutacije vodećeg lasera,
koje je definisano kao vreme trajanja varijacije frekvencijske razdešenosti i dobijeni rezul-
tati pokazuju kvalitativno slaganje sa rezultatima analitičkog modela. Ipak, egzaktan nu-
merički model pruža šansu da se ispituje i vreme komutacije pratećeg lasera, definisano
kao vreme uspostavljanja stacionarnog stanja nakon završene varijacije vodećeg lasera.
Rezultati dobijeni na osnovu ovog modela pokazuju izraženu razdešenost vremena po
smerovima komutacije. Ovakva klasifikacija vremena komutacije, kao i njihov egzaktan
proračun, značajni su sa aspekta naprednih modulacionih formata, koji koriste ampli-
tudsku ili faznu modulaciju, a koju je moguće ostvariti komutacijom pomoću injekcione
snage ili frekvencijske razdešenosti. Predložene su tri metode optimizacije: varijacija
početnog stanja pratećeg lasera, varijacija vremena komutacije vodećeg lasera i upotreba
eksterne laserske rezonatorske šupljine u postojećem rezonatoru pratećeg lasera u cilju
varijacije rezonatorskih gubitaka injekcionog moda. Pokazano je da za minimalno vreme
komutacije vodećeg lasera, za koje je moguće izvršiti komutaciju pratećeg lasera, vreme
komutacije ima vrednosti u opsegu od nekoliko ps do 200 ps. Pokazuje se da dispropor-
cija vremena komutacije po smerovima komutacije dominantno potiče od različitih vre-
mena komutacije pratećeg lasera, koje za jedan smer iznosi oko 0.3 ns, dok za drugi smer
ima vrednosti za red veličine veće, oko 3 ns. Predložene metode optimizacije dovode do
ujednačavanja vremena komutacije po smerovima, a da pri tome malo povećanje vremena
komutacije vodećeg lasera dovodi do značajnog (za red veličine) smanjenja vremena ko-
mutacije pratećeg lasera.

Ključne reči: injekciona sinhronizacija, optička bistabilnost, amplitudski kontrolisana
komutacija, fazno kontrolisana komutacija, vreme komutacije
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Oscillations locking is as well known physical phenomenon in which, under the assump-
tion that certain criteria is met, two coupled oscillators can adjust their frequencies and
phases and thus operate in unison. Semiconductor lasers represent a kind of electrically
driven oscillators which support oscillations of electromagnetic field and as such, two (or
more) lasers can be subjected to oscillations locking, provided that there is some kind of
coupling between them. This coupling can be provided by injecting the light from one
(master) into the resonator cavity of the other (slave) laser. As this presented technique
of injection locking can lead to optical bistability of slave laser, injection-locked lasers
receive more and more attention in the field of photonics, where bistable components
play an highly important role. This thesis deals with side-mode, i.e., inter-modal injec-
tion locking in Fabry-Pérot semiconductor laser diodes, and investigates both static and
dynamics characteristic of such systems. The thesis is organized as follows:

• In the Introduction Chapter of the thesis, we explain the basic principles of this
phenomenon in general, give historical perspective of oscillations locking discover-
ies and applications and classify different regimes of oscillations coupling (Section
1.1). In Section 1.2 we present some important bistable components used in modern
photonics systems, in particular all-optical switches and all-optical flip-flops which
represent elementary building blocks of the all-optical networks architectures. In
Section 1.3 we focus on the nature of optical bistabilities found in injection-locked
lasers. Finally, in the last section of the introduction chapter (1.4), we give a short
conspectus of the current trends in the investigation and employment of injection-
locked lasers in the domain of photonics.

• In Chapter 2 we present theoretical model used to describe dynamics of the Fabry-
Pérot multi-mode lasers. We present derivation of the rate equations for the slave
laser in the regime of injection locking (Section 2.1) and extend the model to ac-

1
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count for all supported longitudinal modes of Fabry-Pérot slave laser cavity (Sec-
tion 2.2). Finally, we set theoretical model for investigation of the locking range and
small-signal stability of injection-locked Fabry-Pérot laser diodes, which is based
on the multi-mode rate equations system (Section 2.3).

• In Chapter 3 we present static characteristics of injection-locked Fabry-Pérot laser
diodes. We present calculated optical gain and spontaneous emission of our In-
GaAsP/InGaAlAs multiple quantum well laser, and calculate all other parameters
of the structure appearing in the multi-mode rate equation system (Section 3.1).
Next, we calculate the locking range in both cases of intra- (dominant mode) and
inter-modal (side-mode) injection locking (Section 3.2). On the basis of our math-
ematical model for stationary analysis (Section 3.3) we derive carrier rate versus
carrier concentration phase plots (Section 3.4), through which we explain the for-
mation of the hysteresis loops in the slave laser output (Section 3.5). Finally, we
theoretically investigate hysteresis widths and heights with respect to the injection
power and frequency detuning (Section 3.6).

• In Chapter 4 we present dynamic characteristics of injection-locked Fabry-Pérot
laser diodes. Firstly, we present map of stationary points distribution in the fre-
quency detuning–relative injection power space, as well as detailed stability map
with respect to relative injection power and frequency detuning (Section 4.1). On
the basis of this map we recognize regions in which slave laser exhibits instabili-
ties, and in which the slave laser acquires two simultaneously stable states, provid-
ing bistability. In Section 4.2 we provide an analytical method for characterization
of the switching in the region of the slave laser bistability, while in Section 4.3
we extend this analysis on the exact, full scale numerical model and present exact
switching trajectories, as well as methods for slave laser’s switching time optimiza-
tion.

• In Chapter 5 we give final conclusion to the thesis.

1.1 The phenomenon of synchronization

1.1.1 A historical perspective

Should one perform a search of any scientific database in order to find publication tit-
tles that contain words with the root “synchro”, the results of such search would yield
thousands of entries. Moreover, in the case of similar Google search, unconstrained to
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scientific databases, the entries would be in order of millions. Indeed, the word “syn-
chronous” is encountered both in everyday and scientific language. The word itself has
an etymology in Greek words συν (“syn”), meaning the same, common, and χρoνoς

(“chronos”), meaning time. Literally, “synchronous” means “acting/occurring/operating
at the same/common time”. Generally, the synchronization phenomena are abundant in
large number of diverse systems, for instance mechanical clocks, various kinds of elec-
tronic circuits, singing crickets, fireflies, cardiac pacemakers, firing neurons, musical in-
struments or even applauding audiences, violinists in an orchestra, etc., which all tend to
achieve synchronization, i.e., to operate in unison under certain conditions. Obviously,
the synchronization phenomena are omnipresent in the world around us, noticeable in
various branches of science, from physics and engineering through medicine and biology,
up to music and social life. Although these phenomena occur in various forms which
appear to be different, they usually obey some universal laws.

The world around us is filled with oscillatory motion: light is a form of an electromag-
netic oscillation, radio communications are based on electromagnetic oscillations outside
of the visible spectrum, vast number of electronic devices operate on the basis of electrical
current oscillations, numerous mechanical systems deploy all kinds of oscillatory, rotatory
and vibrational motions, some chemical systems exhibit oscillatory variations of reagents
concentration, the alternations of ebb and flow follow an oscillatory pattern, human heart
produces oscillatory contractions which is connected with the respiratory cycles of the
human lungs, patients with Parkinson’s disease exhibit involuntary oscillatory shaking of
their limbs,...just to name a few. All these systems produce some internal rhythms while
being open systems, i.e., they are not isolated from the environment but rather interact
with the surroundings, albeit this interaction is often extremely weak and unnoticeable.
Nevertheless, this interaction is the key factor in adjusting the mutual rhythms, which
represents the essence of the synchronization phenomenon.

Historically, the first noticed example of the oscillations synchronization was related
to mechanical systems, in particular to pendulum clocks. First one to observe and fully
describe the phenomenon was Dutch scientist Christiaan Huygens (1629–1695), who was
the inventor of the pendulum clock [1]. After he had invented the pendulum clock, Huy-
gens paid a special attention to improving its stability and precision, especially in order
to make pendulum clocks suitable for use on the ships in the open sea, so that the sailors
could keep track of the longitude, and thus determine a position on the Earth’s surface.
For that purpose Huygens attempted to make one of the first marine chronometers, a prim-
itive global positioning system (GPS) by using the pendulum clock. In order to determine
the exact position, sailors needed to calculate their altitude, latitude and longitude. Cal-
culation of the altitude did not play an important role and could be neglected, since ships
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were sailing at the sea level. The latitude could be determined by measuring the Sun’s
angle at the noon, or, in Northern Hemisphere, by measuring the angle that the North Star
(Polaris) makes with the horizon. However, in order to determine the longitude, sailors
needed to use a clock that is precise and accurate enough to be used as a portable time
reference. The purpose of such a device is to accurately measure time of some known and
fixed location, e.g. Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). Before the invention of the pendu-
lum clocks, the accuracy of the mechanical clocks was 15 minutes a day, while Huygen’s
pendulum clocks increased this accuracy to around 15 seconds a day [2]. Having such
accurate time reference, sailors could calculate the time difference between GMT and the
local noon, when the Sun reaches the highest point in the sky. Since the Earth rotates with
the constant angular velocity, by using this time difference and some basic geometry, they
could determine the longitude relative to the Greenwich Meridian. However, due to rough
sea and pronounced vibrations of the ship, as well as due to small variations in the Earth’s
gravitation, basic gravity-based constructions of pendulum clocks showed unsatisfactory
precision and stability. Inspired with this problem, Huygens made efforts to make al-
ternative constructions of such clocks so to improve their stability, when he observed a
phenomenon, which he defined as “odd kind of sympathy” between two pendulum clocks
suspended on the same wooden beam. He reported his observations to his father in the
series of letters, which he sent to him. In the letter sent on February 26th in 1665, he wrote
[1]:

“While I was forced to stay in the bed for a few days and made my observations on

my two clocks of the new workshop, I noticed a wonderful effect that nobody could have

thought of before. The two clocks, while hanging side by side with a distance of one

or two feet between, kept in pace relative to each other with a precision so high that

the two pendulums always swung together and never varied. While I admired this for

some time, I finally found that this happened due to a sort of sympathy: when I made the

pendulums swing at different paces, I found that half an hour later, they always returned

to synchronism and kept it constantly afterwards, as long as I let them go...”
In 1673 Huygens published his memoirs Horologium Oscillatorium sive de motu pen-

dulorum, in which he wrote [1]:
“It is quite worth noting that when we suspended two clocks so constructed from two

hooks imbedded in the same wooden beam, the motions of each pendulum in opposite

swings were so much in agreement that they never receded the least bit from each other

and the sound of each was always heard simultaneously. Further, if this agreement was

disturbed by some interference, it reestablished itself in a short time. For a long time I

was amazed at this unexpected result, but after a careful examination finally found that

the cause of this is due to the motion of the beam, even though this is hardly perceptible...”
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Figure 1.1: Original drawing of Christiaan Huygens illustrating the two suspended pen-
dulum clocks [1].

In modern language, one could say that the two observed oscillators, in this case pen-
dulum clocks, synchronized their frequencies, i.e., they become mutually frequency cou-
pled in anti-phase, since Huygens reported that pendulums swung in the opposite direc-
tions. Apart from being present in the mechanical systems, or more generally, related to
engineering, the synchronization or locking phenomena are manifested in living systems
as well. In 1729 Jean-Jacques d’Ortous de Mairan (1678–1771), the French astronomer
and mathematician, observed that the movement of the haricot bean leaves was locked
to the movement of the Sun, i.e., in the accordance with day- and night-time. The hari-
cot bean retained this “internal clock” even when de Mairan placed it in a dark room for
some period of time [3]. Nowadays, it is well known that even considerably complicated
and more organized biological systems posses this internal clock, known as circadian (a
complex word formed in 1950s from Latin circa meaning about and dies meaning day)
rhythm. Circadian rhythm is also found in humans, and while it slightly differs from 24
hours, it becomes entrained by the environment. It is very common that some people
classify themselves as “night owls”, which is a consequence of their internal cycle being
somewhat longer than 24 hours, while others consider themselves as “early birds”, i.e.,
their cycle is slightly shorter than 24 hours. However, experiences with prisoners in the
dark cells, isolated from the environmental influences such as natural illuminance, tem-
perature, pressure etc., showed that in this cases the circadian rhythm collapses, and can
significantly differ from the standard 24 hour.

More interestingly, the effects of synchronization also occur in some large popula-
tion systems. The first reported observation of such synchronization was made by Dutch
physician Engelbert Kaempfer (1651–1716), who, after his voyage to Siam in 1680, wrote
[3]:

“The glow worms...represent another shew, which settle on some trees, like a fiery

cloud, with this surprising circumstance, that a whole swarm of these insects, having
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taken possession of a one tree, and spread themselves over its branches, sometimes hide

their light all at once, and moment after make it appear again with the utmost regularity

and exactness...”
The interesting fact is that this phenomenon is geographically localized only to fire-

flies (glow worms) in southeastern Asia and related only to male units, which use their
light to attract females [3]. Moreover, fishermen in this part of the world use this effect
in the purposes of navigation. However, fireflies do not start synchronized. They settle
on the trees at dusk and the mutual synchronization gradually builds up as the night goes
on. In the 1980s Frank Hanson [4] conducted an experiment in which he managed to
entrain the lightening of the fireflies by exposing them to a flashing light close to their
natural period, which is about 0.9 seconds. However, for periods that were considerably
different from this, fireflies could not keep up and the synchrony collapsed, even, kind of a
beating phenomenon occurred. Thus, the phenomenon of the synchronization is a natural
phenomenon, which occurs when conditions for its appearance are met (as in the case of
circadian rhythm, or fireflies self-synchronization), or it can be deliberately triggered, as
in the case of coupled pendulum clocks, or fireflies in the Hanson’s experiment. However,
one more biology related synchronization shows that it can also be an unwanted effect,
like in an epileptic seizure, which is actually excessive, synchronized activity of neurons
in a particular part of a human brain.

Further on, the effect of the mutual synchronization was noticed in acoustics, by Sir
John William Strutt, Lord Rayleigh (1842–1919) in the 19th century [1]. He noticed
that two organ pipes, standing side by side, which are considered to have the same pitch,
could play in perfect unison, i.e., achieve perfect mutual synchronization, albeit their very
small, but inevitable initial dissonance. Moreover, Rayleigh not only noticed this mutual
coupling, but also the effect of quenching (oscillation death) when the coupling results
in suppression of the oscillations of the interacting systems, which lead to organ pipes
reducing one another to almost complete silence.

First modern example of oscillations coupling was related to the development of en-
gineering and radio communication during the 1920s. W. H. Eccles (1875–1966) and
J. H. Vincent were first to report successful synchronization in triode generators, which
had slightly different frequencies [1, 5]. Following their work, E. Appleton (1892–1965)
and B. van der Pol (1889–1959) extended the experiment and made a first step in the
theoretical study of the effect [1]. Appleton systematically investigated both mutual syn-
chronization of the two coupled oscillators, as well as synchronization by an external
force. The set-up of his experiment in which he achieved mutual coupling is depicted in
the Fig. 1.2 [6]. Each generator consists of an amplifier in a form of a triode vacuum
tube, an oscillatory LC circuit, and an additional inductance, which provides the feed-
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Figure 1.2: Generators are coupled through two coils, which are placed close enough
and enable the overlapping of their magnetic fields and thus mutual coupling. The syn-
chronization can be identified from Lissajous figures on the oscilloscope. In synchronous
regime, the curves are closed due to equality of the periods of the two oscillators. [6]

back. In his experiment, Appleton realized the synchronization by placing the coils of the
two generators close to each other, so their magnetic fields overlapped, hence the currents
in the LC circuits influenced each other [6]. The tunable capacitor in the left generator
Fig. 1.2 was used to introduce and vary the detuning between the two generators. In the
second experiment Appleton and van der Pol showed that the frequency of the generator
could also be synchronized by some weak external signal, slightly detuned in frequency,
which was a crucial discovery in the field of radio communication, because it enabled
the stabilization of a powerful generator with a help of a weak, yet highly precise one
[7, 8]. Further van der Pol’s investigations in the field of triode generator oscillators led
to derivation of the van der Pol differential equation, a milestone in the field of nonlinear
dynamics [8].

Couple of decades later, Robert Adler (1913–2007) has derived a differential equation
which described a variety of synchronization phenomena, or as he defined “locking phe-
nomena in oscillators” [9], which further served as a paradigm for modeling these kind of
phenomena in lasers. In 1965, Pantell [10] extended Adler’s theory to include synchro-
nization phenomena in laser systems, while a year later, in 1966, Stover and Steiner [11]
realized first injection locking with two red He-Ne lasers. Later on, the injection locking
was successfully demonstrated in CO2 lasers by Buczek and Freiberg in 1972 [12]. Fi-
nally, injection locking came into the spotlight again during 1980s, when the development
of semiconductor lasers paved the way for employing the technique of injection locking.

This thesis focuses on the theoretical investigation of synchronization and induced
bistability in modern photonics devices such as semiconductor lasers, which represent a
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kind of electrically driven oscillators, supporting oscillations of electromagnetic field. In
his paper in 1982 [13], Roy Lang published first detailed theoretical work regarding injec-
tion locking technique in semiconductor lasers, where one (slave) laser can be frequency
and phase locked with another (master) one, providing that the injection locking parame-
ters (injection strength and frequency detuning) are within the certain boundaries. Before
this thesis starts to deal with injection locking in semiconductor lasers and its applica-
tions in modern photonics systems and components, a short unified theory (Subsection
1.1.2) and some basic classification of the synchronization phenomena will be presented
(Subsection 1.1.3).

1.1.2 Synchronization parameters

One of the universal features of previously mentioned oscillatory systems is that they are
all active systems, which means that they contain some kind of internal energy, respon-
sible for maintaining the oscillatory movement. Being isolated, this kind of movement
continues as long as energy supply exists. In addition to this, if such system is slightly
perturbed, upon the end of the perturbation, it will restore its initial rhythm. This type of
oscillator is defined as self-sustained oscillator, or mathematically, an autonomous (with-
out explicit time dependence) dynamical system. Such systems have the possibility to
be synchronized. Every such oscillatory system is characterized with oscillations period,
i.e., frequency, and phase. For instance, a pendulum clock is a self-sustained oscillator,
which transfers the potential energy of the lifted dumbbell (or some kind of suppressed
spring, or, in more modern realizations, electrical battery) into the movement of the clock
pendulum, which in turn moves cogwheels in the clock mechanism. Even if two such
clocks are formally identical, some fine mechanical, and thus oscillatory differences are
inevitable, leading to a small frequency difference, i.e., there exists some frequency de-
tuning between the two clocks. The phase of the oscillations is defined as the position of
the pendulum in the initial moment, when oscillations start. If two clocks are suspended
on the same wooden beam, than this beam can transmit the motion of the pendulums, so
those very small and hardly perceptible, yet crucial vibrations, lead to the mutual syn-
chronization of the clocks in which the clocks operate at the same, common frequency,
and with some constant phase difference. Moreover, the two clocks do not even need to
be formally identical, i.e., the frequency detuning between them can be considered “not
small”, while the synchronization can still occur. However, experimental investigations
show that in this case the successfulness of the coupling depends on the structural param-
eters (in this case dimensions/weight/elasticity/rigidness...) of the connecting medium (in
this case wooden beam). As a general conclusion, the synchronization depends on two
important parameters:
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Figure 1.3: Illustration of the (a) symmetrical and (b) asymmetrical Arnold tongue in
frequency detuning–injection strength space (the hatched area corresponds to the area of
the synchronization).

• coupling strength, which qualitatively describes the interaction between two sys-
tems and since synchronization can occur in diverse systems, this parameter is de-
fined with respect to the physics of the particular system;

• frequency detuning, which quantifies how different the two isolated oscillators are
in terms of their frequencies.

Generally, it is expected that an increase in the coupling strength leads to larger al-
lowed frequency detuning in which synchronization occurs. Very common plot, which
represents the region of successful synchronization in the frequency detuning–injection
(coupling) strength space is referred to as Arnold plot (Arnold tongue) [1], illustrated
in the Fig. 1.3. Depending on the physics of the system, the synchronization, i.e., the
locking region defined by the Arnold tongue can be symmetrical [cf. Fig. 1.3(a)] or in
favour of the one side, e.g. negative frequency detuning [cf. Fig. 1.3(b)]. The important
feature of the locked system, which can be observed from this plot is that, theoretically,
for infinitesimally small frequency detuning (i.e., close to 0), system could be synchro-
nized with infinitesimally weak coupling. Exactly this feature is, as mentioned before,
used in radio-communications, where a powerful generator is synchronized and in that
manner stabilized, by means of a weak, yet highly precise small generator, that serves as
a high-quality reference.

In terms of the phase of the oscillations, the two oscillators can have different initial
phases, e.g. in the Huygens clocks analogy, the starting positions of the two pendulums
can be different. However, synchronization, besides frequency equalization, also assumes
the phase locking, meaning that in the synchronous regime the two clocks will have, not
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Figure 1.4: An illustration of the bidirectional synchronization in which both oscillators
interact and influence one on each other [1]. Coupling strengths ε1 and ε2 are consid-
ered to be comparable. The natural frequencies of two oscillators are ω1 and ω2, while
synchronous state is described with mutual frequency Ω.

necessarily the same phase, but rather constant phase difference. On contrary, the asyn-
chronous regime corresponds to unbounded growth of the phase difference. In the origi-
nal Huygens experiment, the pendulums of the coupled clocks moved in exactly opposite
directions [1, 3], i.e., while one reached the rightmost position, the other reached the left-
most position, hence the synchronization is denoted as anti-phase. The other extreme case
would be the in-phase synchronization, in which the pendulums simultaneously reach the
boundary positions.

1.1.3 Different forms of synchronization

Bidirectional (mutual) synchronization

The presented example of two pendulum clocks represents the case of mutual synchro-
nization in which both oscillatory systems mutually interact, more or less equally influ-
ence on each other and adjust their rhythms according to each other, i.e., synchronization
can be considered to be bidirectional, as illustrated in Fig. 1.4 [1]. Frequency synchro-
nization is accompanied by the phase locking.

An interesting example of mutual synchronization is the relation between respiratory
frequency and wing beat frequency of free-flying barnacle geese Branta leucopsis [1].
Experiments conducted by Butler and Woakes [1] showed 3:1 correspondence between
the wing beat frequency and the respiratory frequency, as well as tight phase locking
between the two. This means that there were 3 wing beats during 1 respiratory cycle,
with the wing fully elevated at the transition between expiration and inspiration, very
tightly locked to the moments determined to be around 6, 40.5 and 74% of the respiratory
cycle. Moreover, there has been reported synchronization between the breathing patterns
and locomotory movements during the running in mammals. It has been observed that
quadrupedal species like rabbits, dogs, horses, normally synchronize their locomotory
and respiratory cycles at a constant ratio 1 stride per breath (1:1), both in cases of trot or
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: (a) Anti-phase movement (left finger activates flexor, while the right finger
activates extensor muscle). (b) In-phase movement (both fingers activate flexor muscles).
[1]

gallop. On the other hand, human runners establish several patterns 4:1, 3:1, 2:1, 1:1, 5:2
and 3:2, although the most common and favoured one is 2:1. So far there has not been
derived a connection between established locking pattern and athletic performance while
running [1].

Another interesting example, showing different possible phase-locked states is an easy
experiment in which a human subject is instructed to perform an anti-phase motion of
index fingers and while doing that, the subject is supposed to gradually increase the fre-
quency [1]. At some point, for some frequency high enough, this kind of movement be-
comes unstable and synchronization collapses to in-phase locking. Motion is considered
anti-phase when one finger activates flexor, while the other activates extensor muscle, as
illustrated in Fig. 1.5(a). On the other hand, motion is considered in-phase when both
flexor or extensor muscles are activated simultaneously, Fig. 1.5(b). The reason for this
lies in kind of “over-clocking” of the particular brain centre responsible for the control
of the finger motion, called a central pattern generator (CPG). The synchronization of the
two index fingers is accompanied by the synchronization of the two corresponding CPGs.
However, CPGs acquire information about the finger movement through special sensors
(proprioceptors) located in muscles, but with a certain time delay. Every signal from a
particular proprioceptor influences both corresponding, as well as the other CPG, thus en-
abling the interaction between two CPGs. For established anti-phase synchronization, in
the case of low frequency, this time delay in information delivery is negligible in compar-
ison to the period of the oscillations. However, once this time delay becomes comparable
to half the period, it corresponds to proprioceptor signal having the phase shift equal to π,
which is responsible for the transition in the movement of the fingers.

Unidirectional (external force) syhncronization

Unlike pendulum clocks, previously mentioned example of human (or other living sys-
tem) circadian rhythm synchronization cannot be considered to be bidirectional. Namely,
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Figure 1.6: Unidirectional synchronization — master-slave configuration [1]. (a) Oscil-
lator “1” is the master oscillator, while “2” acts as a slave one, locking its frequency (ω2)
to the frequency of the master oscillator (ω1). (b) Slave oscillator “1” locks its frequency
to the master oscillator “2” frequency.

the possible changes in the circadian rhythm of human are not capable of making influ-
ence, and thus changing the rate of the Earth’s rotation around the Sun. For example,
flying across the Pacific ocean will result in a very known and common feeling of a “jet
lag”, which is a perturbation of a circadian rhythm, but the “jet lag” itself is not going
to make a repercussion on the Earth’s rotation rate. Another similar example is the tidal
locking, or the fact that the Moon adjusted the rate at which it orbits around its own
spin axis to be the same as the rate at which it orbits around the Earth, which is why we
see only one side of the Moon. The rotation of the Earth is, however, in no way influ-
enced by the Moon’s rotation. As mentioned before, one of the very common engineering
applications is synchronization of a system by weak, yet highly precise signal, e.g. radio-
controlled clocks, where a weak radio signal broadcasted from a highly precise “central”
clock, makes once-a-minute fine rhythm adjustments to other clocks, thus improving their
precision.

In all these examples synchronization is performed by some external force in one di-
rection, hence the name “unidirectional” (illustrated in Fig. 1.6) [1]. In technical terms
such a system can be defined as a master-slave configuration, where the master oscillator
is, so to speak the stronger one, which influences and entrains, i.e., locks the slave one.
Another real-life example of external force synchronization is the entrainment of respi-
ration by a mechanical ventilator, which is a common clinical procedure, although still
not perfected, due to shortcomings in the process of patient cardiac and consequently res-
piratory patterns monitoring. Some novel optoelectronic, non-invasive approaches may
provide better continious monitoring of respiratory volume, and thus provide more precise
mechanical synchronization of the respiratory function in patients [14].
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Ensembles of oscillators

In natural systems there are usually more than two oscillators involved in the interaction.
One of the mentioned examples is the population of the fireflies in which global, i.e.,
all-to-all synchronization takes place [3]. Another interesting example is the synchro-
nization of applause in large audiences, which is usually, provided that the audience is
large enough, experienced as several transitions from noise to a rhythmic, almost period-
ical applause [3]. Apart from being present in nature, this kind of synchronization is also
present in man-made systems, such as laser arrays or series of Josephson junctions [3].

Synchronization of chaotic oscillators

Most of the natural oscillatory systems are nonlinear, highly complex, and exhibit com-
plex and chaotic behavior [Fig. 1.7(a) and (b)] [1]. Even though they generate chaotic
signals, when subjected to coupling, they are capable to undergo the synchronization.
Since such systems are chaotic, instead of defining the frequency of the signal, it is more
convenient to define the mean frequency. Due to their complex nature, weak coupling
cannot provide complete synchronization, i.e., coupled systems synchronize their mean
frequencies, but their amplitudes remain irregular and chaotic in behaviour, though con-
stant phase difference may be established. Figs. 1.7 (c) and (d) illustrate a case in which,
two initially chaotic signals synchronize their mean frequencies, which can be concluded
from the fact that the number of maxima for both signals is the same, unlike the case de-
picted in the Fig. 1.7(a). However, the amplitudes of the signals remain different. On the
other hand, strong coupling can lead to the complete synchronization of two chaotic sig-
nals in which, not only the mean frequencies, but also the amplitudes completely coincide,
as illustrated in the Fig. 1.7(e) and corresponding phase diagram Fig. 1.7(f).

Finally, the effect of the synchronization can be sometimes easily confused and mis-
taken for resonance. However, resonance is a response of a non-active system, in which
oscillations are dependent on an external force, while it has been defined that synchro-
nization occurs in conceptually different self-sustained oscillators, which do not depend
on the external force, but as defined, have their internal energy. An illustrative example
would be the difference between radio-controlled and railway station clocks [1]. Radio-
controlled clocks are self-oscillating, independent on the periodical radio signal, which is
sent to them. The purpose of this signal is only to synchronize them with some highly
accurate time reference, and thus slightly correct their natural frequency. However, the
railway clocks receive their signal from some central clock, thus, if this signal is switched
off it instantaneously stops all connected clocks.

According to the presented classification, injection locking in semiconductor lasers is
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Figure 1.7: (a) Two chaotic signals, with different mean frequencies, i.e., different number
of maxima in depicted time span and (b) corresponding chaotic phase plot, showing no
structure. (c) Case of weak coupling. Mean frequencies are equal, though amplitudes are
still different. (d) Phase plot shows a circular structure, which is typical for two signals
with same periods and constant phase shift. (e), (f) Strong coupling leads to the complete
synchronization, i.e., complete coinciding of the two initially chaotic signals. [1]

an unidirectional synchronization, i.e., a master-slave configuration, in which an external
optical signal coming from the master laser serves as a reference. In such configuration,
injection strength, i.e., injection power is defined as the power of the injected optical sig-
nal, while the frequency detuning would be the frequency difference between the master
and the slave lasers. In this thesis, the special attention is paid to the optical bistabil-
ity (and multistability) reported in the injection-locked semiconductor lasers. Generally,
bistable components play a very important role in the field of modern photonics, provid-
ing possibility to upgrade electronic layer in the modern hybrid optical communications
networks and provide all-optical solutions. In the next Section (1.2) we give an overview
of the bistable components used in photonics, after which we focus on the injection lock-
ing induced bistability in semiconductor lasers (Section 1.3) and its possible applications
(Section 1.4).

1.2 Bistable components in photonics

A dynamical system is considered to be bistable if it has two stable equilibrium states,
i.e., two fixed points [3]. The system can end up in either of the two stable steady-
states, depending on its prehistory. Once the system settles down in one of the stable
states, transition to the other can be performed by some kind of perturbation, which is
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Figure 1.8: In the positions 1 and 3 ball is in the stable state which corresponds to the
potential energy minimum. At the position 2, ball is in the unstable state since a small
perturbation would shift the ball in the position 1 or 3. The ball can commute (make
the transition) between positions 1 and 3 only if provided sufficient energy to surpass the
energy barrier ∆E.

strong enough to push the system into the desired state, instead of returning back to the
originating point. In terms of the potential energy, a bistable system has two local minima
of potential energy, between which lies a local maximum, forming an energy barrier.
Equilibrium states correspond to the points of minimal energy and the transition between
them is possible if the system acquires energy sufficient to surpass the barrier 1.8.

Optical systems can exhibit bistability, i.e., optically bistable system has two possible
stable outputs for the same value of some input parameter. Since the first experimental ob-
servation of the optical bistability in a passive, unexcited medium of sodium (Na) vapor in
1976 [15], optical bistability has been investigated in wide spectrum of materials and con-
structed devices. In past decades it has become a hot-research topic, greatly in virtue of
highly attractive application to all-optical logic and because of the interesting phenomena
it encompasses. From the perspective of modern information era, the field of telecom-
munications emerges as one of the most tempting and rapidly growing research areas.
Constant demands for new, highly complex and bandwidth wise consumptive services,
like diverse video-based multimedia, different cloud services, or fast peer-to-peer data
transfers, reveal the limitations of electronic signal processing. Indeed, photonics com-
ponents, rather then electronic ones, tend to surpass the bottleneck imposed by electronic
data processing; hence more and more attention is aimed to all-optical signal process-
ing. For instance, instead of electronic routing, all-optical packet-switched networks offer
all-optical routing through the network on the basis of the information imprinted in the
optical packet header [16]. All-optical flip-flops, memory elements, and optical switches
represent some of the crucial building blocks of such architectures. There are many pro-
posed, both theoretically and experimentally investigated, realizations of these devices,
employing different approaches in harnessing the benefits of the optical bistability.
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Optical switches

A switch is a device that establishes and releases connections among transmission paths
in a communication or signal-processing system [17]. There are several different engi-
neering approaches for realization of optical switches. Mechanically controlled optical
switches consist of one movable optical fiber attached to a mechanical wheel with a num-
ber of fixed optical fibers and switching is performed by mechanical rotation of the wheel
and coupling with desired fixed fiber [17]. The major limitations of these devices are slow
operation, as well as inability to be integrated, as well as mechanical sensitivity due to the
movable components. Another approach relies on electro-optically controlled switches,
which employ electro-optic effect on a pair of optical waveguides [17]. The main limi-
tations of this architecture are polarization sensitivity, large physical size and cross-talks.
Other different classes of optical switches comprise acousto-optically controlled switches
[17], which make use of sound waves to alter the refractive index of an optical medium,
magneto-optically controlled switches [17], employing the Faraday effect in which the
polarization of the electrical field can be rotated in the presence of a magnetic field,
thermo-optic switches [17] in which refractive index change is due to thermo-optic ef-
fect, liquid-crystal switches [17], etc...Another important class of electrically controlled
switches represent switches on the basis of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [17].
In the “ON” state, i.e., in the presence of the optical gain, SOA acts as amplifier, while
in the “OFF” state, it operates as a strong absorber. SOAs may be rapidly turned “ON”
and “OFF” by applying or removing the injection current. Specially important class of
switches represent all-optical ones, in which light controls light with the help of a non-
linear material. Usual nonlinear interactions used in these kinds of switches include light
induced Kerr effect, light sensitive retardation or absorption coefficient, or optical soliton
collision [17].

A more recent proposition is to employ optical bistability for the purpose of all-optical
switching. Generally, optically bistable systems manifest an output hysteresis loop with
respect to the system input (Fig. 1.9). For small values of the system input Ii (usually
optical power), the output Io can be in the state of low output power, which can be denoted
as the “OFF” state. As input power increases, at some critical value which can be denoted
as the threshold ν2, system exhibits a sudden jump to the state of high output power, which
can be denoted as the “ON” state, and remains in this state with further increase in the
input power. As a matter of fact, the system remains in that state until input power is
decreased to some other critical value, threshold ν1 (ν2 > ν1, cf. Fig. 1.9), when system
makes a sudden drop to the “OFF” state, and remains there with further decrease of the
input power. The illustrated excursion of the input power writes up a counterclockwise
hysteresis cycle. This hysteresis loop can act as a switch which turns the output on and
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Figure 1.9: Counterclockwise hysteresis cycle. In the region ν1 < Ii < ν2 each input value
(e.g. νx) corresponds to three possible output values (denoted with rectangle, crossed cir-
cle, and triangle), out of which two are stable and correspond to the lower (state denoted
with rectangle) and upper hysteresis branch (denoted with triangle). The third stationary
state (denoted with crossed circle) stands on the line connecting two stable states and
represents an unstable state, since a small perturbation will promote it to either upper or
lower hysteresis branch. For input intensity smaller than the threshold ν1, or higher than
the threshold ν2, the system has only one possible state, the lower or higher hysteresis tail
part, respectively, i.e., in this case the lower and upper hysteresis branch merge.

off by controlling the input. Moreover, if a light source is used to control the input light,
then it is an optically controlled optical switch. If needed, the thresholds ν1 and ν2 can be
adjusted to coalesce to a single value, resulting in a single threshold “S-shaped” hysteresis
[17].

Obviously, an optical bistablity is a nonlinear phenomenon, although the nonlinearity
itself is not sufficient; yet the necessary catalyst for operation of the bistable device is
some kind of a feedback. It is the feedback that permits the transmission of light through
nonlinear optical material to become multivalued. Figure 1.10 depicts a generic opti-
cal system with a feedback, which makes the transmittance T of the system dependent
of the output intensity Io in some nonlinear fashion T = T (Io). From the output-input
dependence Io = T Ii, yields that Ii = Io/T (Io). For illustration purposes, let T (Io) be
non-monotonic function, like a bell-shaped function as in Fig. 1.10(a). According to the
relation between them, Ii must also be a non-monotonic function of Io, as illustrated in
Fig. 1.10(b). Consequently, Io must be a multivalued function of Ii [Fig. 1.10(c)]. The
system exhibits multistability, i.e., bistabilty, since there exists a region of input param-
eter ν1 < Ii < ν2 in which each input value corresponds to three possible output values
[e.g. for νx system exhibits three output states denoted with rectangle, crossed circle and
triangle, cf. Fig. 1.10(c)]. However, only the two states are stable, the upper (denoted
with triangle) and the lower one (denoted with rectangle), while the third, intermediate
state, standing on the line joining points 1 and 2 (denoted with crossed circle) is unstable,
since a small perturbation would promote this state either to the upper or the lower one,
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Figure 1.10: Optical bistability illustration for a generic system with a feedback. (a)
Nonlinear dependence of the system transmittance T on the output intensity Io. (b) In-
put versus output intensity dependence. (c) Output versus input intensity dependence,
showing multivalued character. [17]

similar to the case of a ball in Fig. 1.8. Starting from some small value of Ii, up to the
threshold ν1, the system has only one possible output, i.e., the lower Io hysteresis tail part
(Fig. 1.9). In the range from ν1 to ν2, the system has two possible outputs, though, due to
its prehistory, the system retains in the lower hysteresis branch. Surpassing the threshold
ν2 leads to a sudden jump on the upper hysteresis tail part. When the input is decreased,
the system remains in the upper branch until threshold value ν1 after which it makes a
sudden drop back to the lower tail part, i.e., the system outlines a hysteresis cycle as in
Fig. 1.9.

One simple bistable optical device that can be used as an optical switch consists of a
concave, semitransparent mirror Fabry-Pérot resonator with some nonlinear optical ma-
terial between them as depicted in the Fig. 1.11. Such system exhibits the bistability
due to the presence of the nonlinear material, and generally, upon the choice of the used
nonlinear material, there are two classifications of such bistable systems: absorptive, if
nonlinearity is related to the intensity dependent absorption and dispersive, if nonlinearity
is related to the intensity dependent refractive index. The two effects can also be simul-
taneous. Another, more sharp distinction is classification on intrinsic (all-optical) and
hybrid (mixed electronics and optics). In an intrinsic system, the light directly interacts
with the optical material, while in the hybrid systems intensity dependence arises from an
electrical signal from a detector monitoring the transmitted intensity.

Modern proposed realizations of all-optical switches employ injection locking as a
mechanism which provides the switching possibilities and comprise optical switches on
the basis of single-mode injection-locked Fabry-Pérot lasers [18], multi-wavelength injection-
locked Fabry-Pérot lasers [19], injection-locked distributed feedback lasers (DFB) [20],
or injection-locked micro-ring semiconductor lasers [21]. Proposed architectures achieve
rise and fall times in order of 50–100 ps, and can support 10 or even 40 Gbit/s data rates.
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Figure 1.11: Fabry-Pérot resonator with nonlinear optical material exhibits bistable op-
eration and as such can be used in optical switching.

All-optical flip-flops

All-optical flip-flops are for sure building blocks of modern photonics systems, and in
general their application is settled in two fields of optical communications: all-optical
routing and all-optical signal processing. Indeed, all-optical devices may provide lower
power consumption and higher processing speeds in comparison to their electronics coun-
terparts [22]. Different construction schemes of all-optical flip-flops have been proposed
for all-optical packet switching, where optical packets are forwarded to the appropriate
destination based on the address information, located in the imprinted optical header or la-
bel. The packet is sent through if the flip-flop is in the “ON” state and blocked otherwise.
40 Gbit/s optical packet switching performance has been reported in [23, 24]. In addition
to this, all-optical flip-flops are proposed for all-optical contention resolution, when multi-
ple optical packets, for the same output port, arrive at the same time, and when contention
occurs [25]. In terms of all-optical signal processing, all-optical flip-flops can be used
to perform a variety of functions, to serve as all-optical binary counters [26], all-optical
shift registers [27], all-optical random access memories [28], all-optical memories based
on dispersive bistability in injection-locked Fabry-Pérot laser diodes (FP LDs) [29], or on
polarization bistability in injection-locked VCSEL [23], regenerators based on dispersive
bistability in injection-locked DFB lasers [30], or on polarization bistability in injection-
locked VCSEL [31] all-optical logic gates, such as all-optical inverting, NOR and NAND
gates [32, 33], optical switching [33, 34], and all-optical address decoder [35], all-optical
demultiplexing [31], or all-optical square-wave generators [36]. The common feature of
proposed systems is that they employ variation of injection power in order to perform
switching in the bistability region of injection-locked laser diode. Obviously, in the re-
cent years, all-optical flip-flops have been attracting high research attention among the
scientific community. Figure 1.12 illustrates this fact, with data regarding “IEEE Xplore”
annual citations with index terms referring to optical flip-flops [37].

All-optical flip-flops can be realized by combination of nonlinear material and feed-
back mechanism, providing bistability operation in the “S-shaped” hysteresis region [31].
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Figure 1.12: “IEEE Xplore” annual citations with index terms referring to optical flip-
flops [37].

The output state is distinguished by means of optical power, while in the case of op-
tical memories the states can be distinguished by different operating wavelengths [38].
Some other schemes include all-optical flip-flops using two coupled ring lasers, where
each laser has its own gain element, usually semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) and
an arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) [39], or instead of ring lasers, two coupled Mach-
Zehnder interferometers could be coupled with SOA [40], or with two SOA fiber lasers
[41]. The effect responsible for operation of such architectures is gain-quenching ef-
fect, where signal from one laser suppresses the lasing of the other one, through SOA
gain saturation. On the similar basis, using the same effect, even multi-valued, in par-
ticular three-state optical flip-flop has been proposed [42]. In [43] and [44], all-optical
flip-flops are demonstrated on the basis of micro-ring lasers, which usually support two
lasing modes, clockwise and counterclockwise. In [43], all-optical flip-flop is realized
with single micro-ring laser, while in [44] waveguide coupled micro-ring lasers are used.
Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers’ polarization bistability is used for all-optical flip-
flop realization in [31]. Spatial hole burning effect in distributed feedback (DFB) laser
with continuous wave (CW) injection signal has been employed in [20] for realization of
all-optical Set-Reset (SR) flip-flop. The proposed scheme consists of a single DFB laser,
with CW injection signal and two additional “Set” and “Reset” optical pulses. In one
state, when DFB laser is lasing, i.e., turned on, the injected signal will experience small
gain, due to the gain clamping caused by spatial hole burning effect. Thus, in this state
the injected signal is negligible and has almost no influence on the laser output. In the
other state, when DFB laser is turned off, the external signal will acquire considerable
amplification and cause non-uniform carrier distribution in the active region of the DFB
laser. “Reset” signal is injected on the same side as CW injection signal and the “Reset”
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Figure 1.13: Schematic view of injection-locked Fabry-Pérot all-optical set-reset flip-flop
architecture [45, 46].

signal turns DFB laser off, causing the non-uniformity of the carrier distribution. The
“Set” signal is injected from the other side of the DFB laser and it turns it on, restoring
the carrier distribution.

Of particular interest for this thesis is the realization by means of injection-locked
Fabry-Pérot laser diodes (IL FP-LD), where for the slave laser is used standard commer-
cial multi-mode FP-LD, while for the master laser a built-in external-cavity FP-LD is
used in order to ensure single-mode operation and stability [38, 45–47]. In this proposed
scheme, the master laser is self-locked at the wavelength λd and produces CW optical
signal, which locks the slave FP-LD at the same wavelength (Fig. 1.13). The purpose of
the “Set” impulse, which is also injected into the slave laser, is only to lower the locking
threshold and to perform higher side-mode suppression-ratio (SMSR) in the slave laser.
Either with or without the “Set” impulse, the slave laser is locked at λd and in this state
the device output is high in optical power, which is why this state is denoted as “ON”
state. In order to switch the state, master laser should be unlocked by the means of the
“Reset” impulse, which now decreases the power of its CW signal, consequently leading
to the unlocking of the slave laser, when it enters the “OFF” state in which λd output is
low in optical power.

Key performance indicators of all-optical flip-flops are extinction ratio, which should
have high values, switching times and energies, which should, ideally, have low values.
Extinction ratio is defined as a ratio between two output power levels corresponding to
the logical “ON” and “OFF” states. The presented all-optical technologies offer extinction
ratios in order of tens of dB, which is suitable for applications in optical signal processing.
In the schemes comprising coupled SOA ring lasers, switching times (usually defined as
rise and fall times) and switching energies vary from few µs and tens on nJ, respectively,
while they take values from 50 to 100 ps and around 100 fJ, respectively, in the schemes
employing injection-locking. Coupled micro-cavity lasers report promising less than 20
ps switching times and around 5.5 fJ switching energies [44].
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1.3 Bistabilities in injection-locked lasers

Depending on an origin of the bistabilty, i.e., type of nonlinearity in the active medium,
lasers can exhibit bistabilites of absorptive or dispersive kind, two-mode bistability via
gain saturation, or polarization bistability [31].

Absorptive kind of bistability can be found in laser diodes with saturable absorber
in their cavity, i.e., with a material that decreases its absorption with an increase in the
light intensity. This kind of bistability is reflected in optical output versus current input
dependence, as well as in optical output versus optical input dependence. Examples of
absorptive bistable laser diodes are given in [31], with either Fabry-Pérot or DFB cavities
split into gain and saturable absorption regions.

Dispersive kind of bistability originates from the fact that refractive index depends on
the light intensity, as well as on carrier concentration. This kind of bistability is present
in injection-locked laser diodes and it leads to the asymmetric locking range as depicted
in Fig. 1.3(b) [13, 31, 48–50]. Numerical description of injection-locked laser dynamics
is usually performed through rate equations system describing carrier, photon and phase
dynamics of a slave laser with external light coupling. The linewidth enhancement factor
α [51], involved in the phase rate equation, takes into account the dispersive nature of
the laser diode and defines the asymmetrical shape of the locking region. Non-dispersive
media, which are described with α = 0 exhibit symmetrical locking region, as illustrated
in Fig. 1.3(a).

Fabry-Pérot lasers are generally multi-mode lasers, supporting a number of different
cavity modes. In systems where oscillations take place in two modes, the cross-effect
between the two modes can arise from gain saturation and intensity in one mode depends
on the intensity of the other. In the case of strong coupling between modes, bistability
may occur [31]. Mathematical analysis of the bistability in two-mode lasers has been
performed in [52, 53]. In [52] the theory was extended to bistability controlled by an
injected optical signal.

The polarization type of bistability arises from the competition of two polarization
modes, transverse electric field (TE) mode and transverse magnetic field (TM) mode.
The first report of this kind of bistability is given in [54]. The mathematical description of
this kind of bistability, via rate equations, has been given in [55]. This kind of bistability
is also confirmed in injection-locked lasers. Indeed, [56–58] show that if Fabry-Pérot
cavity type laser, oscillating with TE polarization, undergoes optical injection with TM
polarization with zero detuning, the lasing will be stopped due to the gain quenching
effect (similar to organ pipes silencing each other, described in Section 1.1.1). However,
with introduction of slight detuning, i.e., if injected light has slightly longer wavelength in
comparison to the cavity resonance wavelength for TM polarization, dispersive bistability
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both in TE and TM polarization occurs [31]. Polarization bistabilites have been mostly
researched in VCSEL structures [31].

1.4 History and applications of bistable injection-locked
laser diodes

The history of injection locking in lasers sets in owing to pioneer works of Van der Pol
[7, 8] and Adler [9] in the field of electrical oscillators locking, and invention of a laser
in 1960s. The first reported experimental realizations of injection locking in lasers were
published in 1965 by Pantell [10] in He-Ne laser and in 1966 by Stover [11] in CO2

laser. Invention of a semiconductor laser in 1980s introduced a possibility to apply the
same technique in the new circumstances and Kobayashi and Kimura demonstrated op-
tical injection locking in AlGaAs gain medium heterostructure semiconductor laser [59].
Shortly after that, Iwashita and Nakagawa showed side-mode suppression in Fabry-Pérot
semiconductor laser as a result of injection locking, thus making a single-mode output
from an originally multi-mode laser [60]. Indeed, injection locking was showed to sup-
press supported side-modes and promote the central, i.e., dominant mode, and thus to
ensure single-mode operation, which was first reported in [61]. Roy Lang was first to
give theoretical description and analysis of the phenomenon in his paper from 1982 [13],
which serves as a paradigm for injection locking in semiconductor laser diodes.

Figure 1.14(a) depicts one possible realization of injection locking technique in which
light signal from the master laser (usually a tunable laser) is injected into the slave laser
and the light from the slave laser serves as the useful system output. The depicted setup
is often called transmission-style injection locking [62]. In this kind of setup light from
the master laser enters at one slave laser facet, while the system output is taken from the
other slave laser facet. An isolator is placed between the two lasers in order to eliminate
the back reflection and coupling of the light back to the master laser. The other often
used setup is called reflection-style [62] and the illustration is given in Fig. 1.14(b). Here,
the system output is taken from the same facet where master laser light is injected. An
optical circulator is used to ensure that only the output beam goes to the photodetector.
In addition to this, in fiber systems, polarization controller is often necessary in order to
ensure that the polarizations of the master and the slave laser are matched.

One of the first applications of injection locking was to improve characteristics of
directly modulated lasers [62]. Indeed, directly modulated lasers are more compact and
more cost-effective solutions for transmitters in both analog and digital photonics commu-
nications systems. However, directly modulated lasers comprise some performance issues
like mode partition noise (in Fabry-Pérot lasers), pronounced relaxation oscillations, large
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Figure 1.14: Schematic of optical injection-locked laser system: (a) transmission-style
(the output signal is taken from the facet opposite to the facet receiving the injection sig-
nal) (b) reflection-style (the output signal is taken from the same facet at which injection
signal is applied).

amplified spontaneous emission noise and wavelength chirp due to the non-zero linewidth
enhancement factor [62]. The technique of injection locking was found to reduce fre-
quency chirping and linewidth in directly modulated lasers [63–65] and chirp-free trans-
mission at 2 Gbit/s was realized using injection-locked DFB lasers [66]. In 1990s, further
improvements were demonstrated, raising the modulation speeds up to 10 Gbit/s [67, 68].
The technique of injection locking was demonstrated to significantly improve modulation
bandwidth compared to the free-running electrical modulation, both in DFB or VCSEL
structures [69–73] and in Fabry-Pérot cavity lasers [74, 75]. Numerical analysis of the
rate equations system for injection-locked laser showed that strong injection power can
improve modulation bandwidth by a factor of 4 in comparison to the free-running regime,
even for low bias currents [70]. It has been shown that the cutoff frequency is linearly
proportional to the injection power, though zero detuning was assumed [70]. However,
modulation properties of injection-locked lasers are detuning dependent and the modula-
tion bandwidth could be maximized for some intermediate injection power and frequency
detuning [75].

Reduction of relative intensity noise (RIN) was also observed under injection locking
[76, 77]. Here, the concept of inter-modal injection locking was presented, meaning that
the external light was injected with a frequency close to one of the slave laser’s side-
modes, as opposed to the intra-modal injection locking when the external light is injected
in the vicinity of the slave laser’s central mode. Inter-modal injection locking was also
investigated in [74], where enhancement of the resonance frequency was found to be
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remotely locks FP-LDs in ONUs in order to establish desired communication wavelength,
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higher for longer wavelength side-modes. Inter-modal injection locking become attractive
due to the fact that in this scenario the slave laser switches its wavelength from original
(corresponding to the central mode) to new, locked one, corresponding to the injection-
locked side-mode. The described phenomenon promoted this technique for wavelength
conversion [32, 78]. A very recent publication demonstrated a 2.5 Gbit/s non-return-to-
zero (NRZ) conversion with extinction ratio over 4 dB and side-mode suppression-ratio
of 36 dB [79]. Furthermore, phase locking achieved by variation of injection power may
provide an efficient way for conversion of on-off keying (OOK) into advanced modulation
formats, as binary phase-shift keying [80]. Similarly, variation of detuning corresponding
to frequency shift keying can be converted into OOK or phase-shift keying (PSK) [81, 82].

By the end of the 20th century, optical transmission technologies have made rapid up-
turn, increasing the demand for improvements in transmission technologies, and network
architectures. One of the proposed concepts is wavelength-division-multiplexed (WDM)
passive optical network (PON) [83, 84]. The architecture of WDM PON network splits
subscribers, i.e., optical network units (ONUs) in terms of dedicated wavelengths, mean-
ing that every ONU communicates with the central office (CO) via dedicated wavelength
both in downstream and upstream direction (Fig. 1.15). In this way WDM PON provides
independent wavelength channel to each user, while sharing the common fiber architec-
ture. One of the proposed solutions using this wavelength routing technologies was in-
vestigated in [83, 84]. More cost- and complexity-effective solution removes necessity
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for tunable lasers in each ONU, by implementing simple Fabry-Pérot laser diodes, which
are remotely locked by the signal from the CO, thus enabling upstream communication
via locked wavelength [85–89]. The proposed setup was investigated both with CW and
pulse master laser signals [86]. In the pulse regime, wavelength switching was performed
and it has been demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally, that switching times
are around 0.2 ns. The switching times were defined as the sum of the rise and fall time,
i.e., the time needed to achieve 30 dB of side-mode suppression-ratio (SMSR) when mas-
ter laser is in “ON” state, and time needed to degrade SMSR to around 20 dB, when
master laser is in “OFF” state [86]. It has been observed that the fall time significantly
rises with an increase in photon lifetime of a slave Fabry-Pérot laser diode. Generally,
it has been pointed out that the fall time is longer than the rise time [87]. In addition
to this, Kashima investigated direct, small-signal modulation properties of slave FP-LD,
such as chirp, which is highly important in high-bit-rate transmission systems, the influ-
ence of the optical injection power, longitudinal mode, and frequency detuning [87]. In
[89], wide tunability of Fabry-Pérot laser diodes has been reported, demonstrating up to
16 cavity modes which can be injection-locked to achieve 30 dB of SMSR, leading to the
frequency tunability range of around 3.6 GHz. Using CW master laser light, upstream
and downstream links at 10 Gbit/s were demonstrated [89].

In terms of other telecommunication-based applications, injection-locked lasers were
proposed in Radio-over-Fiber (RoF) systems [90], where injection-locked DFB laser was
modulated with 125 Mbit/s digital signal multiplexed to a RF carrier of 18 GHz. In
addition to this, injection locking was used to realize improved CATV transmission [91,
92].

On the other hand, since injection-locked lasers are essentially chaotic systems, the
matter of stability has been very attractive field of research. In early works, stability
was examined under the weak injection locking regime [93–97]. It has been reported that
stable injection locking was found only for negative frequency detuning (meaning that the
master laser has smaller frequency in comparison to the slave laser), while the positive
frequency detuning led to unstable operation and chaotic behaviour. The asymmetric
stability boundaries were attributed to the dispersive nature of the active medium, i.e., the
non-zero definite value of the linewidth enhancement factor α, which, as previously said,
plays and important role in optical injection locking and refers to the refractive index
dependence on the carrier concentration fluctuations [50, 51, 94]. In [98, 99] a special
attention was paid to influence of α in injection-locked Fabry-Pérot lasers. In [48–50] a
stability map was presented, as in Fig. 1.16. Fig. 1.16 depicts stability regions in function
of frequency detuning and injection ratio, which is defined as ratio of injection power and
power of the injection mode in the free-running regime. Solid curves in Fig. 1.16 dispart
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Figure 1.16: Stability map in frequency detuning-injection power space. Instabilities
are found for positive and small magnitude negative frequency detuning (hatched part).
Higher injection power enable wider region of stable locking, which starts to spread over
the region of positive frequency detuning.[48]

regions of locking and non-locking, in which a variety of peculiar dynamics occur, such
as four-wave mixing and chaotic oscillations. On the other hand, in the region of locking,
slave laser can exhibit either stable or unstable operation, with boundary outlined with
dotted line in Fig. 1.16. As in previous works [93–96], for weak injection power, stable
locking can be observed only for negative frequency detuning, while for strong injection
it starts to spread over positive values of detuning. More detailed stability map, with
special attention paid to the classification of types of instabilities in the region of positive
detuning, is given in [100]. Analytical study of the stability region in the domain of the
negative frequency detuning revealed a bistability region [101], which originates from
the competing attractors representing locking and unlocking regimes. In terms of steady-
state carrier concentration it has been shown that smaller carrier density corresponds to the
locked solution. Similar to [101], in [102] a region of bistability in the domain of negative
detuning, in which pulsating intensity regime may coexist with a stable steady-state, was
observed and experimentally confirmed. Moreover, in [103] experimental observation of
optical bistability in a semiconductor laser under inter-modal injection locking has been
reported. It has been concluded that very small changes of just several micro watts in the
injection power, can result in about 300 GHz change in the lasing frequency of the slave
laser, with strong change in the slave laser’s power output. The variation of the injection
power revealed a counterclockwise hysteresis cycle (as illustrated in Fig. 1.9) in the slave
laser’s power output, proving the presence of the bistabilty.

Finally, in most recent years, injection-locked lasers find numerous applications in the
field of all-optical signal processing, as discussed in Section 1.2.



Chapter 2

Theoretical model

The dynamics of a solitary, free-running slave laser can be modeled with rate equations
system, which describes the dynamics of the carriers and electric field, i.e., photons inside
the cavity of the slave laser [104]. However, the presence of the external light in the
cavity of the slave laser requires some extra terms in the rate equations system, in order to
model the coupling of the external electromagnetic field with the field inside the resonator
of the slave laser. At first, in the Section 2.1 we derive a model with one longitudinal
mode subjected to an optical injection, typical for single-mode laser systems such as
DFB lasers. Later, in the Section 2.2 we expand the model to comprise other longitudinal
modes supported by the cavity, in order to set a detailed equation system describing multi-
mode Fabry-Pérot cavities. As it will be discussed later (Chapters 3 and 4), these unlocked
longitudinal modes play highly important role in the slave laser dynamics, especially in
the field of the slave laser stability. Thus, in the Section 2.3 we set the theoretical model
for investigation of the locking range and Lyapunov asymptotical stability of the slave
laser in the regime of injection locking.

2.1 Rate equations in case of injection locking

To obtain model of an injection-locked laser, we start from the wave equation for the
electric field [51]:

∂2E(z, t)
∂z2 =

1
c2

∂2(εE(z, t))
∂t2 , (2.1)

where E(z, t) stands for the electric field, c stands for the speed of light in the vacuum,
and ε stands for the complex dielectric constant. The electric field can be written in the
form of propagating wave, as [51]:

E(z, t) = E(t) exp[i(ωt − kz)] + E∗(t) exp[−i(ωt − kz)], (2.2)

28
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where E(t) represents slowly varying envelope function of the electric field, while E∗(t)
stands for its conjugate complex. In the case of the free-running laser, in [51, 105] it has
been shown that this envelope function satisfies:

dE
dt

=
A
2

(1 + iα)E, (2.3a)

dE∗

dt
=

A
2

(1 − iα)E∗. (2.3b)

In (2.3a) and (2.3b) A = G − γ stands for the effective stimulated emission rate, i.e.,
the difference between the stimulated emission G and the rate of loss γ. Furthermore, α
represents the linewidth enhancement factor, which accounts for the dispersivity of the
semiconductor laser diode originating from the fact that the refractive index of the active
region is carrier concentration dependent. The linewidth enhancement factor α is defined
as the ratio of the change in the real part of the refractive index to the change in the
imaginary part as α = ∆n′/∆n′′ [51, 104].

In the regime of injection locking, the electric field of the slave laser ESL couples with
externally injected electric field from the master laser EML, leading to small modifications
of the system (2.3a) – (2.3b) [73, 106]:

dESL

dt
=

A
2

(1 + iα)ESL + kcEML − i∆ωESL, (2.4a)

dE∗SL

dt
=

A
2

(1 − iα)E∗SL + kcE∗ML + i∆ωE∗SL. (2.4b)

In the equations above parameter kc stands for the coupling coefficient and will be dis-
cussed in more detail later, while ∆ω = ωML − ωSL stands for the frequency detuning
between the master and the slave laser. The electric fields can be further decomposed into
slowly varying amplitude and the term comprising the phase of the electromagnetic field:

ESL(t) = ẼSLeiφSL =
√

S (t)eiφSL , (2.5a)

EML(t) = ẼMLeiφML =

√
S inj(t)eiφML . (2.5b)

Here, both slave and master laser electric fields are assumed to be normalized so that
|ESL(t)|2 = S (t) and |EML(t)|2 = S inj(t) where S and S inj are the slave laser output photon
number and the injected photon number, respectively. Starting from the S = ESLE∗SL we
get:

dS
dt

= ĖSLE∗SL + ESLĖ∗SL. (2.6)
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Inserting ĖSL and Ė∗SL from (2.4a) and (2.4b) yields:

dS
dt

=
A
2

(1 + iα)ESLE∗SL + kcEMLE∗SL − i∆ωESLE∗SL

+
A
2

(1 − iα)E∗SLESL + kcE∗MLESL + i∆ωE∗SLESL.

(2.7)

Substituting decomposed forms of electric fields from (2.5a) and (2.5b) we get:

dS
dt

= AS + kc
√

S S inj

[
e−i(φSL−φML) + ei(φSL−φML)

]
= AS + 2kc

√
S S inj cos θ(t),

(2.8)

where θ(t) = φSL(t) − φML(t) stands for the phase difference between the slave and the
master laser.

In order to derive the phase equation, we apply the following procedure. From (2.5a)
we extract the phase of the slave laser:

φSL =
1
i

ln
ESL
√

S
=

1
2i

ln
ESL

E∗SL
(2.9)

Taking the time derivate of the equation above leads to:

dφSL

dt
=

1
2iS

(ĖSLE∗SL − ESLĖ∗SL) (2.10)

Substituting ĖSL and Ė∗SL from (2.4a) and (2.4b) yields:

dφSL

dt
=

1
2iS

(iαAS + kcEMLE∗SL − kcE∗MLESL − 2i∆ωS )

=
α

2
A − ∆ω +

1
2iS

kc
√

S S inj

[
e−i(φSL−φML) − ei(φSL−φML)

]
=
α

2
A − ∆ω − kc

√
S

S inj
sin θ(t).

(2.11)

Assuming that the phase of the master laser is constant in time, i.e., the time derivate
φ̇ML = 0, equation (2.11) can also be written as:

dθ
dt

=
α

2
A − ∆ω − kc

√
S

S inj
sin θ(t). (2.12)

In order to set highly detailed model of the rate equations, we account for the coupling
of the spontaneous emission to the lasing mode and add an extra term in the differential
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equation regarding the dynamics of the photon density S (2.8) [104]:

dS
dt

= AS + ΓβspRsp + 2kc
√

S S inj cos θ(t), (2.13)

where Γ stands for the confinement factor, which defines the fraction of the photons lo-
cated within the boundaries of the active region, βsp stands for the spontaneous emission
coupling factor, defined as the ratio of the spontaneous emission rate into the lasing mode
and the total spontaneous emission rate [104], and finally Rsp stands for the total sponta-
neous optical emission rate.

Finally, the third equation of the system describes the dynamics of the carrier concen-
tration inside the active region and can be written as [104]:

dn
dt

= Ggen − Rrec, (2.14)

according to the well known analogy with the process of simultaneously filling and drain-
ing the tank with water, where the tank represents the active region with volume V , as
depicted in Fig. 2.1 [104]. Here Ggen = ηiI/qV is the rate of injected electrons by the
electrical current I, i.e., the rate of the water supply in the water tank analogy. The
current leakage can be created by possible shunt paths around the active region and is
modeled by introducing the internal efficiency ηi, which gives the percentage of the car-
riers actually reaching the active region. On the other hand, the process of recombination
comprises several different mechanisms: spontaneous recombination rate Rsp, of which
a certain fraction couples into the mode of interest, as modeled in (2.13), the carrier
leakage Rl, due to carriers “splashing” out of the active region by thermionic emission,
or by lateral diffusion [104]. Furthermore, Rnr stands for the non-radiative recombina-
tion rate which comprises several recombination mechanisms and can be modeled by
Rnr = ASRHn + CAn3. Here ASRHn represents the Shockley-Reed-Hall recombination rate,
while CAn3 stands for the Auger recombination rate, which is several orders of magnitude
higher that the Shockley-Reed-Hall recombination [104]. Finally, Rst stands for the radia-
tive recombination, i.e., stimulated emission of the photons. The steady-state is reached
once the generation rate becomes equal to the recombination rate, when carriers reach
their threshold value nth and stimulated emission starts, i.e., the lasing starts (in the water
tank analogy, the water starts to spill over the right tank edge, illustrating the beginning of
the stimulated emission, while maintaining the steady liquid level in the tank, illustrating
the carrier threshold level). Further increase in the carrier injection through the electrical
current will not change the threshold value nth, nor Rsp and Rnr, it will only increase the
number of the emitted photons, i.e., Rst. It can be assumed that the stimulated emission is
negligible below the laser threshold. Thus, the carrier rate equation (2.14) can be written
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the active region - water tank analogy. ηiI/qV is
the rate of injected carriers, while Rl, Rnr, and Rsp stand for the leakage, non-radiative
recombination rate, and spontaneous emission rate, respectively. Stimulated emission,
Rst, starts once the threshold is reached; in the water tank analogy, water starts to spill
over the edge. Further increase in the rate of injected electrons will only increase the
stimulated emission.

as:
dn
dt

=
ηiI
qV
− (ASRHn + Rsp + CAn3) − vggS (t), (2.15)

where vggS (t) stands for Rst [104], with vg = c/ng representing the group velocity, cal-
culated via the speed of light in the the vacuum c and the group index of refraction ng.
Finally, g stands for the optical gain provided in the active region of the laser.

Optical gain in the active region of the laser is carrier concentration dependent and
monotonically increases with an increase in n. However, once the steady-state is reached,
i.e., once the carriers reach the threshold value nth which provides dn/dt = 0, the gain
clamps at the threshold value gth = g(nth). If the gain were higher than gth, than the field
amplitude inside the cavity of the laser would continue to increase without bound, which
cannot exist in the steady-state. Indeed, once the gain reaches its threshold value, all the
propagation and mirror losses are compensated, so the electromagnetic field in the laser
resonator exactly replicates itself after one round-trip around the cavity, thus satisfying the
condition for lasing to begin. Mathematically, compensation of the losses in the cavity
can be written as:

Γgth = 〈αi〉 + αm, (2.16)

where loss factors 〈αi〉 and αm stand for average internal cavity losses and mirror losses,
respectively. Internal cavity losses can be further decomposed as:

〈αi〉 = Γαa + (1 − Γ)αc, (2.17)

with αa representing losses in the active section, while αc stands for the losses in the
cladding.
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The total cavity losses can be written with respect to the photon decay rate, i.e., photon
lifetime τp as [104]:

〈αi〉 + αm =
1

vgτp
. (2.18)

Now, the previously introduced effective stimulated emission rate term A in (2.3a) – (2.3b)
can be written as:

A(n) = Γvgg(n) −
1
τp
. (2.19)

While the carrier concentration is below its threshold value (n < nth) the effective stimu-
lated emission rate is negative, A(n) < 0, since the rate of the photon generation Γvgg(n) is
still smaller than the rate of losses 1/τp. Once the threshold is reached, the rate of photon
generation becomes equal to the rate of loss, yielding A(nth) = 0.

Finally, the rate equation system for the injection-locked mode of the slave laser has
the form:

dn
dt

=
ηiI
qV
− [ASRHn + Rsp(n) + CAn3] − vgg(n)S , (2.20a)

dS
dt

= [Γvgg(n) − 1/τp]S + ΓβspRsp(n) + 2kc
√

S S inj cos (θ), (2.20b)

dθ
dt

=
α

2
[Γvgg(n) − 1/τp] − ∆ω − kc

√
S

S inj
sin (θ). (2.20c)

2.2 Multi-mode rate equations

Cavities of in-plane lasers, such as DFB and Fabry-Pérot lasers, support more than one
longitudinal mode. However, in DFB lasers, mirror loss profile is designed in such man-
ner to suppress all longitudinal modes expect one, making DFB lasers practically single-
mode. On the other hand, FP laser diodes have constant mirror loss profile, thus several
longitudinal modes compete in the laser output. Different cavity designs, like cavities in
vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs), usually can support just one, or two lon-
gitudinal modes. Regardless of the type of the cavity, both for the intra- and inter-modal
injection locking, the most common approach in investigating the injection-locking in-
volves inclusion of only one, injection-locked mode [48–50, 73, 85–87, 102, 106–110].
In the case of intra-modal injection locking, meaning that light is injected into the cen-
tral, dominant mode, inclusion of the side-modes is advised only in the cases in which
injection locking is able to excite more than one longitudinal mode [50]. On the other
hand, in the case of inter-modal injection locking, when light is injected into one of the
side-modes, there are several studies in which at least central, i.e., free-running dominant
mode is taken into account, besides the injection-locked mode [99, 101, 111–113]. How-
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ever, in [112] multi-mode rate equations (MREs) have not been used in their full scale,
since the the linewidth enhancement factor was neglected and consequently, the phases
of all modes were neglected as well. In order to set a detailed model of FP-LD under the
inter-modal, i.e., side-mode injection-locking, we extend the single-mode rate equations
system (2.20a) – (2.20c) to a multi-mode rate equation system which comprises all modes
supported by the FP cavity and by the optical gain [75, 114–119]:

dn
dt

=
ηiI
qV
− [ASRHn + Rsp(n) + CAn3] −

∑
j

vgg(n)S j, (2.21a)

dS j

dt
= [Γvgg(n, ω j) − 1/τp]S j + ΓβspRsp, for all j , m, (2.21b)

dS m

dt
= [Γvgg(n, ωm + ∆ω) − 1/τp]S m + ΓβspRsp + 2kc

√
S mS inj cos (θm), (2.21c)

dθm

dt
=
α

2
[Γvgg(n, ωm + ∆ω) − 1/τp] − ∆ω − kc

√
S m

S inj
sin (θm). (2.21d)

Presented model comprises not only the injection-locked side-mode, denoted with index
m, but also all other unlocked modes, denoted with index j. Since the phases of the
unlocked modes are not coupled with their photon densities, system comprises only the
phase equation regarding the phase of the injection-locked mode m. If the laser cavity and
optical gain support N longitudinal modes, the dimension of the system is N equations
regarding the photon dynamics, 1 equation regarding the phase of the injection-locked
mode, and 1 equation regarding the carrier dynamics, thus N + 2 coupled nonlinear dif-
ferential equations.

Another extension to the system can be added, by inclusion of the nonlinear gain sup-
pression effect. Apart from the gain saturation at high carrier concentration (which is more
pronounced in lower-dimensional systems [120]), the optical gain also tends to saturate at
high levels of the photon density inside the cavity. The dominant triggers of the nonlinear
gain suppression are considered to be spectral, spatial hole burning, and transient carrier
heating [104, 120, 121]. In the spectral hole burning model, large densities of photons
cause large carriers depletion in the spectral vicinity of the lasing mode, i.e., in the vicin-
ity of the gain peak, which consequently causes the gain reduction [120]. Spatial hole
burning emerges as a result of the interference pattern in optical modes standing waves.
Finally, since the lasing energy is smaller than the separation of the quasi-Fermi levels, in
the recombination process the cold carriers are removed from the conduction and the va-
lence band, which leads to the effective rise in the carriers temperature and hence the gain
reduction, which represents the essence of the transient carrier heating model of nonlinear
gain suppression [120]. In the case of multi-mode lasers, the nonlinear gain suppression
can be modeled by the gain correction [104]:
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g(n, ω j, S ) =
g(n, ω j)

1 +
∑

k εk jS k
, (2.22)

where εk j is called nonlinear gain suppression coefficient. There are two extreme cases.
In the first one, the gain of one side-mode is influenced only by it’s photon density, mean-
ing that neighboring modes have no impact on the considered side-mode with angular
frequency ω j. In this case εkk = ε, for k = j, while ε jk = 0 for k , j, so the upper equation
can be written as:

g(n, ω j, S j) =
g(n, ω j)
1 + εS j

. (2.23)

In the other extreme case, the gain in one mode is equally influenced by the photon density
in every other supported longitudinal mode, i.e., ε jk = ε. In this case:

g(n, ω j, S ) =
g(n, ω j)

1 + ε
∑

j S j
. (2.24)

In reality, the gain suppression is somewhere between these extreme cases [104]. However
for moderate photon densities, when εS j � 1, or ε

∑
j S j � 1, the effect of the gain

compression can be neglected. Usually, ε takes values in order of 10−17 cm−3 [104].

2.3 Stability of injection-locked laser diodes

2.3.1 The locking range

Essentially, there are two mechanisms responsible for forcing the slave laser field, with
nominal angular frequency ωSL, to oscillate at the angular frequency of the master laser
field (ωML), which is injected into the cavity of the slave laser. The first mechanism is
defined and discussed in the pioneer paper written on the subject of the injection locking
[9], where Adler investigated the locking of the radio frequency oscillators. Adler ex-
plained that the injected field adds new out-of-phase component of the electric field to the
existing field in the slave oscillator, which introduces a phase shift in the resultant field
over the time of the injection. This phase shift results in the frequency shift of the slave
oscillator. The whole process can be depicted as in Fig. 2.2, via phasor diagram, which
can be found in the [9], referring to the injection locking in radio frequency oscillators, or
in [122], referring to the injection locking in the semiconductor lasers. The Fig. 2.2 [122]
shows an Adler type phasor diagram of injection locking, depicting the Adler’s locking
mechanism in semiconductor lasers. The figure depicts the complex slave laser field ESL

and the change kcEML∆τ, occurring in the time interval ∆τ, in which injection field from
master laser (EML) couples with the existing field in the laser cavity. The injected field
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Figure 2.2: Phasor diagram of injection locking [122]. The presence of the external elec-
tric field EML leads to the change in both phase and intensity of the slave laser field, during
the time of the injection ∆τ, due to the field coupling defined with coupling coefficient kc

which is in the unit of inverse time.

adds an out-of-phase component ESL + ∆ESL, which in turns, alters the phase of the of
the slave laser field. As mentioned in the Section 2.1, the fields are normalized to the
corresponding photon numbers (|ESL(t)|2 = S (t) and |EML(t)|2 = S inj(t)). It can be showed
[122] that the phase change, according to the Fig. 2.2, is given as:

∆φSL = −kc

√
S inj

S
sin φSL∆τ, (2.25)

as it was already implemented in the rate equation regrading the phase difference between
the master and the slave laser (2.21d).

However, in the semiconductor lasers, one more mechanism is responsible for locking
the slave laser to the frequency of the master one. This mechanism originates from the
dispersive nature of the semiconductor laser diodes, reflected in the fact that the refractive
index is carrier concentration dependent. In the semiconductor lasers, this is modeled
through the linewidth enhancement factor α, with typical values in the range 2 – 6 [104].
The presence of the external field, i.e., the presence of the external photons inside the
cavity of the slave laser will deplete the carriers, change (increase) the refractive index,
which consequently leads to the reduction of the available gain in the active region. This
change of the gain results in the shift in the cavity resonance frequency [122]. The change
in the gain also leads to the change in the number of the photons in the slave laser output,
which can be calculated from the phasor diagram in Fig. 2.2 as:

∆S = 2kc
√

S S inj cos φSL∆τ, (2.26)

as it was implemented in the rate equation regarding the photon dynamics of the injection-
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locked mode (2.21c). This output intensity change is accompanied by the change in the
net gain (∆A), i.e., in the effective stimulated emission ∆AS ∆τ, so that the steady-state,
meaning ∆S = 0 is maintained. From this fact and equation (2.26), effective stimulated
emission rate change is obtained:

∆A = −2kc

√
S inj

S
cos φSL. (2.27)

The accompanying change in the cavity resonance frequency is given as in [51]:

∆ω =
α

2
∆A = −kcα

√
S inj

S
cos φSL. (2.28)

On the other hand, from (2.25), the change in the cavity resonance frequency ∆φSL/∆τ,
yields:

∆ω = −kc

√
S inj

S
sin φSL. (2.29)

Finally, combination of the two mechanisms, yields the total angular frequency change:

∆ω = −kc

√
S inj

S
(α cos φSL + sin φSL) = −kc

√
S inj

S

√
1 + α2 sin (φSL + arctanα). (2.30)

Keeping in mind that depletion of the carriers leads to the lowering of the gain, the net gain
change ∆A has to be negative, thus, from (2.27), since kc, S inj, S > 0 it can be concluded
that the cosine term has to be positive, i.e., cos φSL > 0 and −π/2 < φSL < π/2. On the
other hand, the sine term in the equation (2.30) has boundaries −1 ≤ sin (φSL + arctanα) ≤
1, giving −π/2 − arctanα ≤ φSL ≤ π/2 − arctanα. The intersection of two ranges for φSL

give −π/2 < φSL ≤ π/2 − arctanα. Insertion of this range in (2.30) defines the locking
range, i.e., shows that the available range for ∆ω is given by:

− kc

√
S inj

S

√
1 + α2 ≤ ∆ω ≤ kc

√
S inj

S
. (2.31)

This equation defines an asymmetrical Arnold’s plot, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3, which
defines the locking range of the injection-locked semiconductor laser. The locking range
would become symmetrical in the theoretical case of α = 0, i.e., for non-dispersive active
material. The asymmetrical locking range can also be theoretically predicted by inspec-
tion of the physics of the semiconductor lasers. More precisely, the depletion of the
carriers in the case of injection locking will, due to dispersivity of the laser diode and
through Kramers-Kroning relations, result in the increase of the active region refractive
index. This increase is directly proportional to the magnitude of α and results in lowering
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of the cavity resonance, i.e., the slave laser exhibits a red frequency shift. If the injected
light is also detuned towards the “red side” with respect to the slave laser, meaning the
the frequency detuning ∆ω is negative, it can be expected that the locking is easier to be
achieved, compared to the case of positive ∆ω, i.e., the locking range is expected to be
asymmetrical with respect to the frequency detuning. However, even if injection parame-
ters are inside this asymmetrical locking range, the dispersive nature of the semiconductor
laser diode can bring about dynamic instabilities in certain regions of the locking range.

2.3.2 Lyapunov linearization method

The system of MRE (2.21a) – (2.21d) in its full form is a system of N+2 coupled nonlinear
differential equations. Since we investigate a multi-mode laser, we may assume that in
addition to the central, i.e., dominant mode, which we denote with j = 0, the laser cavity
supports a number of side-modes on both frequency spectrum sides with respect to the
frequency of the central modeω0. We introduce l1 as the number of supported longitudinal
side-modes with angular frequencies lower than the frequency of the central mode, ω j <

ω0 (long-wavelength side), for which j < 0 and l2 as the number of supported longitudinal
side-modes with ω j > ω0 (short-wavelength side), for which j > 0. Thus, the index
j in (2.21a) – (2.21d) falls in the range −l1 ≤ j ≤ l2, i.e., the total number of modes
N = l1 + l2 + 1. Since slave laser operates at the system steady-state, i.e., at its equilibrium
point, our goal is to investigate the stability of the slave laser at the steady-state, i.e., to
analyze system behavior for some small variation around the steady-state.

The original Lyapunov stability method is applicable to unforced autonomous sys-
tems, which can be described with autonomous ordinary differential equations, i.e.:

dx
dt

= f (x). (2.32)

The point xe represents an stable equilibrium point of the system ( f (xe) = 0) if for every
given ε, there exists δ(ε) > 0 so that ∀t [123]:

‖x(0) − xe‖ < δ⇒ ‖x(t) − xe‖ < ε, (2.33)

where ‖ stands for the vector norm.
Moreover, the equilibrium point is asymptotically stable if it is stable and if:

lim
t→∞

x(t) = xe. (2.34)

In other words, if the system, which is put near the equilibrium point, stays forever in
the vicinity of this equilibrium point, the system is considered to be Lyapunov stable.
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Moreover, if the system converges to the equilibrium point, for every point in its vicinity,
the system is considered to be asymptotically stable.

If the system can be represented in the form ẋ = f (x) = X̃x, then the stability of the
system can be discussed from the perspective of the eigenvalues of the matrix X̃. The
equilibrium state at xe = 0 is globally asymptotically stable if and only if all eigenvalues
of X̃ lie in the left-half of the complex plane, i.e., that the real parts of all eigenvalues
have negative values [123].

In order to investigate the stability of this nonlinear system we linearize the system
in the vicinity of the system equilibrium, find the complex eigenvalues of such linearized
system and discuss the system stability with respect to the positions of the eigenvalues in
the complex plane. In other words, we perform small-signal analysis, which means that
we discuss the system response to the small perturbation around the steady-state. For that
manner, we assume that the slave laser is modulated with I = I + δI exp ξt, where I is the
steady-state value of the bias current, while δI � I is an amplitude of the small variation
around this steady-state value. Finally, ξ = λ+i2π f is a complex modulation phase, where
f stands for the frequency of the modulation, while λ represents the damping factor. The
current modulation leads to modulation of carrier concentration n, photon densities S j for
all modes, including the injection-locked side-mode j = m, i.e., −l1 ≤ j ≤ l2, and finally
injection-locked mode phase difference θm, which follow the same form:

n = n + δneξt, (2.35a)

S j = S j + δS jeξt, (2.35b)

θm = θm + δθmeξt, (2.35c)

where n, S j, and θm stand for the stationary values, while δn � n, δS j � S j, and
δθm � θm stand for the amplitudes of their small perturbations around the corresponding
stationary values. Substituting (2.35a) in (2.21a) we get:

d
dt

(
n + δneξt

)
=

I + δIeξt

qV
−

[
ASRH ·

(
n + δneξt

)
+ Rsp

(
n + δneξt

)
+ CA ·

(
n + δneξt

)3
]
−

l2∑
j=−l1

vgg
(
n + δneξt, ω j + δ jm∆ω

)
·
(
S j + δS jeξt

)
.

(2.36)

Here δ jm stands for Kronecker delta, which includes the frequency detuning for the
injection-locked mode j = m. Noting that time derivates of the steady-state values are
equal to zero, expanding Rsp

(
n + δneξt

)
and g

(
n + δneξt

)
, keeping in mind that the am-
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plitudes of the small variations are much smaller in comparison to the “dc” values, and
finally neglecting the small variations of the higher orders (i.e., δn2, δn3, and δnδS j) we
get:

δnξeξt =
I

qV
−

[
ASRHn + Rsp(n) + CAn3

]
−

l2∑
j=−l1

vgg(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω)S j +

δI
qV

eξt −
[
ASRH +

dRsp

dn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

+ 3CAn2
]
δneξt−

l2∑
j=−l1

vgg(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω)δS jeξt −
l2∑

j=−l1

vg
∂g(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω)

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

S jδneξt.

(2.37)

The contribution of the first three terms in the equation above is equal to zero, since it
corresponds to the laser steady-state. After losing the first three terms and dividing the
whole equation with exp (ξt), we rewrite the equation with terms regrouped with respect
to δn and δS j:

ξδn =
δI
qV
−

 dQ
dn

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

+

l2∑
j=−l1

vg
1
Γ

∂A j

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

S j

 δn − l2∑
j=−l1

vgg(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω)δS j, (2.38)

where total recombination rate Q(n) was introduced as Q(n) = ASRHn + Rsp(n) + CAn3,
while vg(dg/dn) was substituted with (1/Γ)(∂A j/∂n).

In (2.21b) and (2.21c) we introduce the effective spontaneous emission rate B(n) as
B(n) = ΓβspRsp(n) and derive small-signal equations regarding photon densities S j and
S m and phase difference θm:

ξδS j =

(
∂A j

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

S j +
dB
dn

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

)
δn + A j(n, ω j)δS j, (2.39)

ξδS m =

(
∂Am

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

S m +
dB
dn

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

)
δn +Am(n, ωm) + kc

√
S inj

S m

cos (θm)

 δS m − 2kc

√
S injS m sin (θm)δθm,

(2.40)

ξδθm =
α

2
∂Am

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

+
kc

2

(
S m

)−3/2
S 1/2

inj sin (θm)δS m − kc

√
S inj

S m

cos (θm)δθm. (2.41)
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The system can be written in matrix form as:

[
X̃ − ξ Ĩ

]


δS −l1
...

δS 0
...

δS l2

δθm

δn


= −

δI
qV



0
...

0
...

0
0
1


, (2.42)

where Ĩ is identity matrix, while X̃ is the N + 2 × N + 2 matrix of a system given by:

X̃ =



χ−l1,−l1 . . . χ−l1,m . . . χ−l1,l2 χ−l1,θ χ−l1,n
...

. . .
...

χm,−l1 χm,m χm,l2 χm,θ χm,n
...

. . .
...

χl2,−l1 χl2,m χl2,l2 χl2,θ χl2,n

χθ,−l1 χθ,m χθ,l2 χθ,θ χθ,n

χn,−l1 . . . χn,m . . . χn,l2 χn,θ χn,n


. (2.43)

The non-zero matrix elements are:

χ j, j = A j(n, ω j) − l1 ≤ j ≤ l2 j , m,

χ j,n =

(
∂A j

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

S j +
dB
dn

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

)
− l1 ≤ j ≤ l2,

χm,m = Am(n, ωm) + kc

√
S inj

S m

cos (θm),

χm,θ = −2kc

√
S injS m sin (θm),

χθ,m =
kc

2

(
S m

)−3/2
S 1/2

inj sin (θm),

χθ,θ = −kc

√
S inj

S m

cos (θm),

χθ,n =
α

2
∂Am

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

,

χn, j = −vgg(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω) − l1 ≤ j ≤ l2,

χn,n = −

 dQ
dn

∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

+

l2∑
j=−l1

vg
1
Γ

∂A j

∂n

∣∣∣∣∣∣
n=n

S j

 .

(2.44)
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The matrix X̃ represents the system response to the small perturbation around the steady-
state, defined with stationary values of carrier concentration, photon densities for all
modes, including the injection-locked side-mode j = m, and phase difference of the
injection-locked mode m, n, S j, and θm, respectively. According to (2.42), ξ = λ + i2π f

are the eigenvalues of the system, thus, the system is asymptotically stable if all λ, i.e.,
damping factors have negative values, providing for the asymptotic behaviour. In other
words, the equilibrium point

(
n, S j, θm

)
is asymptotically stable if all the eigenvalues lie

in the left-half of the complex plane. In case that one, or more, eigenvalues lie in the
right-half of the complex plane, system is considered to be unstable [123].



Chapter 3

Static characteristics of injection
locking induced bistability

In this chapter we present theoretical investigation of the steady-state characteristics of
injection-locked Fabry-Pérot laser diodes. At first (Section 3.1), we present the calcula-
tion of the material gain and spontaneous emission rate, for the material used in the active
region of our laser (Section 3.1.1). Further on, we calculate all relevant parameters from
our rate equation model (Section 3.1.2). On the basis of the locking range theory from the
Section 2.3.1, we calculate and discuss the locking range in the cases of intra- and inter-
modal injection locking (Section 3.2). In order to further investigate static characteristics
of the injection-locked lasers, we set a mathematical model by deriving a transcenden-
tal equation with respect to the carrier concentration n, from which we calculate carrier
concentration steady-states (Section 3.3). We introduce the dn/dt versus n phase plot
from which we discuss and analyze the conditions for the simultaneous coexistence of
several steady-states, giving rise to optical multistability of the slave laser (Section 3.4).
As a consequence of this multistability, we theoretically calculate and present hysteresis
loops in the optical output of the slave laser, analyze their formations with correlations
to the dn/dt–n phase plots (Section 3.5), and investigate their characteristics with respect
to the injection locking parameters: injection power, frequency detuning and order of
the injection-locked mode (Section 3.6). In this thesis, we focus on the hysteresis loops
formed by variation of the injection power or frequency detuning. However, our model
predicts that the hysteresis loops can also be obtained by variation of the slave laser bias
current. Nevertheless, we do not present nor discuss this type of the hysteresis loops,
since our analysis shows that the dynamic response of the slave laser to the bias current
variation is much worse in comparison to injection power or frequency detuning variation.

43
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Table 3.1: Material parameters used for band calculation.

Quantity In0.75Ga0.25As 0.87P0.13 In0.46Ga0.39Al0.15As

Split-off energy ∆SO = 321.4 meV ∆SO = 326.7 meV
Interband matrix element Ep = 23.48 eV Ep = 24.97 eV
Electron effective mass m∗e = 0.0389m0 m∗e = 0.0517m0

Luttinger parameters
γ1 = 10.71 γ1 = 8.5
γ2 = 4.01 γ2 = 2.93
γ3 = 4.88 γ3 = 3.65

Average VB position Ev,av = −6.75 eV Ev,av = −6.79 eV

Elastic stiffness constant
c11 = 953.27 GPa c11 = 1046.00 GPa
c12 = 493.28 GPa c12 = 509.95 GPa

CB deformation potential ac = −5.99 eV ac = −6.02 eV
VB deformation potential av = −1.02 eV av = −1.24 eV
Shear deformation b = −1.86 eV b = −1.94 eV

3.1 Parameters of IL Fabry-Pérot laser diode

3.1.1 Material gain and spontaneous emission

As an active region of the Fabry-Pérot laser diode, an In0.75Ga0.25As0.87P0.13 (well)/In0.46

Ga0.39Al0.15As (barrier) 1.55-µm strain-compensated multiquantum well (MQW) mate-
rial is used. This material system is recognized as the one that provides high modulation
bandwidth of lasers [124], due to the balanced and, therefore, improved carrier transport
through the MQW structure. In order to calculate the conduction band (CB) and the va-
lence band (VB) edges for a given alloys compositions, the “model-solid-theory” [125],
combined with the interpolation schemes and material parameters as given in [126], is
applied. The simulations assume a constant device temperature of 300 K. The material
parameters used for electronic band calculation are given in Table 3.1. By utilizing 1.05%
compressive strained well and 0.5% tensile strained barrier, a precise band structure ad-
justment is performed, resulting in λ = 1698 nm optimized well (Eg = 0.73 eV) with
conduction band discontinuity ratio ∆Ec/(∆Ec + ∆Ev,HH−LH) = 81.1%. The band-edge
diagrams for InGaAsP/InGaAlAs hetero-junction with and without strain taken into ac-
count are shown in Fig. 3.1. In our model, the MQW active region consists of 3 equally
spaced quantum wells with well thickness d = 8.7 nm, although the number of wells can
be increased and still maintain good carrier transport and population inversion in all the
wells simultaneously [124].

In order to set a detailed and precise model of the rate equations, material gain g(n, ~ω)
versus carrier concentration n and photon energy ~ω (Fig. 3.2), and spontaneous emis-
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Figure 3.1: Band-edge levels.

sion Rsp(n, ~ω) [Fig. 3.3(a)] are calculated. Although Rsp(n, ~ω) can be exploited di-
rectly, we do not find its contribution to the calculated mode intensity significant and,
therefore, use more convenient dependence for total spontaneous recombination rate:
Rsp(n) =

∫
Rsp(n, ~ω)d(~ω) [Fig. 3.3(c)]. The gain calculation is based on the single-QW

band structure obtained by the 8×8 k.p method [127] that takes into account Burt-Foreman
Hermitianization [128] and biaxial strain generated by lattice mismatched growth of the
well-barrier layers. An appropriate basis set is used, which enables decoupling of 8 × 8
Hamiltonian into two 4 × 4 Hamiltonians as in [129]. In calculating the band structure,
the finite-difference method is used.

3.1.2 Laser parameters

For the active region consisting of Nw = 3 quantum wells of thickness d = 8.7 nm,
assuming L = 250 µm long Fabry-Pérot resonator, and w = 4 µm laser width, we calculate
the volume of the active region as V = NwLwd = 2.61 × 10−11 cm3. We calculate the
confinement factor per well to be Γ1 = 0.0187 resulting in total confinement factor of the
active region of Γ = NwΓ1 = 0.056 [114].

Next, taking the refractive index of the active material to be nr = 3.6, we calculate
resonator mirror reflectivities R1 = R2 = R = [(nr − 1)/(nr + 1)]2 = 0.32. The mirror
losses are then calculated to be αm = (1/L) ln (1/R) = 45.58 cm−1 [104, 114]. Internal
losses of active region and cladding are taken to be αa = 40 cm−1 and αc = 22 cm−1,
respectively. By the means of (2.16) and (2.17) we get gth = 1222.5 cm−1. For the
calculated gain threshold value, knowing that the gain spectrum is centered around ~ω0 =

0.8 eV, we calculate the carrier threshold concentration nth = 2.85×1018 cm−3. Assuming
that stimulated emission starts for I > Ith and taking ηi = 1, under the assumption that
stimulated emission can be negligible under the laser threshold, from (2.21a) we calculate
the threshold current Ith as:

Ith = qV(ASRHnth + Rsp(nth) + CAn3
th) = 8.16 mA, (3.1)
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where ASRH = 1.1 × 108 s−1 [130] and CA = 5.82 × 10−29 cm6s−1 [130].
The group index of refraction for the selected active material in the laser has the value

ng = 4.2, which through (2.18) gives the value for the photon lifetime τp = 2.04 ps. In
order to calculate βsp we apply definition [104]:

βsp =
R
′

sp

Rsp(n)
, (3.2)

where Rsp(n) is calculated total spontaneous recombination rate, while R
′

sp is the sponta-
neous emission rate per unit volume into one optical mode, defined as [104]:

R
′

sp =
Γvgg(n)ninv

V
. (3.3)

In equation above, ninv stands for dimensionless population inversion factor [104]:

ninv =
1

1 − exp[(Eg − ∆Ef)/(kBT )
, (3.4)

with Eg = 0.7298 eV standing for the energy of the bandgap of our active material, while
∆Ef is the quasi-Fermi level separation, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T stands for the
active region temperature. Positive optical gain is achieved when ninv > 0, meaning that
the carrier population is inverted, i.e., that the carrier concentration at higher energy level
is greater than the concentration at the lower energy level, which is one of the prerequi-
sites for the lasing to start. In semiconductor lasers this parameter usually takes values
around 1.25 [104], while in our simulation it has somewhat smaller value around 1.01.
At the threshold carrier concentration n = nth, we calculate ∆Ef = 0.8716 eV and com-
bining (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4), we get βsp = 6.46 × 10−5, which is in order of usual values
encountered in the semiconductor lasers [104].

At the threshold, the gain profile is centred at the photon energy of ~ω0 = 0.8 eV,
which corresponds to the lasing wavelength of 1.55 µm, though the gain profile is asym-
metrical with respect to this central photon energy, as it is depicted in the Fig. 3.2(b). The
given resonator length implies intermodal spacing ∆ωIM of:

∆ωIM =
πc
ngL

= 89.7 × 1010 rad/s = 89.7Ω, (3.5)

where we introduce Ω as Ω = 1010 rad/s. At the threshold level n = nth, the laser cavity
supports only those longitudinal modes for which g(nth, ~ω) > 0. Using the formula for
the intermodal spacing, we calculate that, apart from the central mode corresponding to
~ω = 0.8 eV, the number of the supported modes is l1 = 170 on the long-wavelength side
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(modes with ~ω < 0.8 eV) and l2 = 120 on the short-wavelength side (~ω > 0.8 eV).
Accounting for the central mode, this gives the total number of the supported modes by
the Fabry-Pérot cavity to be N = l1 + l2 + 1 = 291.

The coupling coefficient is calculated using the common formula for Fabry-Pérot cav-
ity types, found in the literature [133]:

kc =
c

2ngL
ln

(
1 +

1 − R
√

R

)
= 1.13 × 1011 s−1. (3.6)

However, for other laser cavity types, calculation of the coupling coefficient can be
more demanding. In [131] we conducted a rigorous analytical analysis of the photon
lifetime in index-coupled phase-shifted DFB lasers and showed that the photon lifetime
exhibits a strong spectral dependence. The external coupling coefficient kc depends on the
photon lifetime, i.e., due to the presence of the external optical field, the photon lifetime
is altered [132, 133]. As a consequence, the external coupling coefficient should also
depend on the photon frequency, i.e., on the frequency detuning ∆ω.

Finally, instead of injected photon density S inj as a merit of injection strength, we shall
rather use injection power Pinj, which is related to S inj via:

Pinj = S inj
η0~ωV
τpΓ

, (3.7)

where η0 = 0.33 is optical efficiency, defined as in [104]. The equation (3.7) gives in-
jection power in units of watts, though in further text we choose to refer to it in units of
Decibel-milliwatts (dBm), which are related to watts through 10 log10

Pinj

1 mW .

3.2 The locking range

In order to more thoroughly mathematically define the boundaries of the locking range
and later on perform stability analysis inside of the locking range, we rewrite the MRE
system, Eqs. (2.21a) – (2.21d) in more compact form [115], in which we introduce r

defined as the relative injection power, i.e., the ratio of the density of the injected photons
to the density of the photons in the injection side-mode m (r = S inj/S m):

dn
dt

=
I

qV
− Q(n) −

l2∑
j=−l1

vgg(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω)S j, (3.8a)

dS j

dt
= A jS j + B(n) + 2kcδ jm

√
rS j cos (θ j), (3.8b)

dθm

dt
=
α

2
Am − ∆ω − kc

√
r sin (θm). (3.8c)
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Here we use the total recombination rate Q(n) and effective spontaneous emission B(n),
defined as in (2.38), while A j = Γvgg(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω)− τ−1

p is the already defined effective
rate of stimulated photon generation for mode j. Finally, equation (3.8b) applies on all
modes including the injection-locked mode m, which is regulated by Kronecker delta
δ jm, which includes the part regarding the injection locking only for j = m. In all our
calculations the total number of the photons present in the resonator of the slave laser is
at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the one needed to trigger the mechanism of
the nonlinear gain suppression, which is why we do not take it into account in our model.

We start the injection locking range analysis by neglecting the B(n) term in the injection-
locked photon density equation (3.8b), in the case of injection-locked mode, i.e., for
j = m, since it turns out to be few orders of magnitude smaller in comparison with the
other terms. From the steady-state form of this equation, dS m/dt = 0, we get:

Am = −2kc
√

r cos (θm). (3.9)

Inserting (3.9) in the steady-state form of (3.8c) (dθm/dt = 0), we obtain:

∆ω = −kc
√

r[sin (θm) + α cos (θm)] = −kc
√

r
√

1 + α2 sin [θm + arctan (α)]. (3.10)

From the equation above we derive:

θm = Arcsin
 −∆ω

kc
√

r
√

1 + α2

 − arctan (α). (3.11)

Here, the first term is generalized inverse sine, which is given by ϕ(−1)z + zπ, with ϕ =

arcsin [−∆ω/(kc
√

r
√

1 + α2)] being its principal value, while z is an integer, which in this
case has a physical meaning only for z ∈ {0, 1}. Introducing ψ = arctan (α), from the
steady-state form of (3.11) we obtain:

r =
−∆ω

kc

√
1 + α2 sin (θm + ψ)

. (3.12)

For extreme values of the sine function sin (θm + ψ) = ±1, the equation (3.12) defines the
four-wave-mixing (FWM) boundaries [48–50]. The phenomenon of FWM is a frequency
conversion process, which involves the interaction of the slave laser beam (the pump) at
the frequency fSL and the injected beam (the probe) with the frequency finj. Due to the
nonlinear interaction between them, a set of two new frequencies emerge, resulting in
laser spectra consisting of four equidistant frequencies separated by the frequency detun-
ing fSL − fML. The newly generated waves are the phase conjugates of the injected signal
[134].
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However, in terms of the locking range, besides FWM boundary, an additional con-
straint comes from the fact that cos (θm) should be positive, which makes the locking
range asymmetrical, as discussed in the Section 2.3.1. The locking boundary can be de-
rived from cos (θm) = 0, which can be converted to sin (θm) = ±1. Looking at the the
steady-state form of (3.8c) and keeping in mind that Am is negative, we can conclude that
for ∆ω > 0, the sine term has to be sin (θm) = −1 in order to compensate for the negative
first two terms in (3.8c). Similarly, for ∆ω < 0, sin (θm) = 1. Returning back to the
stationary form of (3.8c) we can write:

α

2
Am = ∆ω − sgn(∆ω)kc

√
r. (3.13)

At this moment it becomes important to discuss and clearly distinguish the locking range
map for two possible cases: when the injection locking is intra-modal, i.e., applied in the
central mode j = m = 0, and when injection locking is inter-modal, i.e., applied in one of
the side-modes j = m , 0.

Intra-modal injection locking

In the case in which injection locking is applied in the central mode j = m = 0, for the
extreme case of cos (θm) = 0, in the steady-state, the carrier threshold is reached which
sets Am = 0, thus from (3.13), we get the locking range boundary:

r =

(
∆ω

kc

)2

. (3.14)

In the Fig. 3.4, according to (3.12), we plot the FWM boundary for α = 3 (black
dotted line), as well as the FWM boundaries for somewhat smaller value, α = 2 (higher
red dotted line), and for somewhat higher value, α = 6 (lower green dotted line). The
non-FWM region is depicted as yellow shaded area in Fig. 3.4. It can be seen that larger
values of α give wider locking range in terms of FWM boundaries. Indeed, higher values
of α give higher fluctuations of the refractive index and optical gain with respect to the
carrier concentration variations. This means that for the same r, laser with higher α will
exhibit higher red frequency shift, allowing for higher values of frequency detuning, thus
making the locking range wider. Additional constraint, introduced with cos (θm) > 0, i.e.,
with (3.14) is depicted with dot-dashed lines in Fig. 3.4. However, as we will discuss
later, within the inter-modal locking, only the right boundary actually shrinks the region
outlined by the FWM boundaries, i.e., the asymmetrical locking range is given by the
hatched over yellow region, from the left FWM boundary, to the right cos (θm) boundary
[115].
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Figure 3.4: The locking range for intra-modal injection locking (m = 0) (hatched over
yellow region). The FWM boundaries for α = 2 and α = 6 are depicted with red and
green dotted lines, respectively. The yellow shaded area, outlined with black dotted line is
non-FWM region for α = 3. Dot-dashed lines represent cos (θm) = 0 locking boundaries.
[115].

Inter-modal injection locking

If m is a side-mode (m , 0), at extreme case when cos (θm) = 0, Am in (3.13) cannot
be equal to zero, as in the case of intra-modal injection locking. In this case the carrier
threshold is not reached, i.e., Am(nc) < 0, where nc < nth is the steady-state carrier con-
centration in the case of inter-modal injection locking for the limit case of cos (θm) = 0. In
order to define the locking boundary, we have to obtain the value of nc which corresponds
to the locking boundary and thus represents the highest possible value of the carrier con-
centration steady-state in the case of inter-modal injection locking. According to (3.8b),
the stationary photon densities are given by S j = −B(n)/A j(n), for all modes j ∈ [−l1,
l2], since cos (θm) = 0 excludes the extra terms in the injection-locked mode photon den-
sity equation. Substituting this into the stationary form of carrier concentration equation
(3.8a), we get:

0 =
I

qV
− Q(n) +

l2∑
j=−l1

vgg(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω)
B(n)
A j(n)

. (3.15)

which we solve for the stationary carrier concentration nc < nth. This relation (nc <

nth) stays valid regardless of the number of modes we take into account in (3.15). The
minimum requirement, in order to obtain a valid solution to (3.15), is to take into account
the central mode, j = 0 and the injection-locked one, j = m, while the exactness of
the model increases with an increase in number of modes taken into account. However,
the common models in the literature take into account only injection-locked mode [48–
50, 73, 85–87, 102, 106–110]. If only side-mode m is taken into account, the solution to
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the (3.15) will be nc > nth, which corresponds to the gain threshold of the mode m, as if
it were the central mode in the free-running regime. In other words, taking into account
only the injection-locked mode in the case of inter-modal injection locking mistakenly
produces previously discussed case of intra-modal injection locking, though with side-
mode m acting as the dominant mode. In reality, in the free-running regime of a multi-
mode laser diode, a side-mode m cannot reach its threshold and emerge as a dominant
mode, since mode j = 0 reaches the threshold first, due to the smaller gain defect. For
that reason, in the case of inter-modal injection locking, it is crucial to take into account
at least two modes, injection-locked and the central one. Inclusion of other unlocked
longitudinal modes in addition to the injection-locked one will also prove to be crucial
when it comes to stability analysis [114, 115], which will be discussed later. Locking
boundaries in the case of side-mode injection locking can be still derived from (3.13),
though this time Am(nc < 0). This results in locking boundaries:

r± =

[
1
kc

(
±|∆ω| − sgn (∆ω)

α

2
Am(nc)

)]2

, (3.16)

where sign “+” corresponds to positive and small magnitude negative ∆ω, while sign “−”
corresponds to sufficiently negative ∆ω.

In Fig. 3.5 we depict FWM (dotted lines) and r± boundaries (dot-dashed lines), i.e.,
the locking range in the case of inter-modal injection locking into the side-mode m =

−5. The FWM boundary is again defined as in the previous case of intra-modal locking,
with sin (θm + arctanψ) = b = ±1, where sign “−” corresponds to ∆ω > 0, while sign
“+” corresponds to ∆ω < 0. Thus, according to the previously introduced definition for
generalized inverse sine:

θm + ψ = ϕ(−1)z + zπ, (3.17)

where ϕ = arcsin (b), while integer z takes values 0 or 1, making two possible outcomes
θm + ψ = ϕ, or θm + ψ = π − ϕ. For the right FWM boundary (∆ω > 0), b = −1, thus,
according to (3.17), the boundary defines θm = −π/2−ψ or, taking the π−ϕ branch, θm =

3π/2 − ψ, where ψ = arctan (α) ≈ 2π/5, though we shall keep it in general form ψ for the
sake of the generality of the analysis. Condition ∆ω = 0 corresponds to sin (θm + ψ) = 0,
i.e., θm = −ψ, or taking the π − ϕ branch, θm = π − ψ. Thus, for ∆ω ≥ 0, the range of θm

inside the FWM boundaries is defined with −ψ ≤ θm ≤ −π/2−ψ or π−ψ ≤ θm ≤ 3π/2−ψ
[yellow shaded regions in Fig. 3.6(a)]. However, an additional constraint cos θm > 0
defined with Eq. (3.16) (hatched regions in Fig. 3.6) excludes the π − ϕ branch from
consideration, since it leads to negative values of cos θm. This additional constraint also
shrinks the available range of θm in the ϕ branch [cf. Fig. 3.6(a)] and gives −π/2 < θm ≤

−ψ. This means that r+ boundary shrinks the locking range, rising the boundary of the
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Figure 3.5: The locking range for inter-modal injection locking (m = −5) for I = 1.2Ith

(hatched and double hatched over yellow region). The yellow shaded area, outlined with
black dotted line is non-FWM region. Dot-dashed lines represent cos (θm) = 0 locking
boundaries for the model comprising all supported modes, which practically overlaps
with the model taking into account only j = 0 and m = −5 [115]. Double hatched region
represents the locking region which is folded along the FWM boundary and overlaps with
the hatched region [115].

locking above the FWM line, as depicted in Fig. 3.5.
For the left FWM boundary (∆ω < 0), b = +1, thus, according to (3.17) both branches

of the generalized inverse sine define θm = π/2 − ψ. Combining with the condition for
θm at ∆ω = 0, shows that both branches can be taken into the consideration, since both
branches comprise regions in which cos θm > 0 [cf. Fig. 3.6(b)]. More precisely, the
ϕ branch gives −ψ ≤ θm ≤ π/2 − ψ, while the other branch gives π/2 − ψ ≤ θm ≤

π − ψ. Finally the union of this ranges, intersecting with cos θm > 0 gives −ψ ≤ θm <

π/2. In this case, the θm range comprises θm = π/2 − ψ corresponding to the left FWM
boundary. This means that for ∆ω < 0, the left FWM boundary divides the θm range into
two segments, −ψ ≤ θm ≤ π/2 − ψ and π/2 − ψ ≤ θm < π/2. Since FWM boundary
corresponds to the smallest r for a given ∆ω, it can be concluded that the locking range
in the ∆ω–r space is folded down along the FWM boundary, leading to the overlap of the
two locking regions in the r−range between the FWM and r− boundaries (double hatched
region in Fig. 3.5). For small negative detuning, ∆ω ≈ −1.13Ω, the left FWM boundary
crosses the locking range cos (θm) ≥ 0. The intersection of the FWM boundary and the
cos (θm) = 0 boundary is possible, since at this point and its vicinity, there is more than
one stationary solution, which can satisfy either one or the other condition imposed by
these two boundaries. Within the locking range, the FWM boundary sets θm to π/2 − ψ,
but it becomes irrelevant, since on its both sides, injection locking is possible. The folding
down along the FWM boundary and overlap of the locking regions between FWM and
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Figure 3.6: (a) The range of θm corresponding to non-FWM region for ∆ω ≥ 0 (yellow
region). Hatched region corresponds to additional constraint cos (θm) > 0. Union of
the hatched over yellow areas (locking area) correspond to hatched over yellow locking
region for ∆ω ≥ 0 from Fig. 3.5. (b) Same for ∆ω ≤ 0. Here the locking region comprises
the FWM boundary, as in Fig. 3.5.

corresponding r boundaries is also valid for m = 0, though we do not present this case,
since we are focused on the inter-modal injection locking.

From Fig. 3.5 it can be seen that the locking range in the case of inter-modal injection
locking exhibits a nonzero detuning offset for small injection ratios r. The essential reason
for this is in our definition of ωm and the uneven change of the frequencies for the dom-
inant mode and side longitudinal modes when the carrier density varies. The dominant
frequency ω0 is the lasing frequency defined to correspond to the threshold carrier con-
centration n = nth, while ωm is the frequency for the injection-locked side-mode, defined
in the free-running regime by ωm = ω0 + m(πc/ngL). However, the carrier concentra-
tion in the regime of the injection locking is bellow nth, i.e., the carrier concentration and
consequently gain, exhibit decrease. The central mode exhibits higher gain reduction in
comparison to any side-mode (cf. Fig. 3.2(b)). As the linewidth enhancement factor α
correlates the change in the real part of the refractive index to the change in the imaginary
part (i.e., gain) [51, 104], assuming a constant α for both modes, a smaller decrease of
the gain for the side-mode m leads to its smaller frequency decrease, in comparison to the
decrease of the frequency of the central mode. This means that the definition of ωm over-
estimates its value for regime of injection-locking in which n ≤ nth. The correction term
for the injection-locked mode frequency ωm, i.e., the frequency shift of the side-mode fre-
quencyωm, is proportional to its gain defect. For example, the gain defect is zero (Am = 0)
for the dominant mode m = 0 (ω0) and it is negative (Am < 0) for any side-mode m , 0
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(ωm). Therefore, side-modes should exhibit a negative frequency shift (red shift) with re-
spect to the frequencies given by ωm = ω0 +m(πc/ngL). This shift is taken into account by
the first term in (3.8c) and for small or negligible injection ratio r (r ≈ 0), in the stationary
state (dθm/dt = 0), it can be compensated only by the negative detuning offset ∆ωoffset.
This small red shift detuning offset can be calculated from (3.16) from the condition that
(α/2)Am(nc) = |∆ω|, which gives ∆ωoffset = −0.741Ω for the case when we include modes
m = −5 and j = 0 and ∆ωoffset = −0.729Ω with all supported modes included in (3.15). In
these calculations we take I = 1.2Ith. The locking range boundary, thus, stays practically
the same, wether we, besides injection-locked mode m, take into account only the central
mode j = 0, or all supported longitudinal modes (dot-dashed line).

3.3 Mathematical model for static characteristic investi-
gation

For the sake of investigating the static characteristics of injection locking, we start from
the stationary form of the MRE system (2.21a) – (2.21d):

dn
dt

= 0 =
I

qV
− Q(n) −

l2∑
j=−l1

vgg(n, ω j + δ jm∆ω)S j, (3.18a)

dS j

dt
= 0 = A j(n, ω j)S j + B(n), for all j , m, (3.18b)

dS m

dt
= 0 = Am(n, ωm + ∆ω)S m + B(n) + 2kc

√
S mS inj cos (θm), (3.18c)

dθm

dt
= 0 =

α

2
Am(n, ωm + ∆ω) − ∆ω − kc

√
S m

S inj
sin (θm), (3.18d)

with Q(n), A j, Am, and B(n) defined as in (3.8a) – (3.8c).
From (3.18b) we can calculate every photon density S j, except the injection-locked

one ( j = m), as:

S j(n) = −
B(n)

A j(n, ω j)
. (3.19)

In order to calculate S m(n) we eliminate θm from (3.18c) and (3.18d). We start from
dividing (3.18c) with S m and multiplying (3.18d) with 2, which yields:

0 = Am(n, ωm + ∆ω) +
B(n)
S m

+ 2kc

√
S inj

S m
cos (θm), (3.20a)

0 = αAm(n, ωm + ∆ω) − 2∆ω − 2kc

√
S inj

S m
sin (θm). (3.20b)
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The equations above can be rewritten in the form:

−2kc

√
S inj

S m
cos (θm) = Am(n, ωm + ∆ω) +

B(n)
S m

, (3.21a)

2kc

√
S inj

S m
sin (θm) = αAm(n, ωm + ∆ω) − 2∆ω, (3.21b)

and after we raise each equation to the power of 2, we add them to get:

4k2
c
S inj

S m
= (αAm − 2∆ω)2 +

(
Am +

B
S m

)2

. (3.22)

By rearranging the terms in the equation above we get a quadratic equation with respect
to the photon density in the injection-locked mode S m [114]:[

A2
m + (αAm − 2∆ω)2

]
S 2

m +
(
2AmB − 4k2

cS inj

)
S m + B2 = 0. (3.23)

The solution to the (3.23) is given by [114]:

S ±m =
−

(
2AmB − 4k2

cS inj

)
±

√(
2AmB − 4k2

cS inj

)2
− 4B2

[
A2

m + (αAm − 2∆ω)2
]

2
[
A2

m + (αAm − 2∆ω)2
] . (3.24)

The denominator in (3.24) is always positive. In addition to this, the term −(2AmB −

4k2
cS inj) is also always positive, since Am < 0, while B, kc, S inj > 0. Moreover, the square

root term is smaller than the −(2AmB − 4k2
cS inj) term, yielding that both “+” and “−”

signs can be taken into consideration, since they both can lead to positive values of S m.
However, in our simulations, corresponding photon rate loss for S −m, i.e., S −m/τp turns out
to be few orders of magnitude smaller than the effective spontaneous emission rate B, so
therefore S −m cannot be considered as stimulated emission, which is why we only take “+”
into consideration and assume that S m = S +

m.
Additionally, the term under the square root must be positive, leading to the quadratic

equation with respect to injected photon density:

S 2
inj +
|Am|B

k2
c

S inj −
B2

4k4
c

(−α|Am| − 2∆ω)2
≥ 0, (3.25)

where we made use of the fact that Am < 0 so that Am = −|Am|. The zeros of the quadratic
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equation above are:

S ±inj =
1
2

−|Am|B
2k2

c
±

√(
AmB
k2

c

)2

+
B2

k4
c

(−α|Am| − 2∆ω)2

 . (3.26)

Here, the term under the square root is for sure positive and obviously larger than−|Am|B/k2
c

term, thus “−” sign leads to a negative value of S inj = S −inj, while “+” sign leads to a posi-
tive value S inj = S +

inj. Mathematically, the inequality (3.25) is satisfied for both S inj ≤ S −inj

and S inj ≥ S +
inj, where only the latter one is physically justified, thus injected photon

density has to satisfy:

S inj ≥
|Am|B
2k2

c

−1 +

√
1 +

(−α|Am| − 2∆ω)2

A2
m

 . (3.27)

If effective spontaneous emission rate B is neglected, which is a common approach
in the literature, the quadratic equation with respect to S m (3.23) yields two solutions,
S −m = 0 and the other, physically justified, solution as in [13]:

S m =
4k2

cS inj

A2
m + (−α|Am| − 2∆ω)2 . (3.28)

Finally, we can substitute Eqs. (3.24) and (3.19) in (3.18a) and obtain a transcendental
equation with respect to the carrier concentration n [114]:

0 =
I

qV
− Q(n) +

j,m∑
−l1≤ j≤l2

vgg(n, ω j)
B(n)

A j(n, ω j)
− vgg(n, ωm + ∆ω)S m(n, S inj,∆ω). (3.29)

For defined values of the bias current I, injected photon density S inj and the fre-
quency detuning ∆ω we can calculate S j and S m dependences on n using Eqs. (3.19)
and (3.24), respectively, and then solve (3.29) for stationary points nsp. In case of no in-
jection (S inj = 0), Eq. (3.29) describes the free-running laser, which has one stationary
state, corresponding to the carrier threshold nth, already calculated in Section 3.1.2. Since
injection of the photons increase the total number of the photons inside the cavity of the
slave laser, it can be expected that the new steady-state will be smaller than nth. In order
to find all steady-states of (3.29) we investigate the sign changes for the wide range of
carrier concentrations below nth. In the domains in which we find sign changes, we ap-
ply bisection method to calculate stationary points. Once a stationary point nsp is found,
we can return to (3.19) and (3.24) to calculate corresponding stationary values of S j and
S m, respectively. Finally, from (3.18d), we can calculate the stationary value of the phase
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difference θm:

θm(nsp) = arcsin

αAm(nsp, ωm + ∆ω) − 2∆ω

2kc
√

S inj/S m(nsp)

. (3.30)

3.4 Analysis of injection locking phase plot

Before we start to deal with injection locking, in Fig. 3.7 we present the free-running
spectrum of our Fabry-Pérot laser diode, under the bias current of 1.2Ith. The spectrum
of modes is obtained by solving the steady-state system (3.18a) – (3.18c) in which S inj =

0, with already calculated threshold carrier concentration nth. The obtained spectrum is
centered at 0.8 eV, with around 7 dB of side-mode-suppression-ratio (SMSR) which is
defined as:

SMSR = 10 log10
S high

S low
. (3.31)

Here S high stands for the mode with the highest power output in the spectrum, in this
case the central mode j = 0 (S 0), while S low stands for the strongest side-mode, in this
case mode j = +1 (S 1). Usual requirement for the laser to be considered to have single-
mode output is to have SMSR over 30 dB [85–87]. The side-modes with higher photon
energies have somewhat smaller gain defect in comparison to the same order side-modes
on the other, low energy side of the spectrum 3.2(b). This produces that the “positive”
side-modes ( j > 0) are slightly more pronounced than same order “negative” side-modes
( j < 0) (c.f. Fig. 3.7). The photon density of the central mode is in the order of 1013 cm−3,
while nearest side-modes have one order smaller densities.

In Fig. 3.8 we depict photon density dependences on the carrier concentration n for
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the central mode j = 0 and modes j = +1,+2, calculated according to (3.19). As carrier
concentration reaches its threshold value nth, the photon densities rapidly grow, since the
effective rate of the stimulated emission A j(n, ω j), which stands in the denominator of
(3.19), becomes closer to zero. The central mode experiences the steepest growth, being
the closest mode to the gain maximum. However, for the injection-locked mode, in a
certain range of injection parameters S inj and ∆ω, this dependence can look quite different.
Example of this dependence, calculated from the Eq. (3.24), is given in Fig. 3.9, which
is obtained for injection into the side-mode m = −5, with S inj = 6.53 × 1012 cm−3, which
corresponds to Pinj = −12 dBm, according to Eq. (3.7). The frequency detuning is set to
∆ω = −7Ω. Figure 3.9 shows that, except for carrier concentration n, corresponding to the
maximum photon density value, there are two carrier concentrations leading to the same
photon density, i.e., the function n(S m) is a multivalued function. From Fig. 3.9 it can be
seen that for carrier concentrations lower than the threshold concentration, the injection-
locked side-mode m has few orders of magnitude higher photon density than the central
mode. However, as the carrier concentration reaches its free-running threshold level nth,
the photon density of the injection-locked side-mode decreases, while the photon density
of the central mode rapidly increases, since the denominator in Eq. (3.19) approaches
zero. In other words, as the carrier concentration approaches nth, slave laser approaches
the free-running dynamics in which the central mode is the dominant one.

The presented S m(n) profile is injection power and frequency detuning dependent, as
depicted in Fig. 3.10(a) and (b), respectively. In Fig. 3.10(a) we depict the S m(n) profile
for a fixed negative frequency detuning ∆ω = −7Ω and various values of the injection
power Pinj. It can be seen that an increase in the injection power leads to higher maximum
for the injection-locked mode m, due to larger number of externally injected photons. The
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maximum is always reached for the same value of the carrier concentration n regardless
of the injection level. On the other hand, Fig. 3.10(b) illustrates the influence of the
frequency detuning ∆ω on the S m(n) profile. For a small magnitude negative detuning
[e.g., ∆ω = −2Ω in Fig. 3.10(b)], the maximum photon density is reached close to the
free-running carrier threshold concentration nth. As detuning becomes more negative,
the maximum is shifted towards smaller carrier concentrations. However, for a fixed
injection power, these maxima become smaller, since smaller n provides smaller gain and
thus higher injected photon density is required to maintain the same level of the photon
density in the injection-locked mode m. On the other hand, positive frequency detuning
∆ω will cause the maximum to shift towards higher values of carrier concentration n and
even a small positive detuning, e.g. ∆ω = 0.1Ω [dashed line in Fig. 3.10(b)] is already
sufficient enough to shift it beyond the free-running threshold concentration nth. However,
since we are interested in multivalued character of the n(S m) function below the slave
laser free-running threshold, we do not present S m(n) profiles for positive values of the
frequency detuning. In addition to this, the S m(n) profile is dependent on the order of the
injection-locked mode m, as presented in Fig. 3.11. As the order of the injection-locked
mode m becomes higher, both on the long- or short-wavelength side, i.e., as |m| increases,
the maximum of the S m(n) profile is shifted towards the higher carrier concentrations.
For a given injection power (Pinj = −12 dBm) and frequency detuning (∆ω = −7Ω),
at some critical injection-mode order (m = −22 for long-wavelength and m = 15 for
short-wavelength side), maximum of the S m(n) profile is shifted beyond the free-running
threshold concentration nth. For fixed Pinj and ∆ω, as the injection moves further away
from the central mode, either on the long- or short-wavelength side, the available gain at
some fixed carrier concentration n, for the particular side-mode, becomes smaller, or, in
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other words, the gain defect becomes larger. For this reason, the maximum of the S m(n)
profile of the higher order side-modes is reached at higher carrier concentrations, which
provide higher gain and thus compensate for the increasing gain defect.

Once we calculate S j(n) and S m(n) profiles we can substitute them in the carrier rate
equation (3.18a). At first we examine the model which comprises only injection-locked
mode (case 1), so we let all S j = 0 except j = m = −5 and set I = 1.2Ith, Pinj = −12 dBm,
and ∆ω = −7Ω. We base our investigation of the static characteristics of injection-locking
on the careful analysis of (3.18a), i.e., we substitute calculated S m(n) in the Eq. (3.18a)
and study its stationary solutions. For that purposes, in Fig. 3.12, we introduce the carrier
concentration rate dn/dt versus carrier concentration n phase plot, which we use to find
carrier concentration steady-states. In the case 1, we find two stationary points denoted
as n(1)

sp and n(2)
sp , which are both smaller than the free-running threshold concentration nth.

These two solutions emerge as a direct consequence of the parabolic shape of the S m(n)
profile. The bias current pumps the carriers inside the active region through the I/qV

term, while recombination mechanisms, both non-radiative and radiative ones deplete the
carriers. The parabolic profile of the photon density inside the injection-locked mode m

leads to the depletion which produces a “dip” in the dn/dt–n phase plot, resulting in the
formation of two stationary points (Fig. 3.12). Nevertheless, these two solutions, also
predicted in [101], are insufficient for the optical bistability as predicted in [101], since it
turns out that the stationary point n(2)

sp is unstable. The unstable character of this stationary
point can be, at some extent, discussed and inferred from the phase plot introspection. If
the system were settled in the n(2)

sp point and were to exhibit some small perturbation that
would decrease the carrier concentration, then the negative slope of dn/dt versus n phase
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plot for n < n(2)
sp would lead to a further decrease of n, thus pushing the system away from

n(2)
sp . Similarly, a small variation which would cause the carrier concentration to increase,

would also push the system away from the n(2)
sp point, since, in this region, positive slope of

dn/dt–n would support the further increase of n. This defines the n(2)
sp point as a repulsive

stationary point. On the other hand, the n(1)
sp point represents an attractive stationary point,

due to the fact that the slopes of dn/dt–n phase plot on both sides of the stationary point
compensate carrier variation induced by a system perturbation and thus push the system
back to the n(1)

sp point. The dynamic stability has to be, however, investigated by the Lya-
punov stability analysis, as described in 2.3.2. As it will be showed later, this point proves
to have instabilities only for positive values of ∆ω [115], thus the model which comprises
only one, injection-locked side-mode, although giving two slave laser steady-states, pre-
dicts only one stable state, eliminating the possibility of the bistable slave laser output.
The bistability can be observed only once we include at least the central mode j = 0 into
account, as in the case 2 (c.f. Fig. 3.12) [114]. The rapid growth of photon density in the
central mode in the vicinity of the carrier threshold concentration leads to a sudden de-
crease of dn/dt–n phase plot and formation of the third stationary point n(3)

sp in the vicinity
of nth. According to this, the n(3)

sp point is not a consequence of injection locking, rather
the consequence of the unlocked modes interplay. As n(1)

sp , the stationary point n(3)
sp is also

an attractive stationary point, and, as it will be showed later, stability analysis shows that
there is a range of injection power and frequency detuning in which both n(1)

sp and n(3)
sp are

dynamically stable, thus providing optical bistability [114, 115]. The number of longi-
tudinal modes included in Eq. (3.18a) affects the accuracy of the calculated stationary
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points, especially n(3)
sp , which moves further away from the nth, as depicted in the case 3 in

Fig. 3.12. Although the difference between calculated stationary values obtained by in-
cluding only the central mode on one side (case 2) and the central and many side-modes,
on the other (case 3), is not too large, its value considerably affects the calculated gain
and photon density for various modes. Therefore, in our further consideration based on
case 3, we use all 291 supported longitudinal modes.

As the shape of the dn/dt–n phase plot is dominantly influenced by injection-locked
mode m and the central mode j = 0, we analyze the phase plot dependence on the injec-
tion parameters, since S m(n) strongly depends on the injection parameters. Figure 3.13
shows the evolution of dn/dt–n phase plot with change in the injection power Pinj for a
fixed value of ∆ω, and consequently shows the range of injection power in which phase
plot has more than one stationary point (shaded area in Fig. 3.13). Starting from the
low injection power (Pinj = −20 dBm, upper dot-dashed line in Fig. 3.13), for a fixed
value of ∆ω = −7Ω, the phase plot has only one stationary point, which is close to the
free-running threshold carrier concentration nth. This state is mainly a consequence of the
interplay of the unlocked modes, dominantly the central one, as it does not emerge as a
result of injection locking into the side-mode m. The reason for that comes from the fact
that for such low injection power, the maximum of the S m(n) profile is not high enough
[cf. Fig. 3.10)(a)] to lower the phase plot so that it intersects with the dn/dt = 0 axis. In
this state, the slave laser is close to the free-running regime, which means that it exhibits
the similar dynamics, with central mode emerging as the dominant mode, as depicted in
the Fig. 3.14(a). For a certain injection level (Pinj = −15 dBm), the contribution of the
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injection-locked mode m in Eq. (3.18a) becomes sufficient enough to form a new station-
ary point, which, for a little bit higher injection power, splits into two stationary points n(1)

sp

and n(2)
sp (cf. Fig. 3.13). Further increase in the injection power makes the two points to

move further away from each other, i.e., the n(1)
sp point shifts towards lower carrier concen-

trations, while n(2)
sp point shifts towards higher carrier concentrations, approaching the n(3)

sp

point. At Pinj = −9.5 dBm, n(2)
sp and n(3)

sp coincide, while for slightly higher injection power
(Pinj > −9.5 dBm), dn/dt–n phase plot again has only one stationary point, n(1)

sp (lower dot-
dashed line in Fig. 3.13). Shaded region, corresponding to −15 dBm < Pinj < −9.5 dBm,
represents the region of multiple stationary points (RMSP), in which two, out of three sta-
tionary points can be stable, thus providing bistability. Points n(1)

sp and n(2)
sp are results of the

injection locking, since they emerge as a direct consequence of the parabolic S m(n) profile,
while n(3)

sp point still remains the consequence of the unlocked modes interplay. Figures
3.14(b) and (c) depict the slave laser mode spectra for a case of moderate injection power
(Pinj = −12 dBm) in the case of slave laser settled in steady-states n(3)

sp and n(1)
sp , respec-

tively. The stationary point n(3)
sp is close to the free-running threshold carrier concentration

nth and, as in the case of low injection power, mode spectrum resembles the free-running,
except injection-locked mode is now somewhat pronounced, due to the injected photons
and can be comparable to the central mode [c.f. Fig. 3.14(b)]. On the other hand, sta-
tionary point n(1)

sp has lower carrier concentration, which reduces the available gain and
suppresses all longitudinal modes except the injection-locked one, which is highly pro-
nounced due to the coupling of the injected photons. In this state the injection-locked
mode m = −5 is pronounced with over 30 dB of SMSR with respect to the central mode
j = 0 [c.f. Fig. 3.14(c)]. Finally, Fig. 3.14(d) shows slave laser’s mode spectrum for high
injection power, when only one, n(1)

sp steady-state exists, in which injection-locked mode
is even more pronounced in comparison to the unlocked modes, and as Pinj increases, the
injection-locked mode increases its power and SMSR.

Similarly to the Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.15 shows the evolution of the dn/dt–n phase plot, but
for a fixed Pinj and varying frequency detuning ∆ω, and again the shaded area represent
the range of ∆ω in which the phase plot comprise more than one stationary solution.
For a fixed value of injection power Pinj = −16.5 dBm and for large magnitude negative
detuning (∆ω = −9Ω), as already discussed and presented in the Fig. 3.10(b), S m(n)
exhibits a small maximum, insufficient to create additional stationary points in the dn/dt–
n phase plot. For this reason, in this case the slave laser has only one steady-state, close
to the nth, which makes the dynamics of the slave laser similar to the free-running case
(upper dot-dashed line in Fig. 3.15). As detuning becomes less negative, the maximum
of the S m(n) profile increases and shifts towards higher carrier concentration n, and at
some critical value around ∆ω = −6.1Ω, the phase plot acquires two additional stationary
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points, n(1)
sp and n(2)

sp , similar to the previous case of injection power variation. In the RMSP,
as ∆ω becomes less negative, both n(1)

sp and n(2)
sp shift towards higher carrier concentrations,

i.e., in the direction of n(3)
sp , since the maximum of the S m(n) profile moves towards higher

carrier concentrations, as depicted in Fig. 3.10(b). Region of multiple stationary points
exists in the certain range of ∆ω (−6.1Ω < ∆ω < −3.6Ω), after which dn/dt–n phase
plot remains with only one, n(1)

sp stationary point. Further variation of ∆ω towards zero
detuning and increase on the positive detuning side, will, unlike in the case of Pinj increase
in the previous case, shift n(1)

sp further in the direction of nth, thus pushing the slave laser
dynamics closer to the free-running [cf. Fig. 3.15 for ∆ω = −2.5Ω].

The mode spectra for injection with large magnitude negative ∆ω = −9Ω, mode spec-
tra at n(3)

sp and n(1)
sp in the region of RMSP, and finally in the case of injection with small

magnitude negative detuning (∆ω = −2.5Ω), are depicted in the Figure 3.16(a) – (d), re-
spectively. The evolution of the mode spectrum resembles the evolution in the case of Pinj

variation (Fig. 3.14), expect the case of solitary n(1)
sp state [Figs. 3.14(d) and 3.16(d)], i.e.,

while increase in Pinj leads to further empowering of the injection-locked mode, increas-
ing towards positive ∆ω leads to the reduction of the injection-locked mode and reshaping
the spectrum back towards the free-running form in which the central mode overpowers
the injection-locked one. Figure 3.15 shows, that, regardless of the magnitude of injection
power, the RMSP can exist only for negative values of the frequency detuning ∆ω, since
for positive values S m(n) profile loses its parabolic shape, thus eliminating the possibility
for formation of multiple stationary points in the dn/dt–n phase plots.

In order to analyze conditions for RMSP occurrence more thoroughly, we investigate
the 2-D Pinj–∆ω space in which RMSP occurs (Fig. 3.17) [114]. The calculation is
performed for several injection-locked side-modes, on both sides of the central mode
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j = 0. The RMSP has a characteristic, saber-like profile that exhibits maximum width
in terms of injection power at some negative frequency detuning. In addition to this,
as the detuning becomes more negative, the RMSP shifts up to higher injection powers.
This result can be inferred from the earlier discussion on the S m(n) and dn/dt(n) profiles.
For a fixed injection power, an increase in the magnitude of negative ∆ω reduces and
shifts the S m(n) maximum towards lower carrier concentrations [Fig. 3.10(b)]. Due to the
smaller gain at lower carrier concentrations, higher injection power is required in order
to pronounce the S m(n) profile enough so it creates a “dip” in the dn/dt–n phase plot,
deep enough to make intersection with dn/dt = 0 axis, and thus add additional stationary
points. The RMSP comprises somewhat larger area on the short-wavelength side, i.e., for
positive side-modes (m > 0) than for long-wavelength side, i.e., negative ones (m < 0)
due to the asymmetry of the gain profile, in particular due to the smaller gain defect on the
short-wavelength spectrum side. However, on both spectrum sides, as the injection-locked
mode order becomes higher, the detuning region, providing the RMSP, becomes narrowed
and shifted towards more negative detuning values. The corresponding injection power
range is also reduced and shifted toward smaller injection powers, so the RMSP saber-
like areas become reduced in both Pinj and ∆ω axis, and shifted down the Pinj axis. Again,
this could be explained by introspection of the S m(n) profile dependence on the injection-
locked mode order, depicted in Fig. 3.11. Since S m(n) profiles maxima are shifted toward
higher carrier concentrations, higher order side-modes have reduced manoeuvre space for
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∆ω, eliminating the possibility to achieve bistability for less negative ∆ω. Bistability can
be obtained only for sufficiently negative ∆ω, which shifts the S m(n) maxima back to the
lower values of the carrier concentration n, and thus enables the parabolic S m(n) profile
to make a “dip” in the dn/dt–n phase plot. The RMSP region actually corresponds to
the folded and overlapped region in the locking range Figure (Fig. 3.5). For injection
powers above the saber-like profiles, the slave laser has only one stationary-point, while
the region below the saber-like profiles corresponds to the FWM region.

3.5 Injection power and frequency detuning hysteresis

The existence of two stable stationary points n(1)
sp and n(3)

sp leads to the optical bistbility,
which is manifested with the appearance of the hysteresis cycle in the slave laser output.
The formation of the hysteresis loop can be understood by introspection of the dn/dt–n

phase plot evolution. In Fig. 3.18 we present the output photon density in the injection-
locked mode m [Fig. 3.18(a)], as well as accompanying phase difference θm [Fig. 3.18(b)],
obtained for the same working conditions (bias current, injection-locked mode order, and
frequency detuning) as dn/dt–n phase plot evolution depicted in the Fig. 3.13. At low
injection powers (Pinj < −15 dBm), as showed in Fig. 3.13, slave laser has only one
steady-state close to the free-running regime, with similar dynamics [cf. Fig. 3.14(a)].
This state corresponds to the lower tail part of the hysteresis, for which injection-locked
mode m has low photon density. The photon density is given in the logarithmic scale, as
10log10(S m). The phase difference θm in this state is close to π/2 (≈ 1.5 rad), i.e., this state
corresponds to the upper tail part of the θm hysteresis. Once the injection power enters a
RMSP region (−15 dBm < Pinj < −9.5 dBm) the dn/dt–n phase plot acquires an addi-
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rad, and (c) SMSR in dB, with respect to injection power Pinj.

tional stable stationary point (n(1)
sp ). However, since previously settled in n(3)

sp point, slave
laser will stay in this stationary point as long as it is provided, thus up to Pinj = −9.5 dBm,
outlining the lower S m hysteresis branch [Fig. 3.18(a)]. At this critical injection power
n(3)

sp stationary point coincides with n(2)
sp and vanishes, and for Pinj > −9.5 dBm dn/dt–n

phase plot remains with only one stationary point provided [c.f. Fig. 3.13], which is
located at considerably lower carrier concentration in comparison to the n(3)

sp point. Due
to this, at this critical injection power, carrier concentration in the active region of the
slave laser exhibits a sudden drop to this lower steady-state, which results in a jump in the
injection-locked mode m photon density, which represents the right S m hysteresis edge in
the Fig. 3.18(a). On the other hand, the phase difference θm exhibits the drop from π/2
down to the negative value around θm = −0.5 rad [c.f. Fig. 3.18(b)]. Further increase
of the injection power will only shift the carrier concentration to even lower values, thus
increasing the photon density S m, which corresponds to the upper tail part of the S m

hysteresis [Fig. 3.18(a)]. At high injection powers, the phase difference becomes more
negative, corresponding to the lower tail part of the θm hysteresis [Fig. 3.18(b)]. Once
injection power starts to decrease, due to its prehistory, the slave laser will stay settled in
the n(1)

sp point as long as it is provided. This means that in the direction of the injection
power decrease the slave laser will surpass the right hysteresis edge, outlining the upper
S m and correspondingly lower θm hysteresis branch, until the injection power reaches the
second critical power (Pinj = −15 dBm) for which n(1)

sp coincides with n(2)
sp and vanishes,

leaving only one available stationary point in the vicinity of free-running carrier threshold
concentration nth (Fig. 3.13). In the S m hysteresis [Fig. 3.18(a)] this is manifested through
the sudden drop of the photon density at the left hysteresis edge, while the θm suddenly
jumps to the value close to π/2 [Fig. 3.18(b)]. Further injection power decrease shifts the
slave laser to lower hysteresis tail in terms of S m output, i.e., upper hysteresis tail in terms
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of the phase difference θm. In this way, gradual increase followed by the gradual decrease
of injection power encircles a counter-clockwise hysteresis cycle in the injection-locked
mode power photon density (i.e., power) output and clockwise hysteresis cycle in the
slave and master laser phase difference θm. The RMSP region, in which two stationary
points can exhibit stable dynamics, corresponds to the region between two critical pow-
ers, i.e., two hysteresis edges, in which hysteresis comprises two simultaneous branches,
the one which corresponds to n(1)

sp (upper S m and lower θm hysteresis branch), and the one
which corresponds to n(3)

sp state (lower S m and upper θm hysteresis branch). Depending on
its prehistory, the slave laser settles in one of the two branches. In order to include com-
plete slave laser output dynamics, in Fig. 3.18(c) we present SMSR–Pinj hysteresis cycle,
which follows the pattern shown in Fig. 3.14, with SMSR defined as 10log10(S m/S 0).
For injection power smaller than right hysteresis edge, slave laser is in the state close to
the free-running regime, exhibiting negative or very small positive SMSR, meaning that
the slave laser emits at the wavelength of the central mode, or there are two competing
modes in the output. The mode spectrum of the slave laser, for this case is depicted in
the Fig. 3.14(a) and (b). Fig. 3.14(a) is an example of the mode spectrum for the case
in which injection power is even smaller than the left hysteresis edge, i.e., outside of the
bistability region, in which the SMSR is slightly negative. Fig. 3.14(b) shows an example
of the lower hysteresis branch, corresponding to the n(3)

sp stationary point, in which SMSR
ratio is slightly positive, leading to the competition of the injection-locked and central
mode. After injection power surpasses the right hysteresis edge, the injection-locked
mode m rises in power, while other longitudinal modes (including the central mode) be-
come highly suppressed leading to the SMSR rising from around 20 dB up to over 30 dB
in favour of the injection-locked mode m, making the slave laser emit at the wavelength of
the injection-locked mode (in this case 1555.7 nm). An example of this slave laser power
spectral distribution is given in Fig. 3.14(c) and (d), for the upper hysteresis branch, and
upper tail part, respectively. The state of high SMSR remains active with injection power
decrease all the way until the left hysteresis edge, when SMSR drops back to the negative
values, switching back the slave laser to the wavelength of the central mode (in this case
1550 nm).

Similar hysteresis output can be, according to Fig. 3.15, observed by frequency de-
tuning variation. In Fig. 3.19(a) and Fig. 3.19(b) we present S m and θm frequency detun-
ing dependent hysteresis cycles, respectively. With fixed injection power (Pinj = −16.5
dBm), at sufficiently negative detuning (∆ω < −6.1Ω), the dn/dt–n phase plot (Fig. 3.15)
reveals that the slave laser has only one steady-state, close to the free-running regime,
corresponding to the lower tail part in S m, and upper tail part in θm hysteresis, respec-
tively. Due to its prehistory, the slave laser remains in this state even in the region of the
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bistability, between two hysteresis edges (−6.1Ω < ∆ω < −3.6Ω), until the frequency
detuning reaches ∆ω = −3.6Ω, when n(3)

sp vanishes and slave laser switches into the only
steady-state provided, located at lower carrier concentrations (Fig. 3.15). In terms of hys-
teresis, S m jumps to the upper tail part, while θm drops down to the lower tail part [Fig.
3.19(a) and (b)]. On contrary to the case of injection power dependent hysteresis, further
variation of the frequency detuning leads to a decrease in the S m output, i.e., while the
upper tail part of the hysteresis experienced an increase in the case of Pinj dependent hys-
teresis [Fig. 3.18(a)], here the upper tail part slowly decreases [Fig. 3.19(a)]. The reason
for this was already explained in the discussion of the dn/dt–n phase plots in Fig. 3.15,
which shows that as detuning becomes closer to zero and increases in the domain of pos-
itive values, the solitary stationary point, corresponding to the upper S m hysteresis part,
shifts towards free-running nth, thus pushing the laser closer to the free-running regime,
in this way decreasing the photon density in injection-locked mode m. Phase difference
hysteresis resembles the one obtained for Pinj variation [Fig. 3.19(b)]. Now, making the
∆ω variation in the opposite direction, i.e., varying the frequency detuning back to nega-
tive values will force the slave laser to stay in the n(1)

sp state, as long as it is provided, thus
outlining the upper S m, and lower θm hysteresis branch. Finally, at critical ∆ω = −6.1Ω,
n(1)

sp is not longer provided, and slave laser switches to the state close to the free-running
nth, i.e., S m hysteresis drops down to the lower tail part, completing the counter-clockwise
circle, while θm hysteresis jumps to the upper tail part, completing the clockwise circle.
In Fig. 3.19(c) we present SMSR–∆ω hysteresis, which follows the pattern of mode spec-
trum evolution presented in the Fig. 3.16. From the S m and SMSR–∆ω hysteresis, it can
be seen that as detuning becomes less negative and increases in the positive direction, the
output power of the injection-locked mode and consequently SMSR decrease, since n(1)

sp
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point shifts towards nth, as depicted in Fig. 3.15. As in the case of Pinj dependent hystere-
sis, in the region of the bistability, the separation of the two hysteresis branches is in the
order of 30 dB.

The merit of 30 dB of side-mode-suppression-ratio is usually taken as a required con-
dition for considering the laser to be single-mode [85–87]. The value of SMSR plays an
important role in one of the trending applications of injection-locked Fabry-Pérot laser
diodes for transmitter design in WDM-PON networks (Fig. 1.15), as discussed in Sec-
tion 1.4. For that reason, we investigate the minimal required injection power in order to
achieve SMSR ≥ 30 dB. The injection-locking induced bistability of the slave laser in the
domain of the negative ∆ω, leads to the twofold dependence, as showed in the Fig. 3.20.
In the domain of the positive frequency detuning, the minimal injection power is unam-
biguously defined, since there exists only one slave laser stationary state. We present the
minimal required power for injection into the side-mode m = −1 (solid line) and m = −10
(dot-dashed line). The minimal injection power increases with an increase in the fre-
quency detuning, since increased positive ∆ω shifts the slave laser steady-state towards
free-running regime, and thus promotes the central mode, instead of the injection-locked
side-mode. The injection-locked mode m = −10 (dot-dashed line) requires somewhat
higher injection power in comparison to the mode m = −1 (solid line), due to the larger
gain defect. However, in the region of bistabilty, which can occur at negative values of the
frequency detuning, only n(1)

sp stationary point can provide SMSR ≥ 30 dB. In one possi-
ble regime, laser prehistory can set the slave laser in the n(1)

sp point. We denote this regime
as “MS” regime, in which master laser is kept in the “ON” state, while the slave laser in
turned “ON”/“OFF”. In this regime, in the domain of the bistability, the slave laser will be
settled in n(1)

sp point, as long as it is provided, since it is the first steady-state encountered
in the process of slave laser switching on. We depict this regime with blue lines in Fig.
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Figure 3.21: Hysteresis cycles for injection into modes m = −1 and m = −10.

3.20, both for injection into m = −1 (solid blue line) and m = −10 (dot-dashed blue line).
In Fig. 3.21 we present hysteresis cycles for modes m = −1 (solid lines) and m = −10
(dot-dashed lines) for the case of ∆ω = −7Ω.

In the “MS” regime, the laser is settled in the n(1)
sp point, which corresponds to the upper

hysteresis branch. The minimal injection power to provide SMSR ≥ 30 dB corresponds to
the left hysteresis edge, since smaller injection powers shift the slave laser to the lower tail
part of the hysteresis, which provides low SMSR. Figure 3.20 shows that the side-mode
m = −10 has somewhat smaller minimal injection power in comparison to the side-mode
m = −1, since higher order side-modes have RMSP shifted to smaller injection powers
(c.f. Fig. 3.17), i.e., the hysteresis cycle for mode m = −10 is formed in the domain of
lower injection powers than for m = −1 [cf. Fig. 3.21]. In addition to this, Fig. 3.20
shows that the minimal injection power increases with an increase in the magnitude of
the negative ∆ω, since higher magnitude negative ∆ω requires higher injection power in
order to provide the n(1)

sp point. However, in the other regime, the slave laser prehistory
sets the slave laser in the n(3)

sp point, i.e., in the lower hysteresis branch, which can not
provide SMSR ≥ 30 dB. We denote this regime as “SM”, in which the slave laser is
kept in the “ON” state, while the master laser undergoes turning on and off. In this way,
while the master laser is in the “OFF” state, the slave laser is in the free-running regime,
and once the master laser is turned on, the slave laser will settle in the n(3)

sp point, being
the closest stationary point, as long as it is provided. This means that, in this case, the
minimal injection power required to achieve SMSR ≥ 30 dB is the power which pushes
the slave laser out of the bistability region, making the n(3)

sp point disappear, leaving the
slave laser with just one stationary point, which corresponds to the high injection-locked
wavelength power, and thus high SMSR output. In other words, the slave laser has to
be pushed out of the lower hysteresis branch, to the upper tail part which provides high
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SMSR. Thus, in this case, the minimal injection power corresponds to the right hysteresis
edge. In the Fig. 3.21 this produces additional branch depicted with red line. Again,
injection side-mode of higher order (dot-dashed red line for m = −10) has lower minimal
injection power in comparison to the injection side-mode closer to the central (solid red
line for m = −1). Since right hysteresis edge is always at higher injection power that the
left one, the minimal injection power in the “SM” regime (red line in Fig. 3.20, i.e., right
hysteresis edge in Fig. 3.21) is always higher than the minimal injection power in the case
of “MS” regime (blue line in Fig. 3.20, i.e., left hysteresis edge in Fig. 3.21). There is
an experimental evidence of this dependence presented in Fig. 5 in [87]. If we assume
a very small or negligible linewidth enhancement factor (α = 0), the dependence of the
minimal injection power symmetrically increases with detuning magnitude, resembling
the dependence for finite linewidth, though the dependence loses its twofold character,
since negligible linewidth can not provide for bistablity.

3.6 Theoretical analysis of hysteresis dimensions

The 2-D RMSP saber-like regions (Fig. 3.17) show that the width of the RMSP region
varies with injection power Pinj and frequency detuning ∆ω, and that the region of the
RMSP is also shifted and modified with respect to the injection mode order. For that
reason we examine the formations and dimensions of the hysteresis loops for various
values of injection parameters.

Injection power dependent hysteresis

In Fig. 3.22(a) – (d) we present hysteresis cycles for SMSR dependence on injection
power, obtained for fixed values of frequency detuning (∆ω = −2Ω,−6Ω,−14Ω,−20Ω,

− 32Ω,−44Ω), for injection into different side-modes (m = −1,−5,−8,−10). As detun-
ing becomes more negative, hystereses boundaries are shifted towards higher values of
injection power, and it can be noticed that with high magnitude negative ∆ω, their widths
become smaller. However, with more negative ∆ω, as higher injection power is applied,
both branches (lower and upper) are shifted to higher values of SMSR. As saber-like pro-
files (Fig. 3.17) suggest, modes closer to the central mode provide wider RMSP, which
leads to wider hysteresis cycles in case of lower order injection-locked modes m = −1
or m = −5 [Fig. 3.22(a) and (b)] in comparison to higher order injection-locked modes
m = −8 or m = −10 [Fig. 3.22(c) and (d)]. Moreover, as for higher order side-modes
RMSP shifts to more negative values of ∆ω, modes m = −8 and m = −10 can not provide
bistability for small magnitude negative ∆ω such as −2Ω [Fig. 3.22(c) and (d)]. The upper
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Figure 3.22: SMSR with respect to injection power for different degrees of frequency
detuning and injection-locked modes: (a) m = −1 (solid line), (b) m = −5 (dashed line),
(c) m = −8 (dotted line), and (d) m = −10 (dot-dashed line).

hysteresis branch is generally always above 30 dB, except for very small magnitude neg-
ative detuning (e.g. ∆ω = −2Ω for m = −1), while the lower branch is centered around 0
dB, for smaller magnitude negative detunings, while, as detuning becomes more negative,
it becomes centered around higher values, even in order of 10 dB. However, in this case,
the upper branch is shifted to around 50 dB, so that the separation of the branches, i.e.,
heights of the loops are almost always over 30 dB.

In Fig. 3.23 we present corresponding injection-locked mode phase θm versus injec-
tion power hysteresis cycles, which follow the same pattern as SMSR cycles from Fig.
3.22 in terms of widths. The upper branch, which corresponds to the n(3)

sp stationary point
gives the values of the phase around 1.5 rad, regardless of the ∆ω magnitude, while the
lower branch, which corresponds to the n(1)

sp stationary point, gives negative values which
tend to increase and become close to 0 rad, as detuning becomes more negative. As
injection-locked mode order becomes higher, the hysteresis cycles at small magnitude
∆ω become narrower and with reduced height, as the upper branch is shifted down, while
eventually they disappear [c.f. Fig. 3.23(c) and (d)]. In terms of potential applications
of the injection locking induced bistability in all-optical signal processing elements, such
as all-optical flip-flops, all-optical switches, or other all-optical logic gates, the width, as
well as the height of the loops represents an important parameter. The process of switch-
ing is dependent on the hysteresis width, since it determines the magnitude of the injection
power change required to surpass the hysteresis boundary. In this way, the width of the
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(dashed line), (c) m = −8 (dotted line), and (d) m = −10 (dot-dashed line).

hysteresis cycle will prove to be of high importance for switching energies, which will be
discussed in the last chapter of the thesis. On the other hand, the height, i.e., the branch
separation determines extinction ratio in case of all-optical flip-flops. For that reason, in
Fig. 3.24 we depict the width of the hysteresis cycles with respect to the frequency detun-
ing ∆ω and injection-locked mode m (m = −1,−5,−8,−10). It can be seen that the width
of the hysteresis cycles steeply increases as detuning becomes more negative, and experi-
ence a maximum at some small magnitude negative ∆ω, after which the width decreases
more steeply in case of low order side-modes (m = −1,−5) in comparison to higher-order
side-modes (m = −8,−10). In addition to this, the maximum width is achieved at more
negative values of frequency detuning as the order of the side-mode becomes higher, e.g.,
for m = −1 the maximum width is obtained around ∆ω ≈ −1Ω, while for m = −10 the
maximum is shifted at around ∆ω ≈ −13Ω. However, as the order of the side-mode be-
comes higher, the value of this maximum becomes significantly smaller, from around 7.5
dB in the case of m = −1 to only around 2.5 dB in the case of m = −10. We limit the
maximal applied frequency detuning to ∆ω = −44Ω, since it represents the boundary of
the intermodal space for particular injection-locked mode m.

In Fig. 3.25 we present heights, i.e., vertical openings of hystereses with respect to
frequency detuning, in case of SMSR [Fig. 3.25(a)], injection-locked mode S m [Fig.
3.25(b)], and injection-locked phase θm hysteresis [Fig. 3.25(c)]. The hystereses have
larger openings, i.e., provide higher extinction ratios in the case of higher order side-
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modes. In the case of θm hystereses [cf. Fig. 3.25(c)], openings exhibit maxima in a
similar fashion as the widths in Fig. 3.24. The maximal opening is achieved for small
magnitude negative frequency detuning, somewhat less negative than in the case of hys-
tereses widths, e.g., the maximal opening for m = −1 is achieved at ∆ω ≈ −0.5Ω, while
for m = −10 it is achieved at ∆ω ≈ −12.5Ω. The maximal obtained opening is around
3/4π rad, while for sufficiently large magnitude negative detuning, all injection-locked
side-modes provide more or less the same opening, somewhat larger than π/2 rad. On
the other hand, SMSR and S m hystereses openings have different frequency detuning de-
pendences. SMSR openings [cf. Fig. 3.25(a)] exhibit their maxima for sufficiently large
magnitude negative detuning, and all presented injection-locked side-modes exhibit their
maxima at mutually similar values of ∆ω, somewhere around ∆ω ≈ −24Ω. All maxima
are well above 30 dB, in the case of m = −1, even above 40 dB. In this region of medium
magnitude negative ∆ω, the presented profiles are flat, meaning that this high opening is
maintained for wide range of ∆ω values. At small magnitude negative ∆ω hystereses ex-
hibit openings below 30 dB, however the openings increase steeply and reach 30 dB level.
Large magnitude negative detuning leads to the decrease of the openings, however, even
for high order side-mode m = −10, the opening does not drop below 30 dB level. Finally,
the S m hystereses increase their openings as detuning becomes more negative and reach
their maxima at highly negative detuning [cf. Fig. 3.25(b)]. The increase in the region
of small magnitude negative detuning is very steep in the case of low order side-modes
(m = −1,−5) after which the opening profiles saturate at high values in order of 10 dB
in very wide range of frequency detuning. In the case of m = −1 this range is almost
whole negative detuning half of the intermodal space, while in the case of m = −5 the
range in which high hysteresis opening can be maintained is in order of 33Ω. Low order
side-modes converge to high opening values more slowly, reducing the range of ∆ω in
which this high opening can be maintained.

Frequency detuning dependent hysteresis

In Fig. 3.26 we present SMSR dependence with respect to frequency detuning, i.e., SMSR
hysteresis cycles obtained for fixed values of injection power Pinj and varying frequency
detuning ∆ω. As in case of Fig. 3.22, in Fig. 3.26(a) – (d) we present cycles for dif-
ferent side-modes (m = −1,−5,−8,−10, respectively), for different levels of injection
(Pinj = 6 dBm, 0 dBm,−6 dBm,−12 dBm,−18 dBm,−24 dBm,−40 dBm). As injection
power decreases, the hysteresis cycles shift to smaller magnitude negative ∆ω, generally
become narrower, and eventually disappear. Again, as in case of injection power depen-
dent hysteresis, low order side-modes [Fig. 3.26(a) and (b)] have wider hysteresis loops in
comparison to high order side-modes [Fig. 3.26(c) and (d)]. As injection power becomes
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Figure 3.26: SMSR with respect to frequency detuning for different levels of injection
power and injection-locked modes: (a) m = −1 (solid line), (b) m = −5 (dashed line), (c)
m = −8 (dotted line), and (d) m = −10 (dot-dashed line).

smaller, both hysteresis branches shift down, at lower values of SMSR. The upper branch
shifts down from around 50 dB (in case of high Pinj and consequently large magnitude
negative ∆ω), to modest 20 dB (in case of low Pinj and consequently small magnitude
negative ∆ω). On the other hand, the lower branch shifts down from around 20 dB to
around 0 dB, which means that the separation of the branches is again in the order of 30
dB in wide range of Pinj, as it was in the case of injection power dependent hystereses.

In Fig. 3.27 we present corresponding injection-locked mode θm hysteresis cycles.
The upper branch is practically fixed at around π/2, while the lower branch slightly varies
with variation of the injection power. In terms of application in all-optical signal process-
ing, we recognize this frequency detuning dependent hysteresis as very important aspect
of injection locking induced bistability, since it enables that the variation of the master
laser frequency, i.e., its phase, can lead to the switching between slave laser stable states.
In other words, it can provide phase controlled slave laser, which is potentially very at-
tractive for all-optical signal processing. For this reason we pay special attention to the
widths and heights of frequency detuning dependent hysteresis cycles.

In Fig. 3.28 we present widths of the hysteresis cycles with respect to applied injection
power. As opposed to the injection power dependent hystereses (Fig. 3.24), the widths of
the frequency detuning dependent hystereses show monotonic increase with increase in
the injection power. Low order side-mode have wider cycles in comparison to the higher
order side-modes.
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Figure 3.27: Injection-locked mode m phase θm versus frequency detuning for different
levels of injection power and injection-locked modes: (a) m = −1 (solid line), (b) m = −5
(dashed line), (c) m = −8 (dotted line), and (d) m = −10 (dot-dashed line).
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Finally, we investigate vertical openings in the case of frequency detuning dependent
cycles and present the vertical openings of SMSR, S m, and θm hystereses in Fig. 3.29(a)
– (c), respectively. SMSR openings exhibit maximum for high injection power, close to
0 dBm, for all injection-locked side-modes [cf. Fig. 3.29(a)]. The maximal opening is
in the order of 45 dB in the case of side-mode m = −1, while it reduces to somewhat
over 35 dB in the case of side-mode m = −10. Side-mode m = −1 has the widest range
of injection powers in which the opening is over 30 dB, i.e., opening is over 30 dB in
almost whole range of applied injection powers, which is in order of 50 dB. However,
this injection power range, in which SMSR > 30 dB, decreases with an increase in the
mode order, making the range in order of 20 dB for side-mode m = −10. Openings of
S m hystereses saturate at high values of injection power [cf. Fig. 3.29(b)]. At these high
values of injection power, the openings are maximal, ranging from around 10 dB in the
case of m = −1 to around 8.5 dB for m = −10. The side-mode m = −1 has almost constant
opening in the whole range of injection powers, i.e., it is in order of 10 dB in very wide
range of Pinj, in order of 35 dB. Higher order side-modes exhibit distinctive increase in
the opening with injection power increase and retain high values in much smaller range of
injection powers [c.f. Fig. 3.29(b)]. Finally, openings of θm hystereses exhibit maximum
at certain value of injection power, which is shifted towards higher injection powers as
mode order becomes higher [cf. Fig. 3.29(c)]. Side-mode m = −1 has very flat θm

vertical opening profile in the vicinity of the maximum, enabling that high opening (in
order of 3/4π) is maintained in the wide range of injection powers (in order of 20 dB),
which is located in the domain of very low injection powers (from -40 dBm to around
-20 dBm). As in the case of S m openings, higher order side-modes have more distinctive
maxima, i.e., maintain extremum values of openings in much smaller range of injection
powers, which is also shifted in the domain of higher injection powers.
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Chapter 4

Dynamic characteristics of injection
locking induced bistability

In this chapter we present dynamic characteristics of injection-locked bistable Fabry-Pérot
laser diodes. We assume intermodal, i.e., side-mode injection and investigate Lyapunov
stability of the slave laser with respect to injection power and frequency detuning. As
a common procedure in the literature, we present slave laser stability map in the ∆ω–r

space, where r is defined as the relative injection power. This stability map outlines and
confirms theoretically derived locking range, and, in addition to this, disparts the regions
in which the slave laser exhibits dynamical instabilities. From obtained stability map,
we show that there exists a range of frequency detuning and injection power in which two
stationary states are simultaneously dynamically stable, providing for the slave laser bista-
bility. In addition to this, we find that the inclusion of the unlocked longitudinal modes
significantly changes the distribution of slave laser instabilities, as well as the region of
the bistability. For a full scale model of the rate equations, we present the distribution of
the stationary points in the ∆ω–r space, i.e., we find the loci of the slave laser stationary
points and correlate it to the obtained stability map. In the bistable region of the slave
laser we perform an analysis of the switching mechanisms between the stable states, in
particular, we investigate switching of the slave laser by master laser injection power (i.e.,
master laser amplitude) or frequency detuning (i.e., master laser phase) variation. In this
way we achieve amplitude or phase controlled slave laser, respectively. In order to do
so, we develop an analytical model for prediction of the minimal master laser injection
power or frequency detuning pulse duration, which is required for the switching to be
completed. On the basis of the analytical model we investigate master laser switching
time and switching energy dependence on the slave laser linewidth enhancement factor
α, as well as on slave laser structural parameters, such as active region volume. Further
on, we develop a detailed numerical model through which we reveal and investigate ex-

84
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act phase plot switching trajectories, and in addition to the injection parameter impulse
duration, i.e., master laser switching time, we define the slave laser switching time, by
investigating the transient dynamics of the photon density in the slave laser cavity. The
analytical model proves to be very effective for a fair estimation of the master laser switch-
ing time, though it encounters certain limitations in the case of switching by frequency
detuning variation. For this reason, in the case of this switching mechanism, we use the
exact numerical model. On the basis of this model, we propose methods for optimization
of the slave laser switching time, which include careful selection of the slave laser initial
conditions, variation of the master laser switching time, and finally use of the external
cavity resonator in the slave laser. In the case of switching by injection power variation,
the results of the analytical model are in good agreement with the results obtained from
numerical model, so in this thesis we focus on the numerical model only in terms of
switching by frequency detuning variation. In addition to this, switching with frequency
detuning variation can provide phase controlled slave laser, which we recognize as highly
attractive applicative technique for novel advanced modulation formats.

4.1 Detailed stability map for IL FP-LDs

Calculation of the stability map is based on the equation system (3.8a) – (3.8c), described
in the Section 3.2. From the stationary forms of injection-locked mode m photon density
and phase equation, (3.8b) and (3.8c), respectively, we eliminate sin(θm) and cos(θm) and
derive an equation with respect to the carrier concentration n [115]:

[αAm(n) − 2∆ω]2 + [Am(n) + B(n)/S m(n)]2
− 4k2

cr = 0. (4.1)

Using the stationary form of (3.8a), we express S m as a function of n, as in [115]:

S m(n) =

I
qV − Q(n) +

j,m∑
−l1≤ j≤l2

vgg(n, ω j)
B(n)
A j(n)

vgg(n, ωm + ∆ω)
. (4.2)

and return this dependence in the equation (4.1).
For a fixed value of the bias current and for a given set of injection parameters, fre-

quency detuning ∆ω and relative injection power r = S inj/S m, we insert equation (4.2)
into (4.1) and obtain an transcendental equation with respect to the carrier concentration
n. Similarly as in the case of the dn/dt–n phase plot analysis, by the means of the bisection
method we find the carrier concentration n stationary values ns. Using (4.2) we obtain sta-
tionary photon density in the injection-locked mode m, i.e., S m(ns). Stationary values of
the photon densities for all other, unlocked modes, are obtained as S j(ns) = B(ns)/A j(ns),
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while the stationary value of the phase difference θm(ns) is obtained from (3.8c).
In Fig. 4.1(a), for I = 1.2Ith, we present solutions of the equation (4.1) in ∆ω–r space,

where r is expressed in logarithmic scale as ρ = log10(r) [115]. We find that for any
∆ω–r pair, there exists at least one, basic solution, which we denote as nL. This solution
corresponds to the green hatched part in Fig. 4.1(a). It can be seen that this basic solution
spreads all over the locking range defined in 3.2, i.e., both for negative, as well as positive
frequency detuning, although here we focus on the region of negative ∆ω, since in this
region additional solutions may appear. More precisely, these additional solutions may
appear for ∆ω < −1.13Ω where the FWM and r− boundary cross (i.e., where the saber
profile, representing the region of multiple stationary points ends as depicted in Fig. 3.5).
In Fig. 4.1(a), the green hatched part, which corresponds to the region of the basic solution
(nL) is denoted as L. With H (blue shaded, double-hatched) we denote the region where
each ∆ω–r point represents two solutions, the basic solution nL and one more, which we
denote as nH, while M (dark, dense-hatched) is the narrow third-order root region, which
in addition to nL and nH comprises solution nM. In other words, the three denoted regions
represent the three sets, the set �, which comprises only � = {nL}, the set � = {nL, nH},
and the set � = {nL, nH, nM} . The nL solution is an element of all three sets, while nH

solution is common for� and� sets, i.e., the intersection of three sets is the nL solution,
while � ∩� = {nH}. In further text, with ns we denote any of the three roots nL, nH, or
nM. The locking boundary r− separates the H- and M-regions as illustrated in the inset
in Fig. 4.1(a) (dot-dashed line), and with the FWM boundary outlines the H-region. The
M-region is very narrow and noticeable only for small negative detunings in the vicinity
of the intersection of r− and FWM boundary. For higher negative values of the frequency
detuning (∆ω < −2Ω), it is compressed into a line which can be barely seen, as depicted
in Fig. 4.1(a).

Each stationary point (ns) of equation (4.1) corresponds to a certain ρ = log10(r) =

log10(S (s)
inj/S

(s)
m ), i.e., each ns determines one pair of injected photon density S (s)

inj and injection-
locked mode photon density S (s)

m . As discussed in Section 3.4, for a given S inj = S (s)
inj, the

corresponding dn/dt–n phase plot may exhibit either one or three stationary points, which
we denote in increasing order (n(1)

sp ≤ n(2)
sp ≤ n(3)

sp ≤ nth) [114]. In the case in which cor-
responding phase plot comprises only one stationary point, ns maps into that stationary
point. However, the mapping becomes more complex in the cases when dn/dt–n phase
plot provides more than one stationary point, when ns has to map in only one of several
provided stationary points.

The basic solution nL, regardless of the belonging region, always maps into n(1)
sp point.

This basic solution nL in the first-order root region, i.e., nL ∈ �\{�∪�} corresponds to a
pair S (L)

inj and S (L)
m , and our analysis shows that this S (L)

inj defines a dn/dt–n phase plot with
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Figure 4.1: (a) Distribution of the roots of equation (4.1): L (hatched), H (blue shaded,
double-hatched), M (dark, dense-shaded) for all unlocked modes included. The dot corre-
sponds to ∆ω–r pair, for which all three roots occur simultaneously. (Inset) r− boundary
(dot-dashed line) separates the H- and M-regions, and with the FWM boundary (dotted
line) outlines the H-region. (b) dn/dt–n plots for all three roots at the point from the
M-region and their corresponding mapping point n(1)

sp for S (L)
inj > S (H)

inj > S (M)
inj . [115]

only one stationary point, denoted as n(1)
sp point. This point is not a consequence of the

unlocked modes interplay, but rather a consequence of injection locking, i.e., it is created
due to parabolic profile of the injection-locked mode photon density S m(n), and not due to
the rapid increase of the photon density in the central mode in the vicinity of the threshold
carrier concentration, as discussed in Section 3.4 and depicted in Fig. 3.9 [114].

The basic solution nL from the� set (M-region) and its corresponding S (L)
inj also define

a dn/dt–n phase plot with only one stationary point, which is a consequence of the injec-
tion locking. More precisely, a point from the thin M-region represents third-order root
solution, i.e., comprises three carrier concentration solutions ns = nL, nH, nM. Therefore, a
point from this region corresponds to three pairs of S (s)

inj and S (s)
m (S (L)

inj , S
(L)
m , S (H)

inj , S
(H)
m , and

S (M)
inj , S

(M)
m ), for each of three corresponding roots, respectively. In Fig. 4.1(a), with a black

dot, we denote a point from this region, with coordinates (∆ω, ρ) = (−3Ω, −1.46). We
find that all three S (s)

inj correspond to dn/dt–n phase plots with only one stationary solution,
n(1)

sp , as depicted in the Fig. 4.1(b). As previously discussed, nL from the set�, similarly
to the nL from the�\{�∪�} set, always corresponds to the dn/dt–n phase plot stationary
solution obtained as a consequence of injection locking [green line obtained for S (L)

inj in
Fig. 4.1(b)]. Remaining two solutions, nH and nM from the� set, also correspond to the
dn/dt–n phase plots with only one stationary point, though now these points corresponds
to the cases of low injection powers, i.e., these points are consequences of the unlocked
modes interplay. Thus, points nH and nM map into the n(1)

sp point close to the free-running
regime as depicted in Fig. 4.1(b) (phase plots obtained for S (H)

inj and S (M)
inj , respectively).
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sp (blue area). The hatched region represents
an area in which nL = n(1)

sp coexist with nH = n(3)
sp , sharing the same injection power.

(b) dn/dt–n plot and mapping of nL and nH into stationary points for ∆ω = −3.5Ω and
ρ = −1.9. Same for (c) ρ = −1.3 and (d) ρ = −1.4. In (c) nL for ρ = −1.8 (rectangular
dot) coexists with nH for ρ = −1.3 (circular dot), sharing the same injection power. [115]

Point nH always corresponds to higher injection power than the point nM, i.e., S (H)
inj > S (M)

inj ,
and consequently nH < nM.

Finally, the nL solution from the H-region (nL ∈ � \�) also maps into the n(1)
sp point,

though in certain parts of the H-region this n(1)
sp point corresponds to the dn/dt–n phase

plot with three stationary points. Generally, points from the H-region exhibit a more
complex mapping, which is why we pay a special attention to this region.

Each point from the H-region represents two roots, nL and nH (nL < nH), with two
corresponding injection densities S (L)

inj and S (H)
inj (S (L)

inj > S (H)
inj ), respectively. Our analysis

shows that, similarly to the previous cases, the solution with lower values of carrier con-
centrations, nL, always maps into n(1)

sp point. This point can correspond to dn/dt–n phase
plots in which n(1)

sp is the only stationary solution provided by injection locking, or when
n(1)

sp point is the lowest one of three available stationary points. On the other hand, nH

exhibits complex mapping either into n(2)
sp or n(3)

sp or even into n(1)
sp in the vicinity of the r−

boundary. Fig. 4.2(a) shows the complete partition of the H-region in terms of nH map-
ping [115]. In the largest area of the H-region, nH point maps into n(2)

sp point [grey area in
Fig. 4.2(a)]. For values of ρ which correspond to the upper boundary of the saber profile,
i.e., for values of ρ somewhat below the r− boundary, there exists a region in which nH
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maps into n(3)
sp point [blue area in Fig. 4.2(a)]. Finally, for a thin region in the vicinity of

the r− boundary, nH can even map into n(1)
sp point [black area in Fig. 4.2(a)]. This region

becomes somewhat larger for extremely low values of ρ, as depicted in the zoom in Fig.
4.2(a), which correspond to extremely low values of injection power. In this case corre-
sponding dn/dt–n phase plots resemble those obtained for S (M)

inj , i.e., nH maps into the n(1)
sp

point which is close to the free-running carrier threshold concentration, as in Fig. 4.1(b).
Finally, the H-region comprises a hatched part, which will be addressed later. In order
to provide a deeper analysis of the mapping we study the character of the dn/dt–n phase
plots [Fig. 4.2(b) – (d)] corresponding to the H-region for a fixed detuning ∆ω = −3.5Ω

and three different values of r, i.e., ρ, shown by circular dots in Fig. 4.2(a) [115].
In the first case we consider a point defined with ρ = −1.9 [crossed circular dot in Fig.

4.2(a)]. For this point equation (3.29) has two solutions, nL and nH. For the solution nL,
the injection ratio ρ corresponds to the a pair S (L)

inj and S (L)
m , and this S (L)

inj defines a dn/dt–n

phase plot which comprises three stationary states [red dashed line in Fig. 4.2(b)]. The nL

solution maps into the n(1)
sp point. On contrary to the previously discussed mappings of the

nL solution, here, nL maps into the n(1)
sp point from the RMSP region. The other solution of

the equation (3.29), the nH solution, maps in the grey area, i.e., it maps into the n(2)
sp point,

on the dn/dt–n phase plot which corresponds to the S (H)
inj [blue solid line in Fig. 4.2(b)].

The next considered point is the one defined with injection ratio ρ = −1.3, depicted
with an open circular dot in the Fig. 4.2(a). The nL solution maps into the n(1)

sp point,
though this time it corresponds to the dn/dt–n phase plot comprising only one stationary
point [red dashed line in Fig. 4.2(c)]. The nH solution, which now lies in the blue area
of the H-region, maps into the n(3)

sp point [blue solid line phase plot in Fig. 4.2(c)]. This
means that corresponding S (H)

inj defines a dn/dt–n phase plot which provides multistability,
i.e., except n(3)

sp , provides n(1)
sp , and n(2)

sp points. Both points also have their places on the
mapping diagram Fig. 4.2(a), though they correspond to different values of ρ, due to dif-
ferent values of the injection-locked mode photon density S m(n). Since n(1)

sp < n(2)
sp < n(3)

sp ,
injection-locked mode photon density S m(n) which corresponds to n(1)

sp has the greatest
value (S m(n)(1) > S m(n)(2) > S m(n)(3) . This further means that n(3)

sp point has the greatest injec-
tion ratio ρ, i.e., that n(2)

sp and n(1)
sp points map somewhere on the vertical line below the n(3)

sp

point, denoted with the open circular dot in Fig. 4.2(a). The point n(2)
sp has to be mapped

into nH point, so it maps somewhere in the grey area of the H-region. On the other hand
n(1)

sp has to be mapped into the nL point, in particular in nL ∈ � \�. In Fig. 4.2(c) we
denote this n(1)

sp point with open rectangular dot, sharing the same injection power with n(3)
sp

point (open circle), while in Fig. 4.2(a), we denote the location of this point in the ∆ω–r,
i.e., ∆ω–ρ space (open rectangular dot).

Finally, for the point from the boundary of the grey and blue area [ρ = −1.4, denoted
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with black circular dot in Fig. 4.2(a)], nL still maps into the n(1)
sp point which now corre-

sponds to the single stationary point dn/dt–n phase plot [red dashed line in Fig. 4.2(d)].
The other, nH solution corresponds to the limit case in which n(2)

sp merges with n(3)
sp point,

as depicted in the Fig. 4.2(d).
This analysis shows that a point from the H-region maps into two points (nL and nH)

each representing one stationary point in dn/dt–n phase plot [e.g., Fig. 4.2(b)]. Each
of these points corresponds to one injected photon density S (s)

inj and simultaneously exists
with other stationary points, corresponding to the same injected photon densities, S (L)

inj or
S (H)

inj , but different r i.e., ρ. In these and similar cases [blue solid lines in Fig. 4.2(c) and
(d)], coexistence of the stationary points may provide multistability.

Thus, we further study the range of r (ρ), for which multistability may occur. We
again analyze dn/dt–n plots for ∆Ω = −3.5Ω and find that for S (L)

inj and ρ > −1.7, there
is only one stationary point i.e., nL maps into n(1)

sp point which is a part of the dn/dt–n

phase plot comprising only one stationary point [red dashed lines in Fig. 4.2(c) and (d)].
In other cases, multistability becomes feasible, since for a fixed S (s)

inj and consequently
different r-values, there are three coexisting stationary points, nL = n(1)

sp , nH = n(2)
sp , and

nH = n(3)
sp . Fig. 4.2(a) shows that mapping of nH from the H-region into n(2)

sp or n(3)
sp , leads

to the partition of the H-region into two disjunctive subsets. However, for a fixed S (s)
inj

and detuning ∆ω, each point from one subset has a corresponding point in the other. In
other words, for fixed S (s)

inj and ∆ω, n(2)
sp and n(3)

sp always accompany each other. Therefore,
both subsets of the H-region represent ranges of multistability for stationary points n(2)

sp

and n(3)
sp . It thus remains for us to find the multistability range corresponding to nL = n(1)

sp ,
i.e., find the range of nL which corresponds to the n(1)

sp points from the same dn/dt–n phase
plots that comprise nH = n(2)

sp and nH = n(3)
sp [solid lines in Fig. 4.2(b) – (d)].

In order to do that, we search for the ρ, i.e., r-range for which nL = n(1)
sp [e.g., open

rectangular dot in Fig. 4.2(c)] coexists with points n(3)
sp [open circular dot in Fig. 4.2(c)]

and n(2)
sp for a fixed S (s)

inj. For any given ∆ω, we find this range by calculating the photon
density of the injection-locked mode S (L)

m for injected density S (L)
inj = S (H)

inj , where S (H)
inj

corresponds to nH = n(3)
sp and accompanying n(2)

sp . This finally yields r = S (H)
inj /S

(L)
m . Fig.

4.2(a) depicts the hatched part of the H-region, in which nL = n(1)
sp coexists with nH = n(3)

sp

and n(2)
sp for the same S (s)

inj. The third narrow region, i.e., the third disjunctive subset of the
H-region, in the vicinity of the r− boundary, in which nH maps into n(1)

sp , is irrelevant for
multistability.

After identifying the areas in the ∆ω–r space where n(1)
sp , n(2)

sp , and n(3)
sp coexist, we in-

vestigate their stability [115, 118]. This is done by calculating the eigenvalues of the lin-
earized rate equations system, under the assumption of a small perturbation, as described
in the Section 2.3. We simultaneously analyze how the number of modes included in the
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analysis affects the stability. For that, we investigate three cases, for which we take into
account (i) the injection-locked side-mode m = −5 only, (ii) the injection-locked side-
mode m = −5 and the central mode j = 0, and finally (iii) the injection-locked side-mode
m = −5 and all unlocked modes supported by the cavity of the slave laser. The stationary
point is considered stable if all eigenvalues of the system, i.e., all eigenvalues of the X̃
matrix defined with equations (2.43) and (2.44), lie in the left-half of the complex plane
[115, 123]. This means that all complex modulation phases ξ, defined in equations (2.35a)
– (2.35c), comprise negative damping factors λ, leading to the oscillations suppression.
The number of eigenvalues depends on the system dimension, i.e., on the number of
modes taken into account. As discussed in Section 2.3, the dimension of the X̃ matrix is
(N + 2) × (N + 2), where N is the number of modes taken into account. In the cases (i) –
(iii), the number of modes taken into account is N = 1, N = 2 and N = 291, respectively,
the number of the eigenvalues correspond to 3, 4, and N + 2 = l1 + l2 + 1 + 2 = 293
eigenvalues, respectively.

As shown in the Section 3.4, in the case (i), when only injection-locked mode is taken
into account, the dn/dt–n phase plot can only comprise n(1)

sp and n(2)
sp points. In addition to

this, only injection locking induced n(1)
sp point is feasible, i.e., the model cannot recognize

n(1)
sp point formed in the vicinity of the free-running threshold carrier concentration due to

unlocked modes interplay, since there are no other longitudinal modes in the model. This
means that equation (3.29) has only two possible solutions: nL, which always maps into
injection locking induced n(1)

sp point, and nH, which now maps only into n(2)
sp point.

For the case (i), in Fig. 4.3(a) we present the obtained stability map. Stability analysis
confirms previously presented and discussed locking range, i.e., confirms the asymmet-
rical locking range, which is outlined by the FWM boundary on the negative frequency
detuning side, and locking cos(θm) = 0 boundary, which shrinks the locking range on the
positive frequency detuning side. In the locking range, the basic nL solution is stable in the
most part of it [yellow shaded area in Fig. 4.3(a)], expect in the cross-hatched region in
the domain of small negative and positive ∆ω [cf. Fig. 4.3(a)]. The union of the unlocked
(blank area) and this unstable region (cross-hatched area) for nL = n(1)

sp in Fig. 4.3(a) is
usually classified as the region of nonlinear dynamics [48], while the stability map of the
nL = n(1)

sp , reproduces the common stability plot as predicted by earlier works [48–50].
However, Fig. 4.3(a) also shows the root loci nH = n(2)

sp , outlining the H-region [single
hatched region in Fig. 4.3(a)], which appears even in the single side-mode analysis. As
has been explained previously, the stationary points nH = n(2)

sp represent an additional layer
on the top of nL = n(1)

sp root loci in the H-region. As discussed in the Section 3.4, a closer
inspection of the dn/dt–n phase plot shape in the vicinity of the nH = n(2)

sp point shows
that this root behaves as the repelling fixed point, not attracting one, as should be in case
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Figure 4.3: (a) Stability plot for injection-locked mode m = −5 alone. Stable (shaded)
and unstable (hatched) part of the locking range. The single-hatched region corresponds
to the unstable nH = n(2)

sp , i.e., whole H-region is unstable. The cross-hatched region
corresponds to the unstable nL = n(1)

sp . (b) Same, for two modes included, i.e., injection-
locked mode m = −5 and j = 0. Although nH comprises both n(2)

sp and n(3)
sp , the whole

H-region is still unstable. The unstable region of nL = n(1)
sp (cross-hatched) is compressed

in comparison to (a). (c) Same, for all modes included. The whole subset nH = n(2)
sp

is unstable, while nH = n(3)
sp is unstable only for small negative detuning. The unstable

region of nL = n(1)
sp (cross-hatched) is significantly compressed in comparison to (a) and

(b). For all three cases, nL is stable in the whole H-region (yellow shaded under hatched).
[115, 118]
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of a stable stationary point. The same is confirmed by the small signal analysis. Since
the region for nH = n(2)

sp is fully unstable and represents the layer which overlaps nL =

n(1)
sp layer in the H-region, one can conclude that the nH region actually does not manifest

its presence nor intersect the nL = n(1)
sp layer. Therefore, this single hatched layer can be

ignored in case (i), while the stability map remains as the one predicted in [48–50].
The model considered in case (ii) can, besides n(1)

sp , and n(2)
sp , recognize the third sta-

tionary state n(3)
sp , as a result of the central mode j = 0 inclusion. As a result, the H-region

besides nH = n(2)
sp , comprises nH = n(3)

sp , though we find that nH is fully unstable for the
whole H-region [cf. Fig. 4.3(b)], similarly as in the case (i). On the other hand, the cross-
hatched area, representing the dynamically unstable region of nL = n(1)

sp , is compressed in
comparison to the case (i) [cf. Fig. 4.3(a) and (b)].

Finally in Fig. 4.3(c), we present the stability map for model which takes into account
injection-locked mode m = −5 and all supported unlocked longitudinal modes (case (iii)).
In this case, our stability analysis shows in the H-region, nH = n(2)

sp is always unstable,
which was previously deducted, as n(2)

sp is a repelling stationary point. However, nH = n(3)
sp

is unstable only for a small negative detuning [cf. Fig. 4.3(c)]. The unstable region for
nL = n(1)

sp becomes even more compressed, i.e., it can be seen that this region significantly
diminishes as the number of modes increases [cf. Fig. 4.3(a) – (c)]. For all three cases ((i)
– (iii)), nL corresponding to the H-region stays stable (yellow shaded beneath the hatched
region).

In addition to the repelling fixed point instability related to the stationary point nH =

n(2)
sp , which was also confirmed by the asymptotic Lyapunov stability check based on the

small signal analysis, we find that a different type of instability is related to the other
stationary points [115, 118]. In fact, instabilities which occur for positive detuning for
nL = n(1)

sp and negative detuning for nH = n(3)
sp are related to the supercritical Hopf bifurca-

tion [3, 50, 115, 118], for which the laser operates on only one mode with the oscillatory
output, while the suppressed modes follow the same oscillatory behavior. In the stable
regions and for the fixed conditions, the slave laser remains in one of the stable points
and in the injected mode over the entire range. However, the multivalued character of the
locking range allows coexistence of the two stable, attractive fixed points (nL = n(1)

sp and
nH = n(3)

sp ) for a sufficiently large negative detuning. As we show next, these stable points
may provide shifting between modes as a result of injection power (or detuning) variation,
i.e., these stable points correspond to already presented and discussed hysteresis loops.

In Fig. 4.2 we outlined the region in which nH maps into n(3)
sp point [blue area in Fig.

4.2(a)], and the corresponding region in which nL from the H-region maps into the n(1)
sp

point, coexisting with the n(3)
sp , sharing the same S inj, i.e., injection power [hatched area

in Fig. 4.2(a)]. Furthermore, in Fig. 4.3(c), we concluded that the nL solution from the
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coexisting with it, for a fixed injection photon density S inj, providing bistability. All modes
are included. [115, 118]

H-region always exhibits stable dynamic behavior, while nH = n(3)
sp can be stable for suf-

ficiently large negative frequency detuning. In Fig. 4.4 we present complete multivalued
stability plot in ∆ω–r space, obtained for the full scale model, in which we, apart from
denoting the regions where slave laser exhibits unstable operation, depict the region of the
bistability. More precisely, we redraw the hatched nL region from the Fig. 4.2(a), though
here we accent the part of this region which corresponds to the stable part of nH = n(3)

sp

point, and thus provide bistable slave laser output, since two stable states share the same
injection power (hatched area in Fig. 4.4). Therefore, we conclude that the bistability
becomes feasible as a result of the multivalued character of the locking and stability plot.
This result confirms that inclusion of unlocked modes in the analysis of the stability map
is crucial for multi-mode in-plane lasers. It is not clear, whether this effect is relevant for
single-mode in-plane lasers. However, it can be expected that in the case of the sufficient
suppression of side-modes, single-mode lasers can be treated as before, i.e., regardless
the influence of the unlocked modes. The presented stability analysis may be very useful
for deeper analysis of modulation characteristics in multi-mode injection-locked lasers as
in [75, 135], and in addition to this it can provide certain deeper understanding of the
bistability effect found in quantum dash injection-locked lasers [136, 137].

Experiment

In order to validate our findings regarding bistability, we conduct an experiment in which
for a slave Fabry-Pérot laser we measure the side-mode-suppression-ratio of the injection-
locked mode m = −5 (with respect to the dominant mode) versus the injection power Pinj.
The experiment setup is illustrated in Fig. 4.5(a), while the obtained SMSR versus Pinj
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dependence is presented in Fig. 4.5(b) [115, 118]. We set ∆ω = −5Ω and I = 1.4Ith.
A widely tunable semiconductor laser source was connected to an erbium-doped fiber

amplifier (EDFA), whose output was led to a variable attenuator, and a tunable optical
filter. The signal was then coupled into an optical circulator, which was also connected to
a Fabry-Pérot laser diode chip, through a lensed fiber, and to an optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA) [cf. Fig. 4.5(a)]. Due to the circulator properties, only the signals generated by the
FP-LD were detected and displayed on the OSA. The FP-LD was fabricated at University
of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB), in a surface ridge platform [104]. The laser ridge
is 500 µm long and 3 µm wide, and the active region consists of an offset quantum well
stack, as detailed in, per example, [142]. The insertion loss through the system was
characterized by measuring the power through the circulator, and the coupling losses for
the laser chip were measured by reverse biasing the laser diode and by measuring the
photocurrent generated by the input optical signal of known power.

The decrease followed by the increase of Pinj, or in other words, counterclockwise
variation of the injection power clearly shows a hysteresis cycle, which proves the exis-
tence of the bistability [Fig. 4.5(b)]. For each value of the injection power, an optical
spectrum trace was taken, from which the SMSR was then calculated [118]. With open
dots we present measured SMSR in the case of injection power increase, while crosses
represent measured SMSR in the direction of Pinj decrease. Through obtained set of mea-
sured points we interpolate a hysteresis loop. Next, we analyze and map certain parts of
the loop to appropriate regions of the previously calculated stability map (Fig. 4.4). By
using the measured power corresponding to S m for m = −5 and Pinj, we generate the r

versus SMSR plot [cf. Fig. 4.5(c)]. Since the laser used in this experiment has a larger
active region volume than the one used in our calculations, we qualitatively compare Fig.
4.5(c) with Fig. 4.4 for a fixed negative detuning. The upper branch of the hysteresis
loop falls into r-range defined with 0 < ρ < 0.5 [green dotted line in Figs. 4.5(b) and
(c)]. This corresponds to the hatched region in Fig. 4.4 for which nL = n(1)

sp coexists with
nH = n(3)

sp , sharing the same Pinj. For ρ > 0.5, corresponding to the upper branch outside
of the hysteresis loop, we find only one stable stationary point [yellow line in Figs. 4.5(b)
and (c)]. This result is supported by Fig. 4.4, which shows a stable region between the
hatched and shaded areas, corresponding to the part of the upper branch outside of the
bistability range, which is illustrated as yellow accented area in the inset in Fig. 4.5(c).
Although it seems that this yellow accented area intersects with blue shaded area repre-
senting nH = n(3)

sp it is not the case, i.e., it should be kept in mind that the locking range is
folded along the FWM boundary, so that the part of the H-region where nH maps into n(2)

sp

and n(3)
sp is actually in the parallel plane above the plane in which nH maps into n(1)

sp . For
a sufficiently large r (ρ > 1.1), there is an additional stable stationary point correspond-
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Schematic distribution of the hysteresis branches in the locking and the stability plot.
[115]
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ing to lower branch of the hysteresis loop and nH = n(3)
sp region in Fig. 4.4 [blue line in

Figs. 4.5(b) and (c)]. The fact that for this range of r, we have two different values of
SMSR, i.e., two different injected powers Pinj for one r, confirms the conclusion that the
shaded region in Fig. 4.4 represents the multivalued function. The lower branch outside
of the loop [black dashed line in Figs. 4.5(b) and (c)], corresponds to nH = n(1)

sp [cf. Fig.
4.2(a)], which as we already mentioned, is not related to the bistability region. However,
the experimental results suggest that the region corresponding to nH = n(1)

sp comprises a
somewhat wider r-range than the one predicted by our theory, which proposes almost
horizontal line for nH = n(1)

sp part in Fig. 4.5(c). It is likely that small injected powers in
this case may cause a measurement uncertainty and consequently the small noticed dis-
crepancy between the theory and the experiment. It is also possible that the experimental
results include not only the H-, but also the M-region, which supports multiplicity of n(1)

sp

point. Therefore, the mapping shown in Fig. 4.5(c) completely resembles distribution of
r-values in Fig. 4.4 and thin region nH = n(1)

sp in Fig. 4.2(a).
Finally, according to the presented results, the excursion around the hysteresis loop in

the ∆ω–ρ space (Fig. 4.4), begins in the narrow region in the vicinity of the r− boundary,
more precisely, in the M-region where nL = n(1)

sp , and H-region where nL = n(1)
sp , since these

n(1)
sp points correspond to the low injection powers, when the stationary point is formed as

a consequence of unlocked modes interplay, near the free-running threshold concentration
nth. Since the slave laser operates close to the free-running regime, the SMSR, measured
as the ratio between the power in the injection-locked mode relative to the power in the
central mode, is low, due to the pronounced central mode.

Further increase of injection power leads to the case in which dn/dt–n phase plot
acquires two additional stationary states, however the slave laser enters the n(3)

sp point,
being the closest one, in which the slave laser still has low SMSR. In the ∆ω–r space (Fig.
4.4) the operating point of the slave laser slides down to the blue shaded area nH = n(3)

sp ,
which correspond to the lower hysteresis branch. Once the injection power reaches the
right hysteresis boundary, n(3)

sp disappears and the slave laser jumps to the only steady
state provided, which is now nL = n(1)

sp state. This state now corresponds to high injection
powers and consequently high values of SMSR. In the ∆ω–r space (Fig. 4.4), operating
point of the slave laser switches from the bottom edge of the blue area, to the yellow
shaded layer underneath, as it is the region of nL solution. However, this nL maps into
the n(1)

sp point which corresponds to the case in which n(1)
sp is the only stationary point

provided by the dn/dt–n phase plot. As denoted in Fig. 4.4, the hatched part of the yellow
shaded area corresponds to the n(1)

sp point accompanied by n(3)
sp , so upon exiting the blue

shaded area of n(3)
sp point (i.e., lower branch), the laser switches to the upper boundary

outlining the hatched and plain yellow area. Further increase of injection power shifts
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the operating point of the slave laser through yellow shaded nL = n(1)
sp layer, now in the

direction towards higher values of ρ. In the reverse direction, i.e., as injection power
starts to decrease, the slave laser stays in the nL = n(1)

sp , as long as it is provided, hence the
operating point of the slave laser slides down the yellow shaded area and passes through
the hatched part representing the upper (n(1)

sp ) branch. Once n(1)
sp is not provided anymore

the slave laser switches to the upper layer comprising the narrow region in the vicinity of
the r− boundary from which the excursion initially started.

4.2 Analytical study of the injection-power switching of
IL FP-LDs

As presented in the Section 3.5 and in the previous section, in certain range of injection
parameters, Pinj and ∆ω, the slave laser exhibits two dynamically stable states, provid-
ing for slave laser bistability. The presence of this bistability, reflected in formation of the
hysteresis loop in the slave laser power output, can promote injection-locked lasers as can-
didates for realization of all-optical flip-flops, which are recognized as one of the crucial
building elements of modern optical networks architectures, such as all-optical packet-
switching networks. Indeed, such architectures are one of the trending research areas,
aiming to surpass the limits of the electronic data processing schemes, which fail to sat-
isfy increasing demands in traffic load for new and upcoming internet-based services, and
impose a severe bottleneck in modern hybrid optical networks [20]. One of the key param-
eters for successful implementation of the bistable injection-locked semiconductor laser
into all-optical elements is switching time between different stable states, which generally
depends on the switching mechanism. Therefore, extensive effort has been made to in-
vestigate switching time for various switching mechanisms, both experimentally [45, 46]
and by theoretical calculation [116, 138–140]. In this Section, we base our analysis of
switching between bistable states on a simple analytical model [138–140]. Although this
model is based on several approximations of the full scale rate equation model, compari-
son with numerical simulations of the full scale rate equation model, which are presented
in the next Section, prove that the analytical approach is sufficiently precise to estimate
the switching characteristics properly. Therefore, this analytical model provides an effi-
cient tool for effortless both phenomenological, qualitative and quantitative description of
the switching processes in injection-locked semiconductor laser diodes.

In derivation of the analytical switching model, we assume that the stationary photon
density can be reached much faster than the carrier density. The second assumption is
that the carrier concentration n does not change considerably as the slave laser switches
between two stable points n(1)

sp and n(3)
sp , compared to the case of complete turn on and off.
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This assumption means that, depending on the switching direction, we may fix the total
recombination rate Q(n) in (2.21a) to a value corresponding to some switching carrier
concentration nx between n(1)

sp and n(3)
sp i.e. Q(nx) = ASRHnx + Rsp(nx) + CAn3

x, which we
chose according to the switching direction. Since the slave laser is stabilized in the initial
state before the switching, the laser will remain in its vicinity most of the switching time.
As the switching is over once the final state is just reached, one can conclude that an aver-
age carrier concentration during the switching is closer to the initial carrier concentration
than to the final one. Therefore, for the case of switching from n(3)

sp to n(1)
sp it is justified

to assume that nx corresponds to the initial carrier concentration, i.e. nx = n(3)
sp , while in

the reverse direction, following the same logic, nx is set to the n(1)
sp . Finally, in order to

enable the analytical approach, we make use of the fact that the profile of the dn/dt–n

phase plot mainly depends on the injection-locked mode m for a wide range of n except
in the vicinity of nth [cf. Fig. 3.12 in Section 3.4]. This encourages us to, for the sake
of analytical approach, remove the necessity for unlocked modes photon rate equations
in further consideration and neglect their contribution in the carrier rate equation (2.21a).
In one approach, we fully implement the reduced rate equation system, meaning that we
calculate n(1)

sp point using the provided system, and since such system does not recognize
n(3)

sp point, we make use of the fact that it is close to the nth carrier concentration, we as-
sume n(3)

sp = nth [138]. However, in somewhat more precise approach [139], we keep the
original values for n(1)

sp and n(3)
sp points, corresponding to derived hysteresis loops obtained

from the full scale rate equation model with fixed recombination rate, and implement
derived analytical model of switching time calculation on the exactly calculated hystere-
sis loops. Although all mentioned approximations reduce the accuracy of our switching
model, they provide a possibility to analytically and more directly investigate not only
the switching characteristics itself, but also the influences of some other laser parameters,
such as linewidth enhancement factor α, or active region volume, i.e., number of quantum
wells Nw it comprises, on the switching in injection-locked semiconductor laser diodes.

With all unlocked modes excluded from the model, it reduces to three coupled equa-
tions: the one which defines injection-locked mode photon density S m, the one regarding
injection-locked mode phase θm, and finally the one describing the slave laser carrier
concentration n dynamics. We start from Eq. (3.24), with assumption that spontaneous
emission term B in the photon density equation for the injection-locked mode can be
neglected, thus with B = 0, we derive stationary S m and consequently θm [138–140]:

S m =
4k2

cS inj

[A2
m(1 + α2) − 4Amα∆ω + 4∆ω2]

, (4.3)

θm = arcsin

 αAm − 2∆ω√
A2

m(1 + α2) − 4α∆ωAm + 4∆ω2

 . (4.4)
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We further modify the carrier rate equation (2.21a) in which we exclude the contribu-
tion of the unlocked modes, fix the contribution of radiative and nonradiative spontaneous
recombination to Q(nx), and introduce the effective rate of the carrier injection into the
slave laser as Qnet = I/(qV) − Q(nx). The described procedure leads to:

dn
dt

= Qnet − vgg(n, ωm + ∆ω)S m(n). (4.5)

4.2.1 Analytical expression for switching time calculation

In order to derive our switching model, we rewrite the last equation in terms of A = Am.
From A = Γvgg(n, ωm + ∆ω) + τ−1

p , we get vgg(n, ωm + ∆ω) = Γ−1(A + τ−1
p ) and:

dA
dt

= Γvg
dg
dt

= Γvg
dg
dn

dn
dt

=
1
ξ

dn
dt
, (4.6)

where ξ = [Γvg(dg/dn)]−1.
According to this, the differential equation regarding the carrier dynamics (4.5) can

be written in terms of effective stimulated emission rate, as [138, 139]:

ξ
dA
dt

= Qnet −
(A + τ−1

p )S m

Γ
. (4.7)

Assuming that the stationary photon density is reached much faster than the carrier
concentration, we substitute the stationary form of injection-locked mode photon density
S m, given by (4.3), and rewrite Eq. (4.7) in the following form [138, 139]:

ξ

[
1

Qnet
+

K4A + K5

K1A2 + K2A + K3

]
dA = dt, (4.8)

where K1 – K5 are coefficients given as [138, 139]:

K1 = Q2
netΓτp(1 + α2), (4.9a)

K2 = −4Qnetτp(QnetαΓ∆ω + k2
cS inj), (4.9b)

K3 = 4Qnet(QnetΓ∆ω2τp − k2
cS inj), (4.9c)

K4 = 4k2
cS injτp, (4.9d)

K5 = 4k2
cS inj. (4.9e)

In order to obtain the switching time, we conduct definite integration of the Eq. (4.8):

ξ

Qnet

∫ Af

Ai

dA + ξ

∫ Af

Ai

K4A + K5

K1A2 + K2A + K3
dA =

∫ tf

ti
dt. (4.10)
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The rational function in the second integral can be decomposed as:∫ Af

Ai

K4A + K5

K1A2 + K2A + K3
dA =

∫ Af

Ai

K4A
K1A2 + K2A + K3

dA +

∫ Af

Ai

K5

K1A2 + K2A + K3
dA.

(4.11)
The first integral gives a logarithmic function, while the denominator in the second

integral can be further decomposed as:∫ Af

Ai

K5

K1A2 + K2A + K3
dA =

∫ Af

Ai

K5(√
K1A + K2

2
√

K1

)2
+ K3 −

K2
2

4K1

dA. (4.12)

For K3 − K2
2/4K1 > 0 the latter integral gives an inverse tangent function, while in

the other case it results in an inverse hyperbolic tangent. However, the inverse hyperbolic
tangent can be given in terms of inverse tangent, i.e., regardless of the sign of the factor
K3 − K2

2/4K1, the switching time can be obtained as [139]:

tif =
ξ(Af − Ai)

Qnet
+
ξK4

2K1
ln

(
K1A2

f + K2Af + K3

K1A2
i + K2Ai + K3

)

+
ξ(2K1K5 − K2K4)

K1

√
4K1K3 − K2

2

arctan


(Af − Ai)

√
4K1K3 − K2

2

2K1AfAi + K2(Af + Ai) + 2K3

 .
(4.13)

The definite integral given by tif represents the switching time between the initial
Am = Ai and the final Am = Af state, where subscript “i” stands for 1 or 3, i.e., corresponds
to n(1)

sp or n(3)
sp , while subscript “f” stands for 3 or 1, i.e., n(3)

sp or n(1)
sp . In the expressions for

coefficients K1 – K5 [Eqs. (4.9a) – (4.9e)], S inj and ∆ω correspond to injected photon
density, i.e., applied injection power, and frequency detuning, respectively, during the
process of the switching, which will depend on the desired switching mechanism.

4.2.2 Switching by injection power variation

In order to phenomenologically explain the process of switching, in Fig. 4.6, we show
dn/dt–n phase plots obtained from (4.5) for I = 1.2Ith, ∆ω = −14Ω, and injection into
side-mode m = −5 [139]. The solid plots in Fig. 4.6 are obtained for Pinj corresponding to
the limiting values of the bistability range (red lines), P(1)

inj = −6.6 dBm (n(2)
sp merges with

n(1)
sp ) and P(2)

inj = −2.2 dBm (n(2)
sp merges with n(3)

sp ) and for the injection power P0 = −4.4
dBm (black line). The power P0 corresponds to Pinj for which n(1)

sp point lies in the middle
of the carrier concentration range corresponding to the n(1)

sp bistability range, although it
may look like it coincides with the average power of the bistability range as depicted in
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Figure 4.6: dn/dt–n phase plots accounting only for the injection-locked side-mode m =

−5 for I = 1.2Ith, ∆ω = −14Ω. Red solid lines correspond to the phase plots outlining
the bistability region (hatched area), i.e., correspond to the hysteresis edges, P(1)

inj and P(2)
inj .

Dot-dashed line from the figure inset represents the phase plot obtained for all modes
included. Blue arrowed lines represent phase plots corresponding to switching powers
P0 ± ∆P. (Left inset) Schematic S m hysteresis loop and trajectories of switching. (Right
inset) Enlarged vicinity of the n(3)

sp state. [139]

the left inset in Fig. 4.6. Injection powers P(1)
inj and P(2)

inj represent hysteresis edges, the
left, and the right hysteresis edge, respectively. Fig. 4.6 also provides dn/dt–n phase plot
at injection power P0, for all modes included (injection-locked as well as all unlocked
modes), based on Eq. (2.21a), and for a fixed spontaneous recombination term Q(nx)
(black dot-dashed line in Fig. 4.6 right inset). It can be seen that that this plot almost
completely overlaps the one derived from Eq. (4.5) comprising only the injection-locked
mode. The difference occurs only in the vicinity of nth (cf. right inset in Fig. 4.6). It can
be seen in the right inset of Fig. 4.6 that dn/dt–n phase plots corresponding to Eq. (4.5)
do not intersect dn/dt = 0, which would have happened, if the unlocked modes had been
included in Eq. (4.5) as they were in Eq. (2.21a). Nevertheless, the n-coordinate of the
right ending point of the phase plot obtained from Eq. (4.5) almost completely coincides
with n(3)

sp , which means that the negligence of the unlocked modes is justified with respect
to the dn/dt–n phase plot profile as long as the accurate position of n(3)

sp is known. In other
words, if we use simplified model represented by Eq. (4.5) in describing dn/dt–n phase
plots, the right ending point is equivalent and corresponds to n(3)

sp . However, n(3)
sp has to be

derived from the full scale rate equation model, or more precisely from Eq. (3.29), since
Eq. (4.5) cannot provide it.

Here, we analyze the switching between stable points n(1)
sp and n(3)

sp and vice versa by
variation of Pinj. In this analysis we focus on the points depicted in Fig. 4.6, which we
obtain after simplifications imposed by the approximations of the model. This means that
we start from Pinj set to P0 for which the slave laser is either in the n(1)

sp (upper hysteresis
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branch) or in the n(3)
sp state (lower hysteresis branch, c.f. left inset in the Fig. 4.6), depend-

ing on the slave laser prehistory. Nevertheless, in order to switch from n(3)
sp to n(1)

sp , Pinj

needs a variation (∆P), i.e., it has to be rapidly increased to some Pinj = P0 + ∆P > P(2)
inj

which corresponds to the case when only one steady state appears, which we denote as
SP1 (open dot in Fig. 4.6). The transition dn/dt–n phase plot, i.e., the dn/dt–n phase plot
which corresponds to the applied injection power Pinj = P0 +∆P is depicted as lower blue
arrowed line in Fig. 4.6. This power overcomes the right hysteresis edge (P(2)

inj ) and corre-
sponds to the upper right tail of the hysteresis. If this power (Pinj = P0 + ∆P) is kept fixed
for sufficiently long time interval, the slave laser will begin to gradually slide toward the
only steady state provided (in the direction of the arrows), i.e., the carrier concentration
in the active region of the slave laser will start to decrease towards the one provided by
SP1. When Pinj is returned back to P0, instead of stabilizing in the SP1 state, the slave
laser is pushed back on the initial phase plot corresponding to the injection power P0. As
carrier concentration level is lowered from the level of the starting n(3)

sp point, the slave
laser switches to n(1)

sp and completes the switching. However, if the variation of the master
laser injection power impulse is not sufficiently long, once the injection power is returned
to P0, the carrier concentration level in the active region of the slave laser will be still
closer to the initial n(3)

sp state, and switching will be unsuccessful. Since this switching
direction corresponds to jumping from lower to upper hysteresis branch, we denote this
direction as “switching up”. In the reverse, “switching down” process, in order to switch
from n(1)

sp to n(3)
sp , i.e., from upper to lower hysteresis branch, Pinj has to be decreased to

some Pinj = P0 − ∆P < P(1)
inj , corresponding to the case when only stationary point near

the free-running threshold carrier concentration appears. The transition dn/dt–n phase
plot corresponding to Pinj = P0 − ∆P is depicted as the upper blue arrowed line in Fig.
4.6. Here P(1)

inj represents the lower, i.e., left hysteresis edge. This power has to be kept
fixed for some sufficiently long time interval in order for the slave laser to slide towards
the steady-state in the vicinity of the nth, and when the power is returned back to P0, laser
jumps back to the initial dn/dt–n phase plot, and stabilizes in the n(3)

sp state, which is in the
vicinity of nth.

4.2.3 Switching by frequency detuning variation

Similar switching can be achieved by variation of ∆ω as shown in Fig. 4.7. It should be
noted that bistability occurs for ∆ω < 0 [114, 115], and thus its decrease means that the
magnitude of ∆ω becomes larger, while an increase means that the magnitude becomes
smaller up to the zero detuning, when it starts to increase again. In other words, an
increase in ∆ω corresponds to the frequency detuning variation towards positive values,
while decrease corresponds to the variation towards more negative values. In Fig. 4.7, we
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depict dn/dt–n phase plots corresponding to the hysteresis edges (red solid lines obtained
for ∆ω(1) and ∆ω(2)), and dn/dt–n phase plot corresponding to the initial, starting value
∆ω = ∆ω0 (black solid line). First we consider the switching “down” direction [Fig.
4.7(a)]. If the slave laser is settled in the n(1)

sp stationary point (open dot in Fig. 4.7), in
order to switch “down”, i.e., to switch to n(3)

sp point (black dot in Fig. 4.7), one needs
to make a sudden decrease towards more negative values of frequency detuning (∆ω =

∆ω− δω), for which the slave laser has only one stationary state close to the free-running
carrier threshold concentration nth. This transitional dn/dt–n phase plot is depicted as
blue arrowed line in Fig. 4.7(a). If this detuning variation is performed in sufficiently
long time interval, upon restoring the original ∆ω0, the slave laser will settle in the n(3)

sp

point corresponding to the original dn/dt–n phase plot. In other words, the magnitude
of the frequency detuning variation (δω) has to be large enough to overcome the left
hysteresis edge (∆ω0 − δω < ∆ω(1)) and push the slave laser operating point from the
upper branch towards the lower tail part of the loop. Provided that this variation lasted
long enough to enable the slave laser to approach (or even reach) the lower tail part, upon
restoring the initial value of the frequency detuning ∆ω = ∆ω0, the laser will slide into
the lower hysteresis branch, thus completing the switching process. The switching in
the opposite direction needs an increase in the frequency detuning (∆ω = ∆ω0 + δω),
which would push the laser from the lower hysteresis branch towards higher tail part of
the loop, and eventually restore it in the upper branch, when ∆ω is brought back to ∆ω0.
In terms of the dn/dt–n phase plots, the opposite switching direction is depicted in Fig.
4.7(b). The slave laser is settled in the n(3)

sp point and increase of the frequency detuning
(variation towards positive values of ∆ω), translates the laser onto a transitional phase plot
depicted with blue arrows. However, the transitional steady-state nts in this case is larger
than n(1)

sp (nts > n(1)
sp ) [cf. Fig. 4.7(b)]. This transitional state corresponds to n(1)

sp state of
the dn/dt–n phase plot obtained for ∆ω = ∆ω0 + δω. As the magnitude of δω becomes
larger, this state shifts more towards n(3)

sp , as discussed in the Section 3.4 [cf. Fig. 3.15].
As a consequence of this, at certain point, for sufficiently large δω, switching becomes
impossible, i.e., slave laser stays in the initial n(3)

sp state, since nts is closer to n(3)
sp than n(1)

sp .
In addition to this, this translation stationary point nts stands in front of the n(1)

sp point i.e.,
it stands on the integration path, and prevents us from exploiting our method, since for
this point dn/dt = 0. This implies that for our analytical model the desired final state
is blocked by the transitional point, i.e., our model recongizes nts as the final switching
state, making n(1)

sp unreachable [138]. For this reason our analytical method is limited only
to the case of switching “down”, by frequency detuning decrease. However, there is a
possibility to study the switching time in both directions by numerical means, which will
be addressed later.
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Figure 4.7: dn/dt–n phase plots accounting only for the injection-locked mode m = −5
for I = 1.2Ith, Pinj = −25 dBm. Red solid lines correspond to the phase plots outlining
the bistability region (gray area), i.e., correspond to the hysteresis edges ∆ω(1) and ∆ω(2).
The phase plot corresponding to ∆ω0 is obtained from the full scale MRE system. Blue
arrowed lines represent the phase plots corresponding to switching detunings ∆ω0 ± δω.
(a) Switching by frequency detuning decrease, i.e., switching from n(1)

sp to n(3)
sp . (b) Switch-

ing by frequency detuning increase, i.e., switching from n(3)
sp to n(1)

sp . The transitional point
nts stands in front of the desired final state n(1)

sp .

Finally, in [140] we present and additional third switching mechanism conducted by
the slave laser bias current variation, which relies on the fact that the hysteresis cycle in
the slave laser output can be obtained by with respect to the bias current. Nevertheless,
the preliminary analysis [140] shows the slave laser dynamic response to the bias current
variation is much worse in comparison to the two presented mechanisms. However, this
switching mechanism requires more deeper analysis, which will be in the scope of our
further work.

4.2.4 Switching time and energy of injection-power switched IL FP-
LDs

The calculation of the switching time follows the simple procedure. For some fixed value
of bias current (in our simulations I = 1.2Ith), and fixed values of ∆ω or Pinj, we calculate
both the range of Pinj, and ∆ω, respectively, for which the bistability occurs, i.e., we calcu-
late the injection power dependent hysteresis edges (P(1)

inj and P(2)
inj ), and frequency detuning

dependent hysteresis edges (∆ω(1) and ∆ω(2)). These calculations are performed using the
full scale model. Once hysteresis loops are obtained, depending on the hysteresis type,
i.e., desired switching mechanism, we choose starting injection power on the injection
power dependent hysteresis (P0, switching with Pinj variation) or starting frequency de-
tuning on the frequency detuning dependent hysteresis (∆ω0, switching by ∆ω variation).
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Since the switching with Pinj variation corresponds to the master laser amplitude variation,
we also denote this switching mechanism as amplitude controlled switching. Similarly,
as ∆ω variation corresponds to the variation of the master laser phase, we also denote
this mechanism as frequency or phase controlled switching. For the selected initial state,
by the means of the full scale rate equation model, we find carrier concentrations for the
switching states, n(1)

sp and n(3)
sp within the hysteresis loops. Stimulated photon generation

rates, corresponding to these states, are given by Am(n(1)
sp ) = Γvgg(n(1)

sp , ωm +∆ω)−τ−1
p , and

Am(n(3)
sp ) = Γvgg(n(3)

sp , ωm + ∆ω) − τ−1
p . Depending on a desired direction of the switching,

one of these states represents the initial state, and the other one is the final state.
Finally, by using (4.13), by setting S inj to correspond to Pinj = P0 ± ∆P (in the case

of amplitude controlled switching), or ∆ω to correspond to ∆ω = ∆ω0 − δω (in the case
of phase controlled switching), we calculate the switching time tif with respect to the
variation of injection power ∆P or frequency detuning δω. In this way we obtain the
minimal required master laser variation time in order for the slave laser to switch between
the stable states.

Finally, the hysteresis loops derived from the full scale rate equation model (2.21a)
– (2.21d), slightly differ from the the loops that are derived directly from our simplified
analytical model, i.e., the hysteresis edges which correspond to the full scale model, are
somewhat different compared to the edges corresponding to (4.3) – (4.5). For that matter,
in our calculations we adopt ∆P and δω to be large enough in order to compensate for this
small difference and to enable that analytical model remains on the safe side.

Apart from the calculation of the switching time, in the case of switching by injection
power variation, we calculate the switching energy as:

Eif = ∆P · tif. (4.14)

In Fig. 4.8 we show switching times calculated from Eq. (4.13), for variation of
the injection power (∆P), in the case of injection in side-mode m = −1. We present
switching times versus ∆P for different switching directions (switching “up”, blue curves
with upward arrows, and switching “down”, red curves with downward arrows), and for
different initial values of injection power P0 and frequency detuning ∆ω0. Fig. 4.8 shows
that switching time in the case of switching up, can be order, or two orders of magnitude
shorter in comparison to the switching down direction, i.e., there is a huge discrepancy
between the switching directions. Switching time in both directions decreases with an
increase in the injection power variation ∆P, and in the case of switching down it can be as
low as few hundreds of ps (380 ps), while for switching up direction it can be even in order
of 10 ps. Fig. 4.8 also shows that smaller negative values of the frequency detuning lead
to shorter switching times in both directions, and that switching times increase with an
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Figure 4.8: Switching time with respect to injection power variation, ∆P for switching
up (blue curves with upward arrows), and −∆P for switching down direction (red curves
with downward arrows) for injection into the side-mode m = −1. Legend in the figure
gives the initial values of Pinj = P0 and ∆ω = ∆ω0.

increase in the magnitude of negative frequency detuning. Actually, for less negative ∆ω,
n(1)

sp and n(3)
sp are closer to each other [cf. Fig. 3.15], leading to a smaller Af−Ai, and, due to

a linear term in Eq. (4.13), switching time becomes shorter. For a transition n(3)
sp � n(1)

sp ,
the linear term in Eq. (4.13) decreases the switching time, since A1 − A3 < 0. Because
of the other two terms with positive contribution, switching time remains positive. For a
transition in the opposite direction, the linear term in Eq. (4.13) has positive, while other
two terms have negative contribution, which is reduced due to smaller K4 and K5, as a
consequence of decreased Pinj. Thus, switching n(1)

sp � n(3)
sp lasts longer.

Fig. 4.9 depicts the corresponding switching energies. The switching down direction,
although comprising higher switching times, here exhibits lower switching energies, since
the injection power variation ∆P (dB) is much smaller in the direction of injection power
decrease, compared to the direction of the injection power increase. As in the case of
switching times, switching energies are lower for smaller negative frequency detuning,
and for ∆ω = −8Ω, the switching energies for both directions are in order of 10 fJ.

Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 show switching times and corresponding energies, respectively,
for injection into side-mode m = −10. The higher order side-mode exhibits somewhat
shorter minimal switching times, and switching energies in comparison to side-mode
m = −1, however still retains discrepancy in terms of switching times for different switch-
ing directions. Smaller negative detunings again lead to shorter switching times, and
consequently energies.

Finally, we present switching times for injection into modes m = −1 (green lines) and
m = −10 (red lines) in the case of switching by frequency detuning variation, for only
direction provided, i.e., switching down, Fig. 4.12. In this case, switching is faster for
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Figure 4.9: Switching energy with respect to injection power variation, ∆P for switching
up (blue curves with upward arrows), and −∆P for switching down direction (red curves
with downward arrows) for injection into the side-mode m = −1. Initial values of Pinj and
∆ω, correspond to the initial values P0 and ∆ω0 from Fig. 4.8.
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lower Pinj (solid lines in Fig. 4.12, for both m = −1 and m = −10), since the initial and
the final states are closer. The minimal switching times for both modes are below 400 ps,
though higher-order side-mode m = −10 has somewhat shorter minimal switching time
around 350 ps.

It can be seen from equation (4.13) that an increase in Qnet can additionally reduce
the switching time. In addition to this, our model shows that, for all other parameters
fixed, an increase in α increases the hysteresis width and consequently changes the re-
quired magnitude of the injection parameter (∆P or δω) needed for switching. Therefore,
the further analysis presented in this section is focused on the influence of the linewidth
enhancement factor α, and the number of the quantum wells Nw in the slave laser ac-
tive region on the switching time between bistable states and the corresponding switching
energy [139], since Nw defines the volume of the active region V , which contributes to
Qnet. The linewidth enhancement factor α is of great importance for injection locking
properties and, as shown in [115], affects the locking range and stability of the injection-
locked lasers. Here we show that α also affects the width and the general profile of the
hysteresis loops and thus, indirectly the time and energy of switching between the stable
states. Although we can account for carrier-dependent refractive index variation spectrum
[146], as well as dispersive linewidth enhancement factor, in this study we assume that
the linewidth enhancement factor is non-dispersive and independent on the carrier den-
sity and gain spectrum. This assumption is motivated by the fact that the value of the
linewidth enhancement factor affects only the injection-locked mode. For this particular
mode, the frequency detuning is in the order of intermodal spacing, which is generally
insufficient to cause significant variation of the linewidth enhancement factor as well as
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Figure 4.12: Switching time with respect to frequency detuning variation, −δω for switch-
ing for switching down direction for injection into the side-mode m = −1 (green curves)
and m = −10 (red curves). Legend in the figure gives the initial values of Pinj = P0 and
∆ω = ∆ω0.

the refractive index. Moreover, the switching between stable states corresponds to low
variation of carrier density, which supports negligence of α factor variation with carrier
density. Although different non-dispersive α factors generally correspond to different gain
spectra, we investigate the influence of linewidth enhancement factor by using two fixed
values of α for the same gain spectrum. This approach provides us better insight into
shear influence of α factor on the hysteresis profiles and switching times between bistable
states. Moreover, it can be seen that K1 and K2 (4.9a) – (4.9b), depend on α and directly
affect the switching. On the other hand, the number of quantum wells Nw is directly pro-
portional to the slave laser confinement factor Γ. Since ξ is inversely proportional to Γ,
an increase in Nw leads to the decrease in ξ. The decrease in ξ does not directly affect
the first term in Eq. (4.13) since its decrease is compensated by the increase in Am(n(1)

sp )
and Am(n(3)

sp ), which linearly increase with Γ. However, other two terms in Eq. (4.13) are
proportional to ξ and decrease with it. The other parameters as K1, K2 and K3 also depend
on Γ, but affect Eq. (4.13) in a nontrivial way. In addition to this, the increase in Nw leads
to the increase in the slave laser active volume, which causes the decrease in Qnet. On
the other hand, the increase in Γ reduces the free-running threshold carrier concentration
nth and consequently the threshold current Ith. In the case of the fixed ratio of the applied
and threshold current (I/Ith = 1.2), the applied current decreases as the threshold current,
which together with the increase in V lead to an inevitable decrease in Qnet. Similarly
as Γ, Qnet also affects K1, K2 and K3 leading to complex dependence of tif on the active
region volume V .

According to the previous analysis, it is clear that α and Nw represent very important
parameters in terms of injection-locked laser switching dynamics. In order to study their
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dashed lines), with Pinj set to P0 for a given value of α and ∆ω.

influence, we investigate tif and the corresponding Eif for two values for each of these
parameters, providing four possible combinations for ordered pair {α,Nw}. In the analysis
we assume α = 3 [107] or 6 [51] and Nw = 3 (nth = 2.85 × 1018 cm−3, Ith = 8.16 mA)
or Nw = 6 (nth = 1.88 × 1018 cm−3, Ith = 6.25 mA). Apart from that, as we perform
switching with Pinj variation, we analyze the influence of the frequency detuning on tif

and the corresponding Eif.
In order to get more detailed insight in the linewidth influence on the hysteresis loops,

and consequently on switching time and energy, we study the dn/dt–n phase plots de-
pendence on α. In Fig. 4.13 we present family of dn/dt–n phase plots obtained for two
different values of α: α = 3, blue lines, and α = 6, red lines, and two values of ∆ω:
∆ω = −14Ω, solid lines, and −18Ω, dashed lines. The phase plots are calculated by sim-
plified model, using Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5), for Nw = 3 and m = −5. It can be seen that in
phase plots obtained for higher values of α, n(1)

sp is shifted toward nth, meaning that n(1)
sp and

n(3)
sp states (which is close to nth) are closer to each other, compared to the case of phase

plots obtained for the lower values of α. The reason for this is related to Eq. (4.3) which
changes more rapidly with the carrier concentration n for higher values of α. The rapid
change occurs due to the reduced opening of the parabola in the denominator of Eq. (4.3),
which becomes narrower with the increase in α. The proximity of the initial and the final
stationary point for higher α leads to the reduction of the linear and other two terms in
Eq. (4.13) and the corresponding switching time. In addition to this, the maximum of
the denominator in Eq. (4.3) occurs for Am = 2α∆ω/(1 + α2). This means that for the
more negative detuning ∆ω, Am becomes more negative, which corresponds to the lower
carrier concentration. Thus one can see that the phase plots for the same values of α, shift
toward the lower carrier density as ∆ω becomes more negative. As it can be seen in Fig.
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4.13, for a fixed ∆ω and Pinj, higher α leads to larger bending of the dn/dt–n phase plot,
which means that bistability can be provided by lower Pinj than in the case of the lower
linewidth enhancement factor α.

In Fig. 4.14 we present slave laser output photon density S m as a function of Pinj, for
different values of α, Nw, and ∆ω. The hysteresis loops in Fig. 4.14 are obtained from
the full scale rate equation model, however, their analysis can be based on simplified
equation (4.3). It can be seen that higher α leads to the lower S m for higher branches of
the hysteresis loops [cf. Fig. 4.14(a) and (c)]. Due to an increase in α, the denominator
in Eq. (4.3) also increases. As shown in Fig. 4.13, higher α leads to larger n(1)

sp , which
corresponds to lower negative Am, i.e. low |Am| (or gain defect). Although low, |Am|

is not low enough to significantly reduce the increase of the denominator in Eq. (4.3),
which consequently leads to a low output photon density S m. However, a lower S m is
not a problem for bistability in the case of high linewidth, since the bending of the phase
plot is significant, as previously discussed and shown in Fig. 4.13, so the intersection
of the phase plot with n-axis is feasible. The range of Pinj for which hysteresis loops
occur, and corresponding switching time and energy, are also dependent on the frequency
detuning ∆ω. As discussed in the Sections 3.4 and 3.5, the more negative ∆ω increases
the denominator in Eq. (4.3), leading to lower S m corresponding to the upper branch of
the hysteresis loop. Low S m may lead to an insufficient bending of the dn/dt–n phase plot
and interruption of the bistability regime. The way to compensate for S m decrease and
to keep the slave laser in the bistability regime is to increase the injection photon density
S inj, i.e., Pinj. This means that more negative ∆ω shifts the loops towards higher Pinj [c.f.
Fig. 4.14(a) – (d)], resulting in the higher switching energy. Moreover, higher density of
injected photons in the case of more negative ∆ω means that n(1)

sp is shifted towards lower
values, thus n(1)

sp and n(3)
sp are more separated (c.f. Fig. 4.13) leading to larger difference

Af − Ai. This difference increases all three terms in Eq. (4.13), which leads to a longer
switching time.

An increase in Nw and consequently in V and Γ, lowers the value of the gain thresh-
old, since the gain threshold is given by the equation (2.16). This further leads to the
decreased value of nth, and consequently to the smaller number of supported modes, since
the threshold gain curve is lowered (cf. Fig. 3.2(b)). Since the slave laser operates at
lower carrier concentrations, the output photon densities of all modes are lower, while
the injection locking needs lower Pinj to achieve locking of a particular side-mode. In
terms of the laser bistability, this means that hysteresis loops, obtained for higher Nw,
have lower S m densities, and that the loops are shifted toward lower values of injection
power [cf. Fig. 4.14(b) and (d)]. Since hysteresis loops appear at lower values of Pinj, it
can be expected that less energy has to be employed in order to switch between the hys-
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Figure 4.14: Photon density S m versus Pinj hysteresis loops for different values of ∆ω
(−22Ω, −18Ω,−14Ω, and −10Ω) for {Nw, α} taking values (a) {3, 3}, (b) {6, 3}, (c) {3, 6}
and (d) {6, 6}.

teresis branches. In addition to this, due to the lower nth, the threshold current is lower.
For a fixed I/Ith ratio, the decrease in the threshold current and the increase in the active
region volume lead to the lower well pumping, i.e. decrease in I/(qV) term in Eq. (4.5).
The lower bias current I, in combination with smaller carrier concentration for higher Nw,
lowers the value of the effective rate for the carrier injection Qnet = I/(qV) − Q(nx) in Eq.
(4.7). This directly leads to longer switching time, since it dominantly increases the value
of the integral given by Eq. (4.13).

In Fig. 4.15 we present calculated switching time [Fig. 4.15(a) and (b)] and energy
[Fig. 4.15(c) and (d)] versus the variation of injection power (∆P), measured from the
starting injection power P0, for relatively low adopted value of α = 3 and two different
numbers of quantum wells, Nw = 3 and Nw = 6. Fig. 4.15 shows the switching time
and energy in the case of power increase (switching up, i.e., switching from n(3)

sp to n(1)
sp ,

blue lines with upward facing arrow) and power decrease (switching down direction, i.e.,
switching from n(1)

sp to n(3)
sp , red lines with downward facing arrow) for different values of

∆ω.
It should be mentioned that the same variation of the injection power, ∆P, expressed in

dB, corresponds to different values of power variation expressed in SI units for switching
in opposite directions. In other words, +∆P represents larger power variation then −∆P,
assuming the same P0. Moreover, a decrease in P0 leads to even smaller power variations
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Figure 4.15: Switching time for (a) Nw = 3, and (b) Nw = 6, and switching energy for (c)
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n(1)
sp to n(3)

sp ; curves with arrow down).

for the fixed ∆P and usually means lower switching energy. In calculation of tif we apply
expression (4.13), and calculate Eif according to (4.14). It can be seen that switching
from n(1)

sp to n(3)
sp lasts longer than the reverse process, but due to significantly lower Pinj

the switching down direction needs lower switching energy. With an increase in Nw,
switching time increases, as it can be seen by comparing Fig. 4.15(a) and (b). However,
the switching energy becomes lower due to the decrease in the effective rate of the carrier
injection Qnet [cf. Fig. 4.15(c) and (d)]. In addition to this, more negative ∆ω, as we
already explained, leads to larger separation of the stationary points, and consequently
to longer switching time and higher switching energy. In the case of switching by Pinj

decrease (red lines with downward facing arrow), switching energies for higher values of
Nw and less negative ∆ω can be very low, in the order of 10 fJ [e.g., switching energy for
∆ω = −10Ω in Fig. 4.15(d)], though corresponding switching times are in the order of
0.5 ns [switching time for ∆ω = −10Ω, dash-dotted line in Fig. 4.15(c)].

In Fig. 4.16 we present calculated switching time and corresponding energy for α = 6
in cases of Nw = 3 [Fig. 4.16(a) and (c)] and Nw = 6 [Fig. 4.16(b) and (d)]. Fig. 4.16
clearly shows lower switching time in comparison with Fig. 4.15, as predicted in the
previous discussion. However, this comparison does not take into account the width of
the hysteresis loops, which are wider for larger values of the linewidth [cf. Fig. 4.14]. In
other words, ∆P incorporates the power variation needed to exceed the hysteresis edge,
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which is higher for larger values of α. In order to provide a fair comparison for α = 3 and
α = 6, we can define ∆P as the power variation counted from the hysteresis edge, rather
than from its middle, and compare switching times for the same level of power variation
∆P to learn that switching times for α = 6 are indeed shorter than the ones for α = 3. In
addition to this, an increase in α leads to a more energy efficient switching [Fig. 4.16(c)
and (d) compared to Fig. 4.15(c) and (d)]. The reason for this lies in the shorter switching
time, and the fact that hysteresis loops are shifted toward lower Pinj. In the case of α = 6,
Nw = 6, and ∆ω = −10Ω [Fig. 4.14(d)], small signal stability analysis [115] shows that
n(3)

sp branch of the hysteresis loop is not stable, thus the switching between n(1)
sp and n(3)

sp

does not occur, which is why there is no dot-dashed line in Fig. 4.16(b) and (d). Our
model shows that for sufficiently large ∆P, with high values of α, switching time in the
switching up direction can be very short, even shorter than 10 ps [blue dot-dashed line in
Fig. 4.16(a)]. However, in such cases, due to large ∆P, switching energy is high, in the
order of 100 fJ [blue dot-dashed line in Fig. 4.16(c)]. In the process of switching with
power decrease, due to low values of Pinj, switching energy can be even lower than 1 fJ
[cf. Fig. 4.16(c) and (d)], but on the account of longer switching time which is in the
order of 0.4 ns [cf. Fig. 4.16(a) and (b)].

Presented analysis, based on the simple analytical model, shows that higher values
of linewidth enhancement factor α reduce switching time and switching energy, since
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higher values of α bring switching states closer with respect to their carrier concentra-
tions. Moreover, hysteresis loops are shifted toward lower values of Pinj making switch-
ing more energy efficient. On the other hand, an increase in the active region volume can
also lead to lower switching energy, since the laser gain threshold is lower. However, this
causes the switching time to become longer, as a result of the lower value of the effective
rate of carrier injection, which dominantly increases the switching time. Switching times
and energies are also frequency detuning dependent, and shorter switching times, as well
as lower switching energies are obtained for smaller magnitude negative ∆ω. Finally,
switching times and energies are strongly dependent on the switching directions, i.e., re-
gardless of the values of α and Nw, there is a huge discrepancy between the switching
directions in terms of time and energy. The switching up direction is performed signif-
icantly (order of magnitude) faster, though needs higher (order of magnitude) energy in
comparison to the switching down direction.

4.3 Switching in IL FP-LDs - a numerical approach

Analytical model, derived in the previous section, offers a simple and lightweight method
to describe and analyze switching processes in injection-locked lasers. However, it lacks
the possibility to fully describe the phase controlled switching, and fails to provide full
insight in the switching trajectories of the slave laser. Moreover, the whole model relies on
several approximations of the exact model of injection-locked lasers. In order to fully and
exactly describe the dynamics, i.e., switching characteristic of a injection-locked Fabry-
Pérot semiconductor laser, we study transitions between the stable stationary states of
injection-locked laser, using the system of coupled nonlinear differential equations in its
full scale, (2.21a) – (2.21d) [116]. This system of nonlinear differential equations is
solved by means of the adaptive step size Runge-Kutta method [143] in a time span long
enough to ensure that slave laser reaches the steady-state. Here, we exploit this exact
numerical method to study the switching by frequency detuning variation. For that matter,
during the simulations, i.e., in (2.21a) – (2.21d), we keep I and Pinj fixed, while the time-
dependent input parameter is the frequency detuning ∆ω. For desired initial state, we set
the initial conditions which fix the values of the carrier concentration n, photon densities
S j, and injection-locked phase θm to the values which correspond to the starting points,
either n(i)

sp = n(1)
sp , or n(i)

sp = n(3)
sp , i.e., n(t = 0) = n(i)

sp , S j(t = 0) = S j(n
(i)
sp), S m(t = 0) =

S m(n(i)
sp), and θm(t = 0) = θm(n(i)

sp). For different values of the frequency detuning variation
magnitude δω, and different durations of this variation, we investigate the slave laser
system values n(t), S j(t), S m(t), and θm(t), and analyze if those values correspond to the
other stationary, i.e., the final state. In particular, as the most relevant parameters of the
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Figure 4.17: The free-running spectrum of the modes in the (a) FP-LD and (b) FP-ECL.

slave laser output, we analyze whether output photon density of the injection-locked mode
(S m), and corresponding phase (θm) reached the desired final state.

The analysis of the bistability controlled by the ∆ω variation, as a first step requires
the calculation of the frequency detuning dependent hysteresis loops for injection-locked
Fabry-Pérot laser diode, which we calculate as in Section 3.5. However, apart from the
standard Fabry-Pérot laser diode, we also consider the switching dynamics of a Fabry-
Pérot with external cavity, as it may improve the switching characteristics [47]. In Fig.
4.17 we present free-running mode spectra for the standard Fabry-Pérot laser diode (FP-
LD) [Fig. 4.17(a)], with a single dominant mode corresponding to the gain maximum,
and for Fabry-Pérot external cavity laser diode (FP-ECL) [Fig. 4.17(b)] which we phe-
nomenologically model by setting the higher τp for the cluster of side-modes around the
side-mode m = −10. The mode spectra depict the intensity of the longitudinal modes in
the logarithmic scale (10 log10(S j)). In the case of FP-ECL, since the cluster of the modes
around side-mode m = −10 have higher τp, i.e., lower resonator losses, the intensities of
those modes are increased, so that the side-mode m = −10 almost levels with the dominant
mode j = 0. The photon concentration of the dominant mode in the free-running regime
for standard Fabry-Pérot laser diode is close to 3 × 1013 cm−3, while the mode m = −10
it is roughly 30 dB lower, yielding approximately 4 × 1010 cm−3. In case of the FP-ECL
and the free-running regime, the photon density of the dominant mode is the same as for
the Fabry-Pérot laser diode, while the mode m = −10 reaches significantly higher photon
densities in comparison to the standard FP-LD, just slightly below the dominant mode
values.

In Fig. 4.18 we present the hysteresis loops in the case of FP-LD corresponding to
the photon density S m [solid lines in Fig. 4.18(a)], and the slave and the master laser
phase difference, θm [solid lines in Fig. 4.18(b)], both for the injection into the side mode
m = −10. Apart from this, we present the hysteresis loops obtained for FP-ECL [dashed
lines in Figs. 4.18(a) and (b)], which are shifted to more positive values of the frequency
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detuning ∆ω. In order to provide a clear physical insight into the hystereses origins,
in Fig. 4.19 we present the corresponding dn/dt–n phase plots, with all the relevant
switching trajectories [116].

The two phase plots, as indicated in Fig. 4.19, are obtained from the transient analysis
and are related to the transient response. These two phase plots will be discussed later,
at this moment we focus on the plots obtained from the stationary analysis. All other
curves in Figs. 4.19(a) and (b) are calculated for I = 1.2Ith and Pinj = −12 dBm, i.e.,
S inj = 6.55 × 1012 cm−3, under the assumption of stationary photon densities, as done
in the Section 3.4, and their profiles depend only on ∆ω. In this case, each intersection
of these phase plots with dn/dt = 0, represents one stationary point, and as explained
earlier, the intersection with positive slope of dn/dt–n curve corresponds to the unstable,
repelling stationary point n(2)

sp , while those with the negative slope (n(1)
sp or n(3)

sp ) correspond
to the attractive, dynamically stable stationary points. The thick solid line, corresponding
to ∆ω0, stands for the phase plot corresponding to the middle of the hysteresis loop,
which is defined with two critical values of ∆ω, the left hysteresis boundary ∆ωL, and
right hysteresis boundary ∆ωR, both in the cases of FP-LD [Fig. 4.19(a)] or FP-ECL
[Fig. 4.19(b)]. The thin grey lines in Figs. 4.19(a) and (b) correspond to these limiting
values of ∆ω. Thus, the shaded grey areas in the Figs. 4.19(a) and (b) correspond to
the ranges of ∆ω in which bistability occurs, i.e., to the domains of the hysteresis loops,
depicted in Figs. 4.18(a) and (b). For ∆ω larger than ∆ωR (less negative), or smaller than
∆ωL (more negative), phase plots denoted with ∆ωER and ∆ωEL [arrowed dash-dot lines
in Figs. 4.19(a) and (b)], exhibit only one stable stationary point, thus bistability does not
exist. In both Figs. 4.18(a) and (b), solid lines stand for hysteresis loops corresponding to
FP-LD, i.e., to the dn/dt–n phase plots from Fig. 4.19(a), while dashed lines stand for the
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Figure 4.19: (a) Phase plots for the standard FP-LD corresponding to the stationary
photon density: thick solid line for ∆ω = ∆ω0 corresponds to a phase plot comprising
3 stationary points (n(1)

sp , n(2)
sp , and n(3)

sp ); thin solid grey lines stand for the phase plots
corresponding to ∆ω = ∆ωL and ∆ω = ∆ωR, representing the left and right hysteresis
edge, respectively; dash-dot lines (partially with arrows) correspond to the phase plots
obtained for detuning during variation, i.e., ∆ω0 − δω = ∆ωEL and ∆ω0 + δω = ∆ωER.
These phase plots provide a single stationary point (n(3)

sp and nts, respectively). Solid
arrowed lines depict the transient phase plots, and the position in the phase plot for
which the master laser turns off detuning variation δω. The grey area covers the loci of
phase plots for stationary photon density, whose stable stationary points correspond to
the branches of hysteresis for standard FP-LD in Fig. 4.18(a). Zoom depicts the transient
phase trajectory in the vicinity of the unstable point n(2)

sp .(b) Same as (a) but for the FP-
ECL. In this case, the transient phase plots are not shown.
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hysteresis loops obtained for FP-ECL, Fig. 4.19(b). Figs. 4.18(a) and (b) show that the
hysteresis loop for the FP-ECL is significantly wider than for the standard FP-LD. The
higher photon lifetime corresponds to a smaller gain defect for the injection-locked mode,
which provides the same laser emission for smaller carrier density, with respect to the FP-
LD. Therefore, FP-ECL exhibits a lower carrier density value for n(1)

sp state and a larger
range of ∆ω for which the bistability can be achieved. The wider range of ∆ω enables
a more stable range of the bistability and gives more freedom in selecting the switching
starting point on the hysteresis loop.

As previously discussed in the Section 3.5, in the case of output photon density hys-
teresis loop [Fig. 4.18(a)], the lower hysteresis branch with low injection-locked mode
photon density corresponds to the n(3)

sp stationary point, while the upper, high power out-
put, hysteresis branch corresponds to n(1)

sp stationary point. On the contrary, the phase, θ−10

hysteresis loop exhibits the opposite behavior, as shown in Fig. 4.18(b). The range of ∆ω

for which the bistability occurs (∆ωL < ∆ω < ∆ωR) is shaded in Figs. 4.18(a) and (b),
and corresponds to the shaded area between two critical phase plots, as depicted in Figs.
4.19(a) and (b). The hystereses vertical edges correspond to ∆ωL and ∆ωR, while beyond
this range, the loci of S −10 and θ−10 have only one branch, which is either extension of the
upper or the lower hysteresis branch. Each locus on these extended branches corresponds
to a line for which ∆ω > ∆ωR or ∆ω < ∆ωL [e.g. arrowed dash-dot lines in Figs. 4.19(a)
and (b), for which ∆ωER > ∆ωR or ∆ωEL < ∆ωL].

The circulation around the hysteresis loop is in case of the photon density counter-
clockwise, while in case of the phase difference, it is clockwise. The circulation can be
essentially divided in two steps: switching from the stationary state n(1)

sp to n(3)
sp (cf. Figs.

4.18(a) and (b), solid and open dot, respectively), and vice versa, from n(3)
sp to n(1)

sp . Al-
though the position of the stationary points corresponding to n(1)

sp and n(3)
sp is reversed on

the photon density and the phase hystereses [cf. Figs. 4.18(a) and (b)], in choosing the
switching direction we refer to the photon density hysteresis loop, and, as previously,
denote the transition from n(1)

sp to n(3)
sp as “switching down”, while the opposite transition,

from n(3)
sp to n(1)

sp , is denoted as “switching up”. For switching down it is necessary to push
detuning toward more negative values ∆ω < ∆ωL, beyond the hysteresis edges: in the ex-
ample shown in Figs. 4.19(a) and (b), detuning ∆ω is pushed toward ∆ωEL < ∆ωL. This
new detuning should correspond to the phase plot which has only one stationary point, in
this case the one close to n(3)

sp [arrowed dash dot line for ∆ωEL in Figs. 4.19(a) and (b)],
which will force the slave laser to migrate from the n(1)

sp to the n(3)
sp state. The necessary

variation of detuning δω > ∆ω0 − ∆ωL > 0 is such that ∆ωEL = ∆ω0 − δω. If ∆ωEL is
kept fixed for prolonged time, the slave laser may abandon the bistability region and start
transition toward the only existing stationary point (close to n(3)

sp ). If δω provided by the
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master laser is switched off after a sufficiently long time, the slave laser will settle in n(3)
sp .

Otherwise, if the duration of the detuning shift is not sufficiently long, the slave laser will
slide back to its initial state, n(1)

sp .
However, as explained in the previous section, the switching in the reversed direction,

from n(3)
sp to n(1)

sp is not straightforward as the previous one. As discussed, switching up
requires δω which can eliminate the starting point n(3)

sp , leaving only one stationary point
located beyond the right hysteresis edge in Figs. 4.18(a) and (b), i.e., point nts, denoted in
Figs. 4.19(a) and (b). In Figs. 4.19(a) and (b), this stationary point belongs to the phase
plot for ∆ω > ∆ωR, in our example to ∆ωER > ∆ωR (arrowed dash-dot line). In this case
∆ωER = ∆ω0 +δω, where δω > ∆ωR−∆ω0 > 0. However, this single stationary point, nts,
is far away from n(1)

sp corresponding to the bistability region. If δω is kept fixed indefinitely,
the trajectory of the transition will end up in this single intermediate state nts, somewhere
between n(3)

sp and n(1)
sp , and beyond the hysteresis loops. However, if δω is switched on

for finite, but sufficiently long time, the trajectory of the transition will approach nts and
after δω is switched off, the trajectory will turn toward the n(1)

sp state and complete the
switching. As explained earlier, in order to do so, nts has to be closer to the n(1)

sp point than
to n(3)

sp point, or else the laser will stay in the initial n(3)
sp point. For higher magnitudes of δω,

the nts point shifts towards higher carrier concentration, i.e., it becomes closer to the n(3)
sp

point, and switching fails. In our analytical attempt to study the switching up, from n(3)
sp

to n(1)
sp , the intermediate state has been the major obstacle for successful implementation

of the analytical model in Section 4.2.3 [138]. Here, the numerical solving of the rate
equations provides the possibility to successfully simulate the switching from n(3)

sp to n(1)
sp .

The concept of the switching transition presented above is developed using the phase
plots derived under the assumption of the stationary photon density, as in the previous
section. It can be expected that such approach may help to roughly predict and grasp
the transient trajectory of the switching. However, the exact numerical simulations of the
transitions in both switching directions provide the transient phase plots [solid arrowed
lines in Fig. 4.19(a)], which significantly differ from those presumed using the phase
plots based on the stationary photon density. The transient phase plots clearly show that
the switching between the stable states can be successfully completed with the assistance
of the unstable repelling stationary point n(2)

sp , which is a surprising result. In the switch-
ing down process (n(1)

sp to n(3)
sp switching), the switching trajectory follows the stationary

trajectory (phase plot corresponding to ∆ωEL = ∆ω0 − δω up to the vicinity of the n(2)
sp

point [cf. Fig. 4.19(a)]. However, the n(2)
sp point first attracts, and then repels the trajec-

tory, acting as a “slingshot” [cf. inset in Fig. 4.19(a)]. After this “phase loop” around
n(2)

sp point, the trajectory ends with a characteristic spiral inward, which corresponds to
dynamic regime of relaxation oscillations of the slave laser, which is pronounced at the
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n(3)
sp point, due to its vicinity to nth. This transient trajectory is obtained for the mini-

mal duration of the ∆ω variation which leads to the successful switching, which in this
case yields 360 ps. The point in the trajectory, which corresponds to the time moment in
which ∆ω restores its initial value ∆ω0 is denoted with δω = 0 in the Fig. 4.19(a), which
is actually in the vicinity of n(2)

sp point. However, it can be expected that, if the detun-
ing variation, i.e., the variation of the master laser phase were prolonged, the slave laser
may surpass the n(2)

sp point in the switching process, and thus avoid the “phase loop”. The
exact switching trajectory in the opposite direction (n(3)

sp to n(1)
sp ) also provides surprising

results. Again, the transient switching trajectory is obtained for minimal duration of the
master laser variation, which now yields merely 100 ps. The master laser variation ends
in the point denoted with δω = 0 in the Fig. 4.19(a). The transient switching trajectory
significantly differs from the one predicted by the stationary analysis [cf. Fig. 4.19(a)],
and instead of approaching transitional stationary state nts, the slave laser again exhibits
a “phase loop” around the unstable n(2)

sp point. In this case, the slave laser enters the final,
n(1)

sp state, without the spiral inward, since this point is the consequence of the injection
locking, which suppresses the relaxation oscillations of the laser. For the particular case
depicted in the Fig. 4.19(c), minimal switching times, i.e., minimal durations of mas-
ter laser switching, are considerably different with respect to the switching direction, as
predicted by our analytical method in the previous section.

4.3.1 Switching time of the master laser

In order to optimize switching characteristics of injection-locked Fabry-Pérot semicon-
ductor laser, we investigate two separate optimization routes. The first one considers
methods to obtain the shortest time of the master laser variation, sufficient to force the
switching between the states of the slave laser, i.e., we apply and investigate various
techniques to reduce the ∆tML to the minimum (∆tML,min), still sufficient to provide the
switching of the slave laser. Although higher values of the bias current may provide
somewhat faster switching, at these values the range of the injection parameters (Pinj and
∆ω) in which the slave laser is dynamically stable, becomes narrower. In order to provide
wider range of the slave laser bistability, we consider switching at lower bias currents
I = 1.2Ith. In the range of moderate injection powers, i.e., in the range of photon density
from 1012 cm−3 up to 1014 cm−3 for which we can neglect nonlinear gain suppression,
∆tML is almost constant, even slightly shorter for smaller Pinj. For this reason we present
the results obtained for lower values of Pinj. The second optimization route is tied to the
switching speed of the bistable slave laser, and will be addressed later.

In Fig. 4.20, we present calculated switching times with respect to the master laser
detuning variation magnitude δω, for switching up [Fig. 4.20(a)], and switching down di-
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Figure 4.20: The minimum of the master switching time ∆tML for switching (a) up and
(b) down, versus δω for standard FP-LD (solid lines) and FP-ECL (dash lines) and for 3
different pairs of switching points on the hysteresis loop as shown in the inset.

rection [Fig. 4.20(b)], both for FP-LD (solid lines) and FP-ECL (dashed lines), at constant
injection power Pinj = −12 dBm. We present switching times for different initial points on
the hysteresis loop, denoted with numbers 1 – 3, though it will be addressed later. At this
moment we discuss the switching time dependence on the master laser detuning variation
magnitude δω in general. The increase in δω, speeds up the transition for both directions,
i.e., the switching time decreases with an increase in δω (cf. Fig. 4.20). However, the
detuning variation increase is more efficient for switching up, since the slave laser is more
sensitive to the magnitude of δω [switching time decreases more steeply in switching up
direction, Fig. 4.20(a) in comparison to the switching down direction, Fig. 4.20(b)]. If
δω is large enough in the case of switching up, nts and n(2)

sp may exchange their positions
since nts becomes closer to n(3)

sp , leaving n(2)
sp between n(1)

sp and nts. This enables trajectory
to circumvent nts in a short period of detuning variation. After that, the trajectory will
autonomously reach n(2)

sp , and from there it will follow the phase plot for ∆ω0 slowly con-
verging toward n(1)

sp . However, the increase of δω beyond the upper limit causes that nts

point becomes very close, and eventually almost coincides with the starting n(3)
sp point, thus

disabling the slave laser to reach n(2)
sp , and finally desired n(1)

sp point. On the other hand,
highly negative detuning during the switching down reduces the locking regime up to the
limit in which the slave laser enters the free-running regime since n(3)

sp becomes almost
equal to nth, determining the upper limit for δω in case of switching down. Finally, for
both directions of switching, the lower limit for δω is determined by the hysteresis edges,
i.e., δω has to be large enough to surpass the appropriate hysteresis edge.

The second approach for reduction of ∆tML is to choose a suitable starting point on the
hysteresis loop, providing as fast as possible switching in one or the other direction. As we
have already shown, switching down is more demanding, since higher negative detuning
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fails to provide fast switching. Thus, we choose the starting point ∆ω0 = −9.63Ω, which
is on the hysteresis loop, but close to the left hysteresis edge ∆ωL [c.f. inset in Fig.
4.20(a)]. This case is denoted by (1). It can be seen that in this case, switching up is
slower than switching down. The major reason for that lies in the fact that phase plot for
such chosen ∆ω0 generates the unstable point n(2)

sp in the vicinity of n(1)
sp . Such chosen ∆ω0

produces the dn/dt–n phase plot similar to the one obtained for ∆ωL, for which n(1)
sp and

n(2)
sp coincide [cf. Figs. 4.19(a) and (d)]. In such case, the transitional nts point stands

between n(2)
sp and n(3)

sp , which causes long transition from n(3)
sp around the nts toward n(2)

sp .
Such transition consequently requires long ∆tML, which can sustain long trajectory to n(2)

sp .
If balanced switching times are more desirable, the starting point should be chosen at
∆ω0 = −9.43Ω, which is approximately 1/8 of the hysteresis width away from ∆ωL. This
case is denoted by (2), and provides that both switching times are about 100 ps, or even
lower [cf. Figs. 4.20(a) and (b)]. The case (3) corresponds to the initial detuning of
∆ω0 = −9.29Ω, which is about 1/4 of hysteresis width away from the left hysteresis edge
∆ωL. The results obtained for this point show, that as the starting point comes closer to the
middle of the hysteresis loop, the switching up becomes faster than the switching down.

An additional method for improvement of ∆tML is implementation of the FP-ECL,
enabling the longer photon lifetime for the injection-locked mode, and few modes in its
vicinity. Our simulations show that this approach can significantly improve switching
dynamics only in certain cases. In the switching up direction, this approach can lead to
somewhat shorter switching times, though on expense of larger δω, since FP-ECL leads
to wider hysteresis loops [cf. Figs. 4.18(a) and (b)]. In the switching down direction, this
approach can lead to significant improvement of the switching time in case (1), though it
leads to even worse results in case (3) [cf. Fig. 4.20(b)].

4.3.2 Switching time of the slave laser

The ideal transient characteristic of the injection-locked bistable laser would be the one,
which simultaneously provides minimum for both ∆tML and ∆tSL. In order to get full
insight in the slave laser switching time, we analyze the transient response of the slave
laser for the shortest possible, i.e., ∆tML,min. The transient response is simulated by solving
the system of rate equations in its full scale, for the corresponding detuning variation
δω, and other fixed parameters. Fig. 4.21(a) shows the transient response of the photon
density for the injection-locked mode in the case of switching up for standard FP-LD
(solid line) and FP-ECL (dashed line), and for the three starting points on the hysteresis
loop, as introduced in previous subsection. The duration of the master laser detuning
variation is set to the minimum value, which in most cases corresponds to the maximum
of detuning variation shown in Fig. 4.20. It might look like that the steady state in Fig.
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Figure 4.21: The photon density (S −10) transient response of injection-locked mode m =

−10, for the ∆tML,min and for the switching (a) up and (b) down, for standard FP-LD (solid
lines) and FP-ECL (dashed lines), and 3 different pairs of switching points on the HL. (c)
The corresponding phase transient response for both switching directions. Insets in (b)
and (c) show zoom of S −10 and θ−10, respectively, for the first several hundreds of ps for
switching states corresponding to case (2).

4.21(a) is reached in less than 300 ps. However, the fact is that the slave laser is still in
the vicinity of the n(2)

sp state after that time, while the transition from n(2)
sp to n(1)

sp needs one
order of magnitude longer time. However, this transition corresponds to relatively small
increase of the photon density, i.e., the laser will slowly, yet slightly increase its photon
density, and reach the final steady-state in a time span in order of few ns. On contrary to
the case of photon density, the transition from n(2)

sp to n(1)
sp corresponds to considerably large

change of the phase [cf. Fig. 4.21(c)]. From the Fig. 4.21(c) it can be seen that the actual
steady-state in the case of switching up is reached in few ns, depending on the starting
point. On the other hand, in the case of switching down, the slave laser experiences
strong relaxation oscillations [cf. Figs. 4.21(b) and (c)]. As in the case of switching up,
depending on the starting point on the hysteresis loop, the slave laser needs a few ns to
reach the final photon density, or phase, though here it continues to exhibit underdamped
oscillations around this steady-state.

The criterion for estimation of ∆tSL in case of the transient response with overshoots
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can be based on the common definition of rise/fall time for underdamped second order
systems, which is the time required for the response to overcome the difference between
the final and initial value from 0 to 100% [144]. However, the rise/fall time criterion is
unrealistic, since all the responses shown in Fig. 4.21 are far away from the stationary
state after rise/fall time. In addition to this, it favours the switching time for both switching
directions, predicting the slave laser switching times in order of few tens of ps. Another
approach is to use the “settling time” criterion, which defines the response time as the time
required for the response curve to reach and stay within a range of certain percentage of
the final value [145]. However, looking at the absolute values, the margins of the criterion
will be different for each of the stationary states. A more serious problem comes from
the fact that temporal response does not correspond to a linear second order system, but
rather to a nonlinear system, which may exhibit transient response oscillations around
slowly varying bounded mean value, or with non-monotonically time varying amplitudes,
as we will show later. In these cases, the “settling time” criterion is too harsh, since it
may unfairly prolong the switching time, even in the cases when it is obvious that slave
laser has already reached the desired state. In order to achieve a more realistic estimation
of ∆tSL, we set a new “locking time” criterion which defines ∆tSL as a time interval which
starts simultaneously with the switching on of the master laser detuning variation, and
finishes when the photon density of slave laser reaches the stationary value for the first
time, followed by the quasi-relaxation oscillations regime around the stationary value of
the destination state [e.g. cross marker for the case (2) in Fig. 4.21(b)]. Such definition of
the switching time is not numerically rigid and accurate as the former two, however, it is
more natural for the type of transitions corresponding to switching, and can provide more
physically justified estimation of ∆tSL. It should be mentioned that the switching criterion
could comprise both, the photon density and the phase, leading to different results for the
slave laser switching time depending on key variable.

After applying the locking time definition, we find that ∆tSL < 200 ps, for the switching-
up transitions shown in Fig. 4.21(a). As can be expected, the starting point (3) has a slight
advantage with respect to the switching time, since it is the closest one to the right hys-
teresis edge, which needs to be crossed during the switching. On the other hand, the
switching down lasts one order of magnitude longer [c.f. Fig. 4.21(b)], introducing sig-
nificant asymmetry of ∆tSL. The proposed improvements for ∆tML, also become useful for
optimization of ∆tSL. For the standard FP-LD, the fastest response can be achieved for the
starting point (3), while in case of the FP-ECL, the results are best for the starting point
(1) [cf. Fig. 4.21(b)]. The most important improvement for the switching down comes
from the modification of the photon lifetime, which, in the best case, reduces ∆tSL twice
in comparison with the result achieved for the regular photon lifetime.
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Similar conclusions are valid for the phase difference temporal response [cf. Fig.
4.21(c)]. The fast variation of the phase in the first 200 ps is the consequence of the
rapid photon density variation, which occurs for both switching directions. However,
the phase variations are more damped for the switching up than for the switching down,
due to an increase of the photon density, which suppresses the last term in the phase
equation (2.21d). This term is, on the other hand, responsible for the oscillating behaviour
of the phase, which intensifies with the photon density decrease. Therefore, these rapid
oscillations of the phase are not related to the relaxation oscillations, which actually occur
later, as shown in Fig. 4.21(b). For switching up, the fastest phase difference transition
can be achieved using the FP-ECL, while the slowest using the standard FP-LD, both
for starting point (3). Switching down is more dependent on photon lifetime than on the
starting point. The corresponding phase transient response for the FP-ECL is almost two
times faster than the one for the standard FP-LD, similarly as in the case of photon density
response.

Proposed improvements are not sufficient to significantly balance the ∆tSL for switch-
ing up and down, and simultaneously reduce the switching down time. Since the slave
laser response for switching down lasts one order of magnitude longer than all other tran-
sitions, it seems useful to investigate whether the decrease of ∆tSL can be achieved by
an extension of ∆tML, i.e., by prolonging the detuning variation. The increase of ∆tML

indeed leads to a decrease of ∆tSL for switching down, as shown in Fig. 4.22, and at the
same time, does not significantly affect the transition time for switching up. In fact, for
relatively short ∆tML, the photon density overshoot in Fig. 4.21(a) slightly compresses
with increase in ∆tML, causing that ∆tSL somewhat decreases. The improvement shown in
Fig. 4.22, achieved by the FP-ECL, is less important if the duration of the master laser
detuning variation is sufficiently extended. The kinks in the dependence are the result of
the proposed locking time definition and the peculiar temporal response, which is now
significantly different than in the case of short ∆tML [cf. Fig. 4.21(b)]. The inset in Fig.
4.22 depicts the temporal transition of the photon density for switching down, for ∆tML

corresponding to the minimum ∆tSL shown in Fig. 4.22.
The photon density temporal response reveals the nonlinear transient phenomena men-

tioned earlier. It can be seen that the mean value of relaxation oscillations slowly os-
cillates and approaches the steady-state. Additionally, the amplitude of the oscillations
periodically increases and decreases. As ∆tML increases, the initial peak of the relaxation
oscillations becomes more suppressed. This means that for shorter ∆tML, more time is
needed for the transition to relax from the first relaxation peak to the stationary value for
the first time. However, for a critical value of ∆tML, the first relaxation oscillation peak
becomes so much suppressed that the intersection with the stationary value occurs imme-
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Figure 4.22: The slave laser versus the master laser time for switching down for a pair of
bistable points positioned at the left edge of the hysteresis loop for locking time and settle
time criterion. (Insets) Photon density response of injection-locked mode m = −10 for the
shortest ∆tSL according to locking time criterion.

diately after it, which causes sudden drop of ∆tSL according to the locking time criterion.
In other words, certain ∆tML may lead to the special case where relaxation oscillations do
not reach the stationary value after the first oscillation period, but rather require more of
them, thus prolonging ∆tSL. This also means that the two transient responses may look
very similar, but their corresponding switching times can be significantly different due to
the adopted definition of locking time. However, the fact that the dependence shown in
Fig. 4.22 is more or less continuous, with exception of the last part, indicates that the
locking time criterion is able to detect the fine modifications of ∆tSL due to adjustment
of ∆tML. It should also be noted that the small absolute increase in ∆tML (of the order
of 100 ps), leads to a significant absolute decrease of ∆tSL (approximately 700 ps for the
FP-ECL, and even 1000 ps for the standard FP-LD). After such improvement, ∆tSL for
switching down becomes 350-400 ps. Although still larger, it is now comparable with the
corresponding ∆tML.

In addition, we estimate ∆tSL by using two standard definitions, as rise/fall time and
the settling time with a range set to 10% of the steady state value. In comparison with the
results obtained for the locking time definition, the standard definitions should in principle
provide the extreme values of the switching time. All these definitions together might
provide a deeper insight in the estimation of ∆tSL. First, we study rise/fall time criterion
and find that in the case of both FP-LD and FP-ECL, ∆tSL varies from 30 to 40 ps for both
switching directions. The application of the settling time criterion on the switching up
transition leads to the peculiar results, according to which certain ∆tML lead to the settling
times shorter than the locking times, while for the others, the settling time can be one order
of magnitude longer than the locking time. This essentially shows that the application of
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the settling time criterion is not suitable in the case of the switching up transition due
to its irregular character. However, the settling time becomes relevant figure of merit in
the case of the switching down transition. Fig. 4.22 shows that the settling switching
time for FP-LD structure is 3-4 times longer than the one deduced from the locking time
criterion, except for the short ∆tML, for which this ratio is smaller. For FP-ECL, which
is switched by short ∆tML, results are better than for FP-LD, since the ratio between the
settling and the locking switching time is slightly larger than 2. However, for longer
detuning variations the settling time for FP-ECL increases and exhibits ripples which
occur due to highly nonlinear response of the slave laser. This means that implementation
of FP-ECL is beneficial only if the ∆tML is not too long, in this case not longer than
approximately 220 ps.

The differences between the responses for the switching transitions shown in the inset
of Fig. 4.22 and in Fig. 4.21(b) are related to the phase plots. As predicted in the
discussion regarding the phase plots, the major difference is that responses shown in Fig.
4.22 correspond to the transient phase plot which does not involve a phase loop around
the unstable point n(2)

sp , i.e., prolonged master laser switching time excludes the phase loop
from the switching trajectory. In this case the phase trajectory almost entirely overlaps the
phase plot for the stationary photon density for ∆ωEL, except in the vicinity of n(3)

sp where,
due to relaxation oscillations, characteristic spiral loop appears. However, on contrary to
the theoretical prediction, the transitions for switching up, even in the case of long ∆tML,
comprise the phase loop around n(2)

sp , i.e., this phase loop cannot be avoided.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

Injection locking is a technique which relies on the general physical principle of coupled
oscillators syhncronization. In this case, the technique is applied on two semiconductor
lasers, representing two electrically driven electromagnetic oscillators. The coupling be-
tween the lasers is enabled via injecting the light from one (master) laser the resonator
cavity of another (slave) laser. Under certain conditions, the slave laser becomes stably
locked to the frequency and phase of the master laser.

Injection-locked lasers are receiving increased attention in the field of photonics since
they have several potential fields of application. Since this technique enables remote
locking, i.e., tuning, injection-locked lasers can substitute expensive and complex tun-
able lasers and offer cost-effective transmitter solution in modern architectures of optical
networks such as wavelength division multiplexed passive optical networks. In addition
to this, injection locking can be beneficial in terms of laser dynamics, since it has been
proven that it reduces the relaxation oscillations, increases the modulation bandwidth, de-
creases the frequency chirp by decreasing the linewidth of the laser, reduces the mode par-
tition noise, enhances the single-mode output, etc. Apart from this, injection-locked lasers
can exhibit bistable operation, which can be put to use in photonics signal processing
schemes, especially in systems comprising all-optical signal processing. For that matter,
bistable injection-locked lasers can be used for realization of photonics bistable compo-
nents such as all-optical flip-flops, switches, memories or different kinds of logical gates,
representing the crucial building blocks for optical packet switching networks. From the
perspective of all proposed applications, especially those in the field of all-optical pro-
cessing, the static and dynamic characteristics of injection-locked lasers become highly
important.

This thesis investigates static and dynamic characteristics of multi-mode InGaAsP/InGa
AlAs multiple quantum well semiconductor laser with Fabry-Pérot cavity in the regime
of side-mode, i.e., inter-modal injection locking. The investigation is based on the multi-
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mode rate equation system, describing the dynamics of the carriers, photons, and their
phases inside the cavity of the slave laser.

The main contributions of the thesis are following:

• A numerical algorithm for solving stationary multi-mode rate equations system is
developed. The system comprises of large number of coupled nonlinear first order
differential equations, which reduce to algebraic equations in the stationary analy-
sis. This system is further reduced to a transcendental equation regarding carrier
concentration, which is solved for stationary values, where each solution represents
one slave laser stationary state.

• The algorithm provides possibility to determine slave laser’s stationary states, and
to investigate origins, as well as attractive/repelling natures of recognized stationary
states. It is concluded that for positive values of frequency detuning, the slave
laser exhibits only one stationary state which acts as an attractive stationary point.
In the domain of negative frequency detuning, injection locking can provide up
to two stationary points, among which only one is an attractor. It is shown that
unlocked modes contribution leads to the formation of the third stationary point
with attractive character. This point has not been a subject of discussion in the
literature, since common models in the literature comprise only injection-locked
longitudinal mode, while this point, and consequently slave laser’s bistability, can
be inferred only by a model which takes into account at least two modes (injection-
locked one, and central longitudinal mode).

• Formation of the hysteresis loops in the slave laser output is theoretically investi-
gated and hysteresis branches are correlated to the two attractors. It is shown that
injection power or frequency detuning variation leads to counterclockwise hystere-
sis cycle in the output power and side-mode-suppression-ratio, and clockwise cycle
in the output phase of the slave laser. The presence of the injection power variation
induced hysteresis loop in the slave laser power output is confirmed experimentally.

• Widths and openings of the hysteresis loops are the theoretically investigated with
respect to injection power, frequency detuning, and injection-locked mode order.
It is shown that the output power hysteresis can exhibit an extinction ratio up to
10 dB, that separation between branches in terms of side-mode-suppression-ratio is
over 30 dB, and that the phase hysteresis can exhibit opening up to 3π/4 radians.

• As opposed to the common locking ranges found in the literature, the presented
locking range map, for both intra- and inter-modal injection locking, predicts the
downfolding of the locking range across the four-wave mixing boundary in the
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domain of negative frequency detuning, which provides the multivalued character
of the map, and consequently multistability of the slave laser.

• The stationary states distribution map, showing the loci of the stationary points in
the relative injection power–frequency detuning space, is presented. The areas in
which multiple states coexist simultaneously are recognized and discussed.

• The presented stability map provides the stability analysis of the slave laser on the
basis of the Lyapunov asymptotic stability test. The system of multi-mode rate
equations is linearized in the vicinity of the stationary points and stability is dis-
cussed with respect to the positions of the system eigenvalues. Stability map shows
the regions in which the slave laser exhibits instabilities, one located in the domain
of positive frequency detuning, and the other located for small negative detunings.
In addition to this, in the domain of larger magnitude negative detunings, a region of
bistable slave laser operation is presented. The stability map underlines the crucial
importance of the detailed rate equation model, i.e., taking into account unlocked
longitudinal modes. It is shown that the minimal requirement for bistability domain
to be predicted and analyzed is a model which, apart from injection-locked mode,
takes into account at least the central mode. Further expansion of the model is ad-
vised in order to increase the precision of the calculation, since it leads to significant
shrinking of the regions of instabilities.

• Two switching mechanisms between the stable states are proposed: switching by
injection power variation and switching by frequency detuning variation. Switch-
ing by injection power variation can provide amplitude controlled slave laser, while
switching by frequency detuning variation can provide frequency or phase con-
trolled slave laser.

• An approximate, simple analytical model for switching time calculation is devel-
oped and presented. Switching time is classified as master laser switching time,
since it gives minimal required duration of the master laser’s injection power or
frequency variation, in order for the slave laser to switch between the stable states.
In the case of injection power induced switching, a simple formula for switching
energy is presented.

• Analytical model is employed in the estimation of the switching characteristics for
both switching mechanisms. It is shown that master laser’s switching time ranges
from few ns to few tens of ps, and that with higher magnitude of injection power or
frequency detuning variations, switching time decreases. However, in the case of
switching by injection power variation, the model predicts noticeable discrepancy
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between the switching directions: while one direction achieves very short mini-
mal master laser’s switching time (10 ps), the other direction requires few orders of
magnitude longer times (few hundreds of ps). The master laser’s switching energies
are also unevenly distributed, for short switching times, energies are in order of few
hundreds of fJ, while for longer switching times, energies can be as low as 1 fJ.
In the case of frequency detuning variation, analytical model shows limited appli-
cability, providing results for only one switching direction, which are qualitatively
similar to the results obtained with the other switching mechanism.

• In the case of switching by injection power variation, it is shown that increase of
the linewidth enhancement factor leads to decrease of both master lasers’s switch-
ing time and energy, while increase in the active region volume can provide lower
switching energies, on expense of somewhat prolonged switching time.

• Detailed numerical model and method for calculation of both master and slave
laser’s switching time, for both switching mechanisms is presented. Method relies
on the employment of the Runge-Kutta fourth-order method on a large scale sys-
tem of coupled nonlinear, non-autonomous differential equations. Numerical model
is applied for calculation of the switching time in the case of frequency detuning
variation, due to the limitations of the analytical model.

• Our numerical model confirmed the master laser’s switching times in the range from
few ns to few tens of ps. It is showed that the master laser’s switching time can be
improved by (i) increase of the magnitude of detuning variation, (ii) modification
of the photon lifetime for injection-locked side-mode, and (iii) by careful selection
of the initial detuning in the bistable region, corresponding to the starting point in
the hysteresis loop.

• Exact numerical model is also employed in studying the slave laser’s switching
time, i.e., the time needed for the slave laser to lock to the desired state. It is shown
that the slave laser’s switching time is more critical in comparison to the time cor-
responding to the master laser’s switching, and that there exists high discrepancy in
terms of slave laser’s switching time for different switching directions (around 300
ps for one, as opposed to 2–3 ns for the other switching direction). As a method
of optimization, it is found that the modest increase of the master laser’s switching
time leads to the considerable reduction in the slave laser’s switching time. Prolong-
ing the variation of the master laser for 100 ps, brings the slave laser’s switching
time from 2–3 ns down to 350–400 ps, which can be obtained for both switching
directions, thus balancing the discrepancy between them.
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Presented investigation of static characteristics of injection-locked lasers can be useful
for further development of all-optical flip-flops, based on the discussed bistability in the
slave laser diode. Presented analysis regarding the formation and especially dimensions
of the hysteresis loops, may be of great importance for the design parameters such as
extinction ratio, or switching times and energies, which may depend on the hysteresis
width. Furthermore, presented switching mechanisms can be employed for realizations of
all-optical flip-flops, or even more complex all-optical processing systems such as logic
gates. Both analytical and numerical model for switching time and energy estimation,
providing deep insight in the slave laser dynamics, can be useful and reliable tool for
development and optimization of such systems in terms of their dynamic characteristics.
Finally, presented switching mechanism based on the frequency or phase control of the
slave laser, combined with the results regarding the phase hysteresis opening, may be
highly attractive for further implementation of advanced modulation formats comprising
optical phase modulation as trigger or control signals.
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